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implemented.by.companies.and.categorized..Financial.technology.companies.are.
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policy.level,.regional.differences.and.future.implications.are.being.discussed.thereby.
creating.bridges.the.FinTech.in.ASEAN.context.to.create.a.coherent.framework.
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to.create.an.ecosystem.to.drive.greater.access.to.financial.services.in.the.integrated.
ASEAN.economy..The.authors.discuss.projected.trends.in.technology.and.its.use.
in.the.next.few.crucial.years..They.also.recommend.strategies.that.involve.various.
market.participants.and.stakeholders.coming.together.and.working.towards.shared.
goals.of.a.unified.ASEAN.economic.community.by.increasing.financial.inclusion.for.
the.unbanked.and.the.seamless.cross-border.flow.of.goods,.services,.and.payments.
in.a.safe.and.secure.manner.
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to.the.customers..The.creation.and.practical.applications.of.FinTech.supported.by.
government.regulations.and.financial.policies,.high.mobile.adoption,.rising.rates.
of.internet.penetration,.and.increasingly.literate.and.millennial.generation,.strongly.
indicates. that. the. various. scopes. of. FinTech. in. ASEAN. are. very. promising. in.
supporting.economic.growth.and.financial.inclusion..This.chapter.will.provide.an.
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overview.of.FinTech.and.examine.the.development.of.FinTech.initiatives.to.shed.
light.on.some.challenges.and.solutions.facing.the.ASEAN’s.financial. landscape.
today.and.in.the.future.
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Businesses.have.been.forerunners.in.providing.innovative.techniques.and.technology.
to.the.market..These.emerging.processes,.techniques,.and.technologies.have.disrupted.
the. existing. ones. and. met. the. requirements. of. the. existing. customers.. Today’s.
banking.and.financial.sector.is.facing.an.unprecedented.change.wherein.various.new.
players.are.entering.the.market.and.disrupting.the.traditional.modes.of.operation..
These.players.are.a.part.of.the.latest.disruption.in.the.banking.and.financial.sector,.
which.is.popularly.known.as.Fin.Tech.(which.is.an.amalgamation.of.finance.and.
technology).. They. are. providing. alternative. solutions. and. business. models. that.
are.overhauling.the.manner.in.which.this.sector.and.its.customers.function..This.
disruption.not.only.opens.doors.for.completely.different.business.opportunities.but.
also.poses.challenges.to.the.existing.set.up.of.business..The.chapter.aims.to.study.
the.emerging.trends.associated.emerging.opportunities.and.challenges.of.FinTech.
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A.portmanteau.of.financial.technology.(FinTech).centralizes.on.the.innovative.use.of.
smart.mobile.devices.to.design.and.deliver.financial.services.and.products,.elevating.
an.innovative.way.of.delivering.financial.services..The.chapter.mainly.focuses.on.
the.definition.and.the.importance.of.FinTech.to.the.financial.ecosystem.especially.
in. the. Southeast. Asia. region.. It. focuses. on. how. financial. technology. (FinTech).
came.to.be,.how.transactions.in.the.past.mostly.use.cash,.and.then.shifted.to.credit.
card.and.then.shifted.to.a.cashless.transaction,.for.example.using.e-wallet.or.simply.
using.smartphone.for.any.financial. transaction..The.research.found.out.how.the.
huge.percentage.of.internet.users.in.the.Southeast.Asia.region.were.the.cause.of.
the.development.of.FinTech.companies.in.the.region.for.FinTech.startups..It.also.
showed.how.FinTech.helped.to.provide.solutions.for.financial.inclusion,.especially.
unbanked.population.
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Foreword

FinTech is a global phenomenon which can be characterized as a process 
to introduce transformative and disruptive innovation to financial services. 
FinTech firms are generally able to move faster and provide new applications 
either directly to customers, or in partnership with large financial services 
institutions. It is, therefore, feared that such innovations or disruptions may 
take market shares away from Financial Institutions (FIs) and provide a more 
economical, efficient, competitive and convenient markets and options to 
customers. Hence fear of disruption is a growing concern for financial services 
firms. According to a 2018 executive survey, 80% of top executives feared 
that their firms were at risk of disruption and displacement from highly agile, 
data-driven competitors. A counter argument is whether these innovations 
are disruptions or provide healthy competition to market participants. These 
fears are even more serious in ASEAN region which is fast in adapting 
new technologies including FinTech. In this perspective, it is imperative 
to investigate the factors which disrupt the role, structure, and competitive 
environment for financial institutions and the markets and societies in which 
they operate.

The book Financial Technology and Disruptive Innovation in ASEAN is 
therefore very timely documenting research findings and expert views from 
academics, practitioners, business managers and policy makers on a variety of 
multi-disciplinary issues and challenges financial industry is facing with the 
current fast pace of innovative technology. Chapters in the book document the 
FinTech’s experts their views and initiate discussion on a range of FinTech’s 
development and achievements in ASEAN member states.

I commend editors from UBD School of Business and Economics 
(UBDSBE) to take this brave initiative of compiling this important book 
which provides conceptual understanding and shares practical experience, 
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beneficial to governments, practitioners, as well as general public in the 
ASEAN region to realize the potential benefits and challenges of disruptive 
innovations. I am sure, the research compiled in this book will help to develop 
new business models, applications, processes, products, or services with 
an associated material effect on financial markets and institutions and the 
provision of financial services.

Ahmed M. Khalid
Universiti Brunei Darussalam, Brunei
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Foreword

Over the past few decades, the Internet and massive adoption of smartphones 
have affected a major transformation on the industry. Furthermore, a fusion 
of Big Data, Internet of Things, Cloud Computing, 3D Printing, Artificial 
Intelligent (AI), RFID technologies is a transformation namely Industry 4.0 
focusing on interconnectivity, real-time analytic and processing, machine 
learning, and automation. Industry 4.0 is the notion of an industrial revolution 
that will alter the way we live, work and interact with one and another. This 
impact is clearly evident in the banking and financial industry.

The emergence of FinTech start-up companies supported with advanced 
technologies has become major disruptions in financial services including 
in ASEAN that enables financial solutions and innovative business models 
resulting in the fusion of finance and smart mobile technology.

The book Financial Technology and Disruptive Innovation in ASEAN 
is conceptually and practically beneficial for governments, education 
institutions, practitioners, and the public to help ASEAN realizes its potential 
and challenges ahead. It could result in proposing new business models, 
applications, processes, products, or services with an associated material effect 
on financial markets and institutions and the provision of financial services.

Finally, I hope this book can inspire readers in the midst of 
deindustrialization’s trends in some ASEAN countries. I thank the editors 
who have successfully compiled and presented this book of FinTech on a wide 
range of FinTech’s development, and general progress reports of FinTech in 
ASEAN members that fit the theme of the book are also covered. While the 
authors comprise a multi-disciplinary approach for the dissemination and 
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discussion of research or best practices on the FinTech in ASEAN resulting 
on quality of research-based studies which contribute to theory, lesson learned 
and best practices, critical understanding and policy formulation on FinTech 
and general progress reports of FinTech in ASEAN are also discussed.

Muhammad Shodiq
Bank CIMB Niaga, Indonesia
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Preface

The role of financial services in the financial industry is vitally important. 
As the technology evolves, the delivery of the services is being shifted from 
traditional delivery systems to the innovative delivery systems that heavily 
use information and communication technology (ICT) to serve public in much 
better ways. Utilizing ICT to deliver financial services as well as creating 
new financial products and services accessible through the Web/Apps has 
attracted much attention lately and it has marched to a new area called Financial 
Technology (FinTech), which can be considered as disruptive innovation in 
financial sectors. Many innovations have been created in FinTech, and some 
of them are disruptive innovations that threaten the existing players in the 
financial industry.

The advancement in ICT, broadband Internet connection, and the extensive 
use of smartphones are the enabling factors in FinTech evolution (Anshari et 
al., 2019a). FinTech innovations has led to new business models, applications, 
processes, or products that affect financial markets and institutions and the 
provision of financial services. FinTech includes five major areas which 
are finance and investment, operations and risk management, payments and 
infrastructure, data security and monetization, and customer interface. It 
covers many types of financial services such as crowdfunding, money transfer, 
loan, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) lending, asset management, mobile payment, and 
fundraising.

FinTech is now widely used around the world. Eventually FinTech will 
either disrupt or complement existing financial services (Anshari et al., 
2019b). Since ASEAN is undergoing a paradigm shift from Government-to-
Government (G2G) to Community-to-Community (C2C) relationships with 
the emphasis on integration and collaboration. The combined economies of 
ASEAN make it a major of economic power after EU, USA, China and Japan. 
The combined population of ASEAN creates the world’s third largest market 
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with more than 600 millions of people. There are potential readers that is 
waiting to find the book to discuss about FinTech in ASEAN.

The book Financial Technology and Disruptive Innovation in ASEAN is 
expected to become a major literature and reference for FinTech development, 
especially in the recent ASEAN’s context, featuring conceptual, case studies, 
recent development, best practices, comparative assessment, business 
processes, as well as strategies and outputs in studies of FinTech from 
multiple domains of knowledge. To ensure the quality, each chapter in this 
book was reviewed in two rounds. Readers are likely to be academicians and 
students who can use chapters in this book for their references on the latest 
development of financial technology, researchers academia to gain perspective 
of disruptive innovation in financial sector, government organizations who 
interested in the field of FinTech, business owners who need to understand 
the phenomenon of FinTech, technopreneurs who seek innovative ideas on 
FinTech, financial & banking practitioners who need to understand recent 
development of FinTech, policy makers who need to understand the major 
core of FinTech in ASEAN, and also general public who seek information 
the emergence of FinTech.

The book covers wide range of topics from disruptive innovation, emerging 
market, financial inclusion, e-Payment, e-Trading, e-Wallet, Peer to Peer 
(P2P) Lending, Blockchain Technology, Cryptocurrency, Crowdfunding, 
Cybercrime, Banking Sector, Cybersecurity Regulations, Sustainable 
Development, Globalization, Legal Framework, Artificial Intelligence, 
Cloud Computing, Collaboration, Hackathon, Machine Learning, Internet 
of Things, both in the ASEAN region and in several specific countries such 
as Brunei Darussalam, India, Indonesia, Romania, Malaysia, Oman, Saudi 
Arabia, and Singapore.

The book includes 13 chapters that address the recent FinTech initiative 
in ASEAN with respect to process, strategies, challenges, lesson learnt, as 
well as outcomes. The following is the summary of each chapter.

Chapter 1 titled “Financial Technologies: Concept, Application, and 
Challenges” by Debra Hooi Chern Lee (Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman, 
Malaysia), Mobashar Rehman (Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman, Malaysia), 
Hui Nee Au Yong (Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman, Malaysia), and Manzoor 
Ahmed Hashmani (Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS, Malaysia) explores 
the concept of Financial Technology (FinTech) and how it has progressed 
to where it is today. This understanding is further supplemented with the 
applications of FinTech and the challenges it has to tackle in order to continue 
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to evolve in a favorable manner. This chapter also delves into the concept 
of blockchain technology (BCT) to comprehend how it holds the power to 
impact society through revolutionary applications. As the world heralds an 
era of FinTech, this chapter aims to give insights on the potential of FinTech 
and how it cross borders to change the lives of many.

Chapter 2 titled “Financial Technology Implications: Emerging Markets 
Context” by Arjun R (National Institute of Technology Karnataka, India), 
Nishmitha N (National Institute of Technology Karnataka, India), and 
Suprabha K R (National Institute of Technology Karnataka, India) examines 
the particularities of the financial technology industry, how is FinTech defined 
and how can the financial technology solutions implemented by companies be 
categorized. Financial technology companies are generally start-ups founded 
with the purpose of disrupting financial systems and corporations that rely 
less on software. But FinTech is not confined to start-ups only. FinTech 
comprises a vessel of technical aspects that describes an emerging financial 
services sector in the 21st century. The chapter also provides key insights 
into the evolution of the FinTech sector in emerging markets like ASEAN 
and India by and industry experience in this area. The critical challenges to 
be addressed at the policy level, regional differences and future implications 
are being discussed thereby creating bridges the FinTech in ASEAN context 
to create a coherent framework.

Chapter 3 titled “The Future of FinTech in ASEAN” by Hazik Bin Mohamed 
(Stellar Consulting Group, Singapore) affirms that FinTech and the digital 
economy offer opportunities for ASEAN to rebuild trust and confidence in 
a financial system that had lost them. Some technologists imagine this world 
without intermediaries, while others just want a faster and more efficient way 
of transacting. Banks, FinTech companies and regulators need to collaborate 
to create an ecosystem to drive greater access to financial services in the 
integrated ASEAN Economy. We discuss projected trends in technology 
and its use in the next few crucial years. We also recommend strategies that 
involve various market participants and stakeholders coming together and 
working towards shared goals of a unified ASEAN Economic community, 
by increasing financial inclusion for the unbanked and the seamless cross-
border flow of goods, services and payments in a safe and secure manner.

Chapter 4 titled “Paving the Way for the Development of FinTech 
Initiatives in ASEAN” by Mahani Hamdan (Universiti Brunei Darussalam, 
Brunei Darussalam) and Muhammad Anshari (Universiti Brunei Darussalam, 
Brunei Darussalam) states that FinTech is not one to be ignored under any 
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circumstances. It is not only growing as a concept but a phenomenon that 
has been manifested in non-financial sectors using innovative technology to 
bring their financial services straight to their customers. The creation and 
practical applications of FinTech supported by government regulations and 
financial policies, high mobile adoption, rising rates of Internet penetration 
and the increasingly literate and millennial generation, strongly indicates 
that the various scopes of FinTech in ASEAN are a very promising theme 
in supporting economic growth and financial inclusion. This chapter will 
provide an overview of FinTech and examine the development of FinTech 
initiatives to shed light on some challenges and solutions facing the ASEAN’s 
financial landscape today and expected in the future.

Chapter 5 titled “FinTech: a Study of Enablers, Opportunities, and 
Challenges in the Banking and Financial Services Sector” by Vibha Bhandari 
(College of Applied Sciences Nizwa, Oman) mentions that businesses have 
been forerunner in providing innovative techniques and technology to the 
market. These emerging processes, techniques and technologies have disrupted 
the existing ones and met the requirements of the existing customers. Today’s 
banking and financial sector is facing an unprecedented change wherein 
various new players are entering the market and disrupting the traditional 
modes of operation. These players are a part of the latest disruption in the 
banking and financial sector, that is popularly known as FinTech. They are 
providing alternative solutions and business models that are overhauling the 
manner in which this sector and its customers function. This disruption not 
only opens doors for completely different business opportunities but also pose 
challenges to the existing set up of business. The study in its current form and 
scope aims to study the emerging trends associated emerging opportunities 
and challenges of FinTech in the banking and financial sector globally.

Chapter 6 titled “Financial Technology and Innovative Financial Inclusion” 
by Sumarsono (Universitas Islam Negeri Sunan Kalijaga Yogyakarta, 
Indonesia), Abdullah Al-Mudimigh (Dar Al Uloom University, Saudi 
Arabia), and Muhammad Anshari (Universiti Brunei Darussalam, Brunei 
Darussalam) states that a portmanteau of FinTech centralizes on the innovative 
use of smart mobile devices to design and deliver financial services and 
products, elevating an innovative way of delivering financial services. The 
study mainly focuses on the definition and the importance of FinTech to the 
financial ecosystem, especially in the Southeast Asia region. It focuses on 
how Financial Technology (FinTech) came to be, how transactions in the 
past mostly use cash then shifted to a credit card then shifted to a cashless 
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transaction, for example, using an e-wallet or simply using a smartphone for 
any financial transaction. The research found out how the huge percentage of 
internet users in the Southeast Asia region was the cause of the development 
of FinTech companies in the region for FinTech startups. It also showed how 
FinTech helped to provide solutions for financial inclusion, especially the 
unbanked population.

Chapter 7 titled “The Effects of Cybercrime on the Banking Sector in 
ASEAN” by Cristi Spulbar (University of Craiova, Faculty of Economics 
and Business Administration, Romania) and Birau Ramona (C-tin Brancusi 
University of Targu Jiu, Faculty of Education Science, Law and Public 
Administration and University of Craiova, Faculty of Social Science, Romania) 
investigates the effects of cybercrime on the banking sector in ASEAN. Global 
challenges on the evolution of cybercrime are in continuous dynamics in the 
case of emerging or developing countries, so that sustainable development plays 
an essential role. Moreover, the propagation effects can generate significant 
damages in the banking sector. Efficient bank management is essential in 
the context of providing advanced techniques for cyber security. Traditional 
cyber security measures are insufficient to ensure data protection and online 
information privacy. Consequently, investigations of cyber-criminal activity 
must become a priority especially in the context of globalization.

Chapter 8 titled “Financial Inclusion: Does Fintech Help in Indonesia?” 
by Dian Agustia (Universitas Airlangga, Indonesia) and Nadia Anridho 
(Universitas Airlangga, Indonesia) explores financial inclusion is a term that 
is used to describe easy access to financial products and services for everyone. 
G20 countries, including Indonesia, show high commitment to accelerate 
financial inclusion. Financial inclusion also facilitates the achievement of 17 
Sustainable Development Goals. FinTech or digital financial technology is 
one of the most recent innovations in the financial industry. It has grown at a 
rapid speed in recent years. Fintech provides products and services with low 
costs, better quality, and stable financial landscape. With its flexibility and 
simplicity, Fintech may facilitate the offering of financial services to people 
who are “unbanked”, or small business at low cost and low risk. Hence, this 
paper thoroughly discusses FinTech’s role in supporting financial inclusion 
in Indonesia. Indonesia is one of the G20 countries which is committed to 
conducting financial inclusion. Specifically, this paper elaborates financial 
inclusion, FinTech in Indonesia, and the role of FinTech in supporting financial 
inclusion in Indonesia.
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Chapter 9 titled “Customer Adoption and Perception Towards Fintech in 
Indonesia: A Diamond in the Rough or a Dime a Dozen?” by Nofie Iman 
(Faculty of Economics and Business, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Indonesia) 
states that FinTech is relatively new in Indonesia, it is visibly emerging and 
setting for a new path. This article is attempting to shed a light on customer 
adoption and their perceptions toward FinTech products and services in 
Indonesia. This study is descriptive and exploratory by nature. Data gathered 
from primary surveys as well as secondary sources. This study identifies several 
factors that significantly affect customer adoption and perception towards 
FinTech products and services, namely relative advantages, and simplicity. 
Trust, responsiveness, and empathy are also served as important variables 
that should be considered as well. It is expected that this study will help 
researchers and academics who are interested in studying the phenomenon 
of FinTech more broadly.

Chapter 10 titled “The Growing Opportunities of Financial Technology in 
Brunei” by Fakhriyah Abdullah Thani (Universiti Brunei Darussalam, Brunei 
Darussalam) explores the current FinTech situation in Brunei as well as the 
possibility of encouraging the growth opportunities and adoption of FinTech 
into the nation’s daily life. Although the development of FinTech has been 
prevalent across the globe, Brunei has only began to creep up to its ASEAN 
counterparts in the race of FinTech growth. Although existing research on 
FinTech adoption is prevalent, there is little evidence to indicate a substantive 
research has been conducted on ASEAN FinTech, particularly in Brunei.

Chapter 11 titled “Advancing Towards a Cashless Society: The Acceptance 
of eWallet in Brunei Darussalam” by Munirah Ajeerah Arine (Universiti 
Brunei Darussalam, Brunei Darussalam), Hidayatul Aziyah Zain (Universiti 
Brunei Darussalam, Brunei Darussalam), and Norzaidah Hidayah Rashid 
(Universiti Brunei Darussalam, Brunei Darussalam) examines the younger 
population of Brunei Darussalam in terms of the feasibility of eWallets. By 
utilizing the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) 
model established by Venkatesh et al. (2003), this research hoped to assess 
the country’s technological readiness and the level of acceptance of eWallet 
adoption in a future of an e-Payment economy for the purpose of to improve 
the efficiency of financial institutions as well as for the provision of new 
services for the convenience of the customers. The study found that none of 
the main four construct of the UTAUT model to be predictors of behavioural 
intention but rather, attitude towards using technology and anxiety. This may be 
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as a result of the younger populace being in constant interaction with various 
types of technology, paired with the rising internet connectivity which led to 
the minimal impact of a new technology, in this case, eWallets.

Chapter 12 titled “An Overview of Financial Technology in Indonesia” by 
Muhammad Anshari (Universiti Brunei Darussalam, Brunei Darussalam), 
Mohammad Nabil Almunawar (Universiti Brunei Darussalam, Brunei 
Darussalam), and Masairol Masri (Universiti Brunei Darussalam, Brunei 
Darussalam) discusses how banking and financial system has evolved by 
financial technology which affected the way of how society is living now. 
There is a rapid change of FinTech for the past few years in Indonesia, 
these changes have made an impact on the people in Indonesia. As for the 
exploration to the rise of FinTech in Indonesia. Furthermore, the chapter 
explores the development and challenges of FinTech in Indonesia by looking 
changing Indonesian people’s behavior in terms of FinTech’s adoption include 
payment channel system, digital banking, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Lending and 
Crowdfunding.

Finally, Chapter 13 titled “Using Blockchain and Smart Contracts for Waqf 
Institutions” by Farrukh Habib (International Shari’ah Research Academy 
for Islamic Finance [ISRA], Malaysia) and Abu Umar Faruq Ahmad (King 
Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia) discusses the institution of Waqf always 
played a pivotal role of sustainable economic development in a Muslim society 
throughout the history of Islam. However, recently, even with the introduction 
of the modern Islamic finance a few decades ago, the institution has been 
struggling to rejuvenate its past glory. The key issues are lack of availability 
of data and historical records; weak transparency and public disclosure; 
improper audit and compliance practices. The advent of the blockchain has 
offered a ray of hope for the revival of the Waqf institution. The blockchain 
has already proved itself as a game changing breakthrough. Similarly, the 
Waqf institution could be invigorated with the innovative and efficient use 
of the blockchain. Moreover, the use of smart contracts on blockchain could 
further enhance the performance and efficacy of the Waqf institution. It is 
strongly believed that with the firm Islamic jurisprudential foundations of the 
Waqf, blockchain and smart contracts will ensure that the Waqf institution 
could partake in the economic development of the whole Muslim world.

After the summaries of the chapters included in the book, the book portrays 
and assesses FinTech’s adoption, challenges, and its future directions of the 
ASEAN members in the Industry 4.0 era. The emphasis of the book is on 
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quality, research-based studies which contribute to theory, lesson learnt and 
best practices, critical understanding and policy formulation on FinTech. 
We hope you all find them useful and interesting for research, teaching, and 
policy studies.

Thank you,

Muhammad Anshari
Universiti Brunei Darussalam, Brunei

Mohammad Nabil Almunawar
Universiti Brunei Darussalam, Brunei

Masairol Masri
Universiti Brunei Darussalam, Brunei
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ABSTRACT

This chapter explores the concept of Financial Technology (FinTech) and 
how it has progressed to where it is today. This understanding is further 
supplemented with the applications of FinTech and the challenges it has to 
tackle in order to continue to evolve in a favourable manner. Being a key player 
in the FinTech sector, this chapter also delves into the concept of blockchain 
technology (BCT) to comprehend how it holds the power to impact society 
through revolutionary applications. As the world heralds an era of FinTech, 
this chapter aims to give insights on the potential of FinTech and how it cross 
borders to change the lives of many.
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THE CONCEPT OF FINTECH

Based on Google Trends (2018), the search term ‘FinTech’ has grown 
worldwide by more than 5000% over the past five years, gaining it the status 
of a ‘Breakout’ query. FinTech, which denotes ‘Financial Technology’, is 
the intertwinement between technological innovation and finance in which 
it improves the delivery of financial and banking services through the 
application of Information Technology (IT) (Gai, Qiu, & Sun, 2018; Ozili, 
2018). In other words, FinTech is an industry consisting of companies that 
make financial systems and the delivery of financial services more efficient 
through the use of technology (CB Insights, 2015).

The growing interest in FinTech is not surprising as not only is it shifting 
paradigms in many areas of the finance industry, but it is also transforming 
everyday lives as a third of consumers worldwide use FinTech services 
regularly, with 84% of them aware of their use of FinTech (Ernest & Young 
FinTech Global Network, 2017). Examples of FinTech application in everyday 
life include easy payment services such as Paypal, mobile payment services 
like Apple Pay or simply purchasing items online via credit card.

With this, it is clear that FinTech is no longer a hype but has become a major 
gamechanger in the field of finance, with 83% of financial firms believing 
that FinTech start-ups are posing a threat to various aspects of their business 
(PwC, 2016). This leads to an inevitable need in financial institutions to 
re-evaluate their existing business models and embrace FinTech in order to 
remain relevant in this field while gaining a competitive edge (Lee & Shin, 
2018) as the emergence of cloud computing, open software, easier access to 
computing power and data servers mean that even small, innovative technology 
start-ups can quickly turn their ideas into marketable products.

The global FinTech sector continues to thrive as it raised $41.7 billion in 
investments during first half of 2018, which surpasses the record total for 
the whole of 2017 (FinTech Global, 2018). Investments in FinTech are in 
an all-time high compared to previous years as it was reported that global 
investment in FinTech companies totaled $19.1 billion in 2015, and it was 
$13.8 billion in the United States alone (Ancri, 2016).

Much like how the saying goes ‘if you can’t beat them, join them’, much 
of this growth in investment comes from traditional financial institutions 
investing in external FinTech start-ups in the form of joint ventures as well as 
from their own internal FinTech projects (Lee & Shin, 2018). The banks have 
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clients and scale but the new FinTech entrants usually have the innovation 
edge, especially at the “client experience” interface.

This continuous growth in investment is leapfrogging the development 
of FinTech to lead breakthroughs in domains such as trust management, 
big data, cloud computing and data analytic techniques (Gai et al., 2018). 
More importantly, these ventures contribute to the innovations that lie at the 
crux of FinTech such as cryptocurrencies and the blockchain, new digital 
advisory and trading systems, artificial intelligence and equity crowdfunding 
(Larios-Hernández, 2017). There is a positive feedback cyclic nature to this 
as this wave of innovations further accelerate the growth of existing financial 
institutions and attract new affluent investors, which enables more research 
and development in FinTech (Nakashima, 2018).

The rise of the technology-savvy and connected generation of investors has 
necessitated innovative investment solutions which offer greater convenience, 
channel access, transparency and lower cost. The importance of digital 
technology is in democratising finance. FinTechs are offering technology-
enabled solutions that enhance accessibility, convenience and tailored products.

Evidently, FinTech is not just revolutionary to financial institutions and 
business operators, but it is also causing a big stir in the mundaneness of 
life. In fact, FinTech has been likened to the Internet of Things (IoT), which 
is said to be the fourth industrial revolution as FinTech is disrupting existing 
industry structures and blurring the frontiers of industries (Nakashima, 2018; 
Philippon, 2016). Some of the notable digital disruptors are the blockchain 
technology, dark pools and high frequency trading (HFT), robo-advisors 
(Preetha, 2015).

According to EY’s Banking in Emerging Markets GCC FinTech Play 
2017 report, the risk of FinTech disruption for both Islamic and traditional 
financial institutions across emerging markets is real, with the Finance 
function of banks at the centre of the disruption (Noordin, 2017). Successful 
digital money solutions should: 1) meet the needs of the market by filling a 
critical gap; 2) address muscle memory in users, becoming second nature to 
them and hitting the all-important tipping point for adoption; and 3) confront 
structural challenges to keep users away from the temptation of paper money 
(Citigroup, 2016a). Collaboration among FinTechs and traditional financial 
institutions especially in digital payments, money transfer and lending are 
now becoming the norm.

In Southeast Asia, the disruption is more pronounced in ‘payments’, with 
relatively less FinTechs in capital markets and wealth management. FinTechs 
are making a push in social payments and remittances in retail, and targeting the 
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payables and receivables flows in SME banking (Financial Planning Standards 
Board, 2016). FinTech for Financial Inclusion has to be transformative. For an 
economy to embrace the FinTech, technology enablers needed i.e. very online 
population, rising internet penetration, modest smartphone penetration and 
low cash dependence relative to GDP per capita (Citigroup, 2018). FinTechs 
concentrate efforts on storing relevant experience on technological innovations 
include the unbanked, close the gender gap of financial inclusion, help us 
manage climate change risks, mitigate the challenges of de-risking, and bring 
down the costs of cross-border remittances (Hannig, (2017).

FinTech given its significant potential to disrupt the business model and 
appeal to a wider audience by promising user-friendly services. FinTech is 
disrupting the financial services industry, forcing banks to clarify their digital 
strategies, develop new capabilities and transform their cultures. It helps 
companies further refine the customer experience and expand their e-banking 
and online solutions. The FinTech disrupters will force existing banks to accept 
lower margins, cut costs and improve the quality of financial services. The 
dramatic changes in financial services can be said to be driven by technology 
innovation, intensified regulations, changes in consumer behaviour and the 
need for cost reduction, this global trend is expected to continue in the future. 
FinTech innovations are transforming financial services in terms of consumer 
experience, efficiency, credit risks, compliance risks, operational risks and 
data (Ancri, 2016). Change makes it more difficult for authorities to monitor 
and respond to risks in the financial system. Hence, there is an imperative 
need for transformative FinTech (Hannig, 2017).

These digital disruptions can be attributed to the dynamics of the FinTech 
ecosystem, in which it encompasses five key elements: FinTech start-ups, 
technology developers, the government, financial customers and traditional 
financial institutions (Lee & Shin, 2018).

First, FinTech start-ups lie at the very center of the ecosystem as they drive 
major FinTech phenomena such as the unbundling of financial services, which 
is a glaring disruption in the finance industry (Lee & Shin, 2018). Due to the 
unbundling of financial services, there are nine categories of FinTech start-
ups: financing, payment, asset management, insurance (insurtech), loyalty 
programs, risk management, exchanges, regulatory technology (regtech) while 
the rest will be categorised as others (Haddad & Hornuf, 2016).

Since consumers now have the power to pick and choose individual finance 
services from a range of different FinTech providers, traditional financial 
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institutions are at a disadvantage as consumers no longer have to rely on a 
single financial institution to manage their finances (Lee & Shin, 2018). For 
instance, a consumer may use PayPal for payments while choosing Kabbage 
for loans and making investments through Betterment.

Technology developers play a role in FinTech’s ecosystem as they create 
a conducive environment that facilitates the growth of FinTech start-ups 
through platforms such as social media, big data analytics, cloud computing, 
artificial intelligence, smartphones and mobile services. In return, the FinTech 
sector helps these technology developers gain revenue (Lee & Shin, 2018).

Governments provide a regulatory environment for FinTech as economic 
policies, national economic development plans and regulation levels affect 
FinTech service provisions. Looser regulatory requirements are in favour of 
FinTech expansion as this enables FinTech start-ups to provide more accessible, 
customised and cost-effective financial services as compared to traditional 
institutions (Lee & Shin, 2018). On the other hand, FinTech benefits the 
government through the generation of a higher tax revenue by encouraging an 
increase in aggregate expenditure and in the volume of financial transactions 
(Ozili, 2018). Lastly, traditional financial institutions is a vital component in 
the FinTech ecosystem as their strength in economies of scale and financial 
resources enables them to provide funding to FinTech start-ups in exchange 
for gaining insights of FinTech applications in order to gain resilience in this 
competitive industry (Yang, 2015). 

Financial customers are not only the source of revenue for FinTech 
companies, but they are also the muse for FinTech development (Lee & 
Shin, 2018; Nakashima, 2018). Although large organisations play a big role 
in generating revenue, individual customers and small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) are actually the predominant revenue source for FinTech 
start-ups. Due to the tech-savviness of the younger generation, millennials 
(individuals of age between 18 and 34) are the primary contributors to 
FinTech consumption, especially those with higher income (Lee & Shin, 
2018). However, there is an undeniable disparity in accessibility to FinTech 
and this continues to inspire FinTech providers to improve the inclusion of 
digital financing (Ozili, 2018).

Hence, it can be noted that these five elements symbiotically play a part 
to ensure that the evolution of FinTech will continue to be one that improves 
the way people live by offering greater happiness or satisfaction in their lives 
(Lee & Shin, 2018; Nakashima, 2018).
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THE EVOLUTION OF FINTECH

Although FinTech may seem like a relatively new innovation, this marriage 
between finance and technology actually has a long history that goes all 
the way back to the late 19th century. Over the span of the past 150 years, 
FinTech has evolved over three main eras and is currently still under much 
development (Arner, Barberis & Buckley, 2015).

From a historical perspective, finance and technology have been in a 
mutualistic relationship since their earliest stage of development. An example 
that illustrates this the written records of financial transactions during the 
Mesopotamian civilisation, as written records is one of the earliest form of 
information (Arner et al., 2015).

However, it was the advances in telegraph technology around the year 1866 
that led to the birth of Victorian Internet which kickstarted the first wave of 
FinTech, also known as FinTech 1.0. The Victorian Internet connected western 
Europe to North America, thus enabling the instantaneous transmission of 
financial information between the major financial markets of London and 
New York. This revolution in business practices in addition to technological 
improvements such as in railroads and steamships led to the first age of 
financial and economic globalisation that marked FinTech 1.0 (Arner et al., 
2015; Khan, 2018).

Although this era was heavily interlinked with technology, it remained 
largely an analogue industry that focused on infrastructure through the laying 
of transatlantic telegraph cables (Arner et al., 2015). After the post-World War 
I recession, the latter part of FinTech 1.0 began to focus on computerisation as 
great lengths were taken to develop codes and code breakers in order to secure 
military communication (Khan, 2018). These efforts proved to be fruitful as 
they led to FinTech’s first major milestone – the opening of the world’s first 
Automated Teller Machine (ATM) by Barclays in 1967 (Raza, 2018). This, 
along with the establishment of a global telegraph exchange network and the 
pioneering invention of the first handheld financial calculator, helped propel 
FinTech into its second era – FinTech 2.0 (Arner et al., 2015).

The commencement of FinTech 2.0 in 1967 marked a shift in financial 
services as they moved from an analogue industry to a digital one. For instance, 
the telegraphic system set in place during FinTech 1.0 became electronic in 
the 1970s while financial firms progressively replaced most forms of paper-
based mechanisms with FinTech innovations such as Bloomberg terminals 
by the 1980s (Arner et al., 2015).
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Highlights of the second phase of FinTech include the establishment of the 
world’s first digital stock exchange – NASDAQ, in 1971. This holds much 
significance as it shaped the electronic trading to the one we know today.

Another milestone of FinTech during this period is the launch of the 
Society of Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT) in 
1973. The SWIFT system is the first and still the most commonly used global 
payment systems to this very day as it provides the communication protocol 
between financial institutions, thus enabling large volumes of international 
payments among them (Khan, 2018).

That being said, the real turning point for FinTech 2.0 was in the 1990s due 
to the internet revolution. This begun in 1995, where online account checking 
was first made available via the World Wide Web (WWW). Shortly after 
that, e-commerce business models started to emerge and were made possible 
through the founding of Paypal in 1998, which addressed the issue of online 
payment processing (Arbor Ventures, 2018). The combined impact of these 
developments made the internet and digitalisation the two key elements of 
FinTech 2.0, with electronic finance (e-finance) being the star of this age 
(Arner et al., 2015; Lee & Shin, 2018).

The second era of FinTech was brought to end abrupt end in 2008 due to 
the global financial earthquake that left the world financial system on the 
brink of collapse. In actuality, the 2008 global financial crisis was a blessing 
in disguise for FinTech as it helped elevate this sector to unprecedented levels 
(Haddad & Hornuf, 2016).

As the public had a growing distrust towards formal financial institution 
after the crisis, new entrants such as FinTech start-ups were able to successfully 
penetrate world of finance (Arner et al., 2015). Since FinTech start-ups had a 
relatively clean track record in that point of time, they could take advantage 
of the public’s lack of confidence in traditional financial institutions to bloom 
in spite of the fragile state of the finance industry (Lee & Shin, 2018).

Not to mention, FinTech start-ups had a leverage at that time as they were 
unencumbered by the stricter financial regulatory reformations imposed on 
traditional banks after the crisis (Santander InnoVentures & Oliver Wyman, 
2015). In attempt to prevent the 2008 financial crisis from reoccurring, new 
stringent regulatory compliances were set in place while existing ones were 
accelerated. This resulted in the reduced profitability of traditional financial 
firms, which encouraged them to massively invest in IT in order to address 
these changes (Khan, 2018).

The third factor leading to the sudden upsurge of FinTech start-ups is the 
downsizing of IT teams as well as back office employees in companies that 
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were badly affected by the 2008 financial crisis in efforts to reduce operational 
costs (Arner et al., 2015). This massive job loss ushered a new age of FinTech 
start-ups as many of these highly skilled but unemployed people began to look 
for new opportunities and found a demand in the area of crowdlending and 
crowdfunding, which is one of the prominent FinTech services today (Haddad 
& Hornuf, 2016). This demand arose as a consequence of the financial crisis 
as there was an increased cost of debt for many small firms and in some cases, 
banks stopped lending money to businesses. Hence, these firms were under 
much pressure due to credit lines or bank loan rejections and had to resort to 
equity crowdfunding as an alternative source of external finance (Schindele 
& Szczesny, 2016; Lopez-de-Silanes et al., 2015).

Of course, the skyrocketing popularity of smartphones led by the launch of 
the Apple iPhone back in 2007 also greatly facilitated the accelerated growth 
of FinTech as their ubiquity was perfect for FinTech start-ups to provide direct 
point-of-sales (POS) and stored value systems to individuals (Arner et al., 
2015; Khan, 2018; Rooney, 2018).

As a result, FinTech 2.0 was very much driven by FinTech start-ups, with 
little participation from conventional banks. It is also notable that while these 
initial innovations brought substantial attention and revenue to the FinTech 
sector, the financial solutions provided by these start-ups were relatively 
simple and were largely limited to improving transactions that already existed. 
Nonetheless, these four factors set the stage for the third phase of FinTech – 
FinTech 3.0, which is also its current era (Arbor Ventures, 2018).

FinTech 3.0 is very much different from its previous eras as it is not 
only aimed at improving the efficiency of pre-existing financial services, 
but it also has ambitions in redefining these services while innovating new 
solutions. Armed with artificial intelligence, greater computing power and an 
increased participation from large financial institutions, FinTech 3.0 brings 
a new horizon to the financial world as it introduces us to revolutionary 
inventions such as the blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies, which 
may lead to the obsolescence of traditional fiat currencies (Arbor Ventures, 
2018; Khan, 2018).

A major FinTech milestone in this era is the invention of the world’s 
first and largest cryptocurrency – Bitcoin (BTC) by Satoshi Nakamoto in 
2009. This digital token took the world by a storm as the value of 1 BTC 
climbed from a meagre 8 cents in July 2010 to nearly a staggering $20,000 
in December 2017, making it a gold rush amongst investors and traders in 
this digital age (Kharpal, 2018).
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More importantly, the creation of Bitcoin also birthed the concept of 
blockchain technology as Nakamoto invented blockchain as a core component 
of Bitcoin, where blockchain serves as a public transaction ledger for the 
digital token. This holds much significance as blockchain represents the first 
fully functional distributed ledger technology (DLT) in which it utilises a 
peer-to-peer network that eliminates the need for a trusted party to facilitate 
digital relationships such as cryptocurrency transactions (Nakamoto, 2008). 
With this innovation in information registration and distribution, the third 
stage of FinTech 3.0 has seen changes in traditional banks as 69% of them 
experimenting with private blockchains (EdgeVerve Systems, 2017).

In fact, many countries are becoming more crypto-friendly. One of such 
countries is Singapore, where the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) 
announced “Project Ubin” in 2016 as an attempt to explore blockchain as 
the country shows interest in launching its own digital currency (Kharpal, 
2017). Additionally, the highly regarded Ngee Ann Polytechnic in Singapore 
is already using blockchain to verify the authenticity of the public institute’s 
diplomas, proving that FinTech is impacting countries in immeasurable ways 
(Lago, 2018).

FinTech 3.0 also encompasses FinTech 3.5, which emphasises on financial 
inclusion and economic development in developing countries, especially in 
Africa and Asia (Arner et al., 2015). A good example would be the meteoric 
rise of FinTech in China, where their financial system used to be described 
as nothing short of underdeveloped but has since transitioned into a cutting-
edge institutional system due to the expansion of FinTech implementations 
such as mobile payments via Alipay (Shim & Shin, 2016).

Evidently, FinTech is always evolving as it is driven by weaknesses in the 
financial landscape, market demands, regulation policies and availability of 
technological resources (Haddad & Hornuf, 2016). In any case, it is important 
to realise that every evolution brings opportunities and risks that must be 
carefully considered in order to support market developments while abiding 
core mandates such as systemic stability, consumer protection and market 
competition (Arner et al., 2015).

COMPARISON WITH FIAT MONEY

Before delving into the frills and thrills of currencies such as fiat currency 
or cryptocurrency, it is important to understand how and why money lies at 
the core of economics (Paulsen, 2012).
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From a technological point of view, money is simply a record-keeping 
device in which it provides a (possibly limited) form of societal memory of 
transactions (Kocherlakota, 1998). This gives money three standard roles in 
an economy:

1.  A store of value
2.  A medium of exchange
3.  A unit of account

Hence, virtually anything can be considered as money as long as it fulfils 
these three major functions (Quickonomics, 2016).

Currently, fiat money the most dominant form of money in the economic 
market. It can be defined as any legal tender issued by the government and 
controlled by a central authority such as the central bank (Goyal, 2018; 
Quickonomics, 2016). This is precisely what makes it so prevalent – the 
government order behind its designation regulates it and makes it a requirement 
for all people and organisations within the country to accept it as a means of 
payment. Its widespread acceptance is also attributed to the people’s trust in 
the central authority as its value is guaranteed by its issuer (Rotman, 2014). 
A traditional example of this form of currency is the paper bills of the US 
Dollar while electronic examples of it include bank credit.

The truth is, fiat money itself is intrinsically useless (Kocherlakota, 1998; 
Paulsen, 2012). Instead, its value is derived from the relationship of supply 
and demand as well as the public’s confidence in the issuing government. 
However, this serves as a double-edged sword as it puts this form of money 
at risk of inflation and deflation (Investopedia, 2015; Quickonomics, 2016).

It is beyond the shadow of doubt that monetary economics is often associated 
with inflation in which how the quantity of money or its growth rate will 
affect the prices and quantities of goods. However, this view of money has 
been challenged with the idea that this focus is misplaced. Since money is 
essentially a record-keeping device as aforementioned, the true focal point 
should be on making sure that the record-keeping of financial transactions 
is done in the most efficient way possible (Kocherlakota, 1998).

This brings us to cryptocurrency, which is a type of unregulated, digital 
money that is issued and usually controlled by its developers, which means 
that it is not backed by a central government nor a bank (Rotman, 2014). 
As of March 2018, there are over 1600 cryptocurrencies in existence, with 
Bitcoin, Ethereum and Ripple being some of the more prominent examples 
(Frankel, 2018).
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Much like fiat money, cryptocurrency also does not have any intrinsic 
value (Rahman, 2018; Rotman, 2014). However, cryptocurrency is less prone 
to inflation because it cannot be infinitely printed to create more supply. 
Rather, most of them were designed to be capped at a certain number. For 
example, only 21 million BTC will ever exist based on a predetermined 
algorithm, where the last BTC will only be mined in the year 2140. This is 
also the reason why it is possible to determine the number of digital coins 
circulating at any particular point in time whereas this cannot be done for 
fiat money (Goyal, 2018).

Unfortunately, many people seem to confuse the price volatility of 
cryptocurrency with inflation. While political and economic stability have 
a major impact on fiat money, it is actually technology, adoption rate and 
demand that heavily influences the value of digital coins (CryptoFarmer, 
2018). However, it is undeniable that this high volatility of cryptocurrency 
is its biggest drawback as it labels cryptocurrency as an abstract concept that 
is harder to understand and contend with, which drives potential users away 
due to fear, mistrust and misunderstandings (Goyal, 2018).

Just from their definitions alone, it is clear that there are many other 
pronounced differences between fiat currency and cryptocurrency. Other than 
the aspect of legality, these two forms of money also have obvious distinctions 
when it comes to tangibility as cryptocurrencies do not physically exist, unlike 
fiat money. As such, cryptocurrencies have the advantage of portability and 
transferability as there is no physical weight to them (Chizurum, 2018).

The intangible nature of cryptocurrencies gives rise to dissimilarities in 
terms of storage and exchange, where it can only be stored in digital wallets 
and exchanged digitally. In contrast, fiat money has the advantage of versatility 
as it can be stored and exchanged physically as hard cash or digitally through 
payment providers such as Paypal or even in conventional banks (Goyal, 2018). 
Another notable gulf is that exchanges done via cryptocurrency is irrevocable 
as there is no way to cancel transactions made using it – the recipient has to 
start another transaction to send the digital coins back to the sender. While 
this may be cumbersome for some, it ensures that cryptocurrencies provide 
a secure medium (Rotman, 2014).

An important point to note is that cryptocurrency is based on a decentralised 
system whereas fiat money lies on a centralised system. Unlike how the 
government and central bank controls fiat currency, cryptocurrency does not 
have a single entity that controls it. Every device that mines cryptocurrency 
and makes transactions through it makes up part of the network, which 
eliminates the need for intermediaries such as banks or payment processors. 
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As such, cheaper transfer fees and faster confirmation times can be achieved 
with cryptocurrency (Zainuddin, n.d.).

Another glaring difference between cryptocurrency and fiat money is the 
issue of privacy. Customers may remain anonymous when making transactions 
via digital coins as no one can view the amount nor location of the digital 
wallet (Rotman, 2014). With fiat money, the government and bank has access 
to an individual’s financial information as much of their fiat money is stored 
in banks. Alas, this makes cryptocurrency the perfect tool for criminals as 
they can avoid detection and identification since transactions made with 
digital coins cannot be traced easily (Chizurum, 2018).

However, the key point is that cryptocurrency is a better record-keeper 
of financial transactions due to its underlying blockchain technology. At its 
core, cryptocurrency is nothing but a digital file that records every transaction 
that took place in its network in an open ledger called the “blockchain” 
(Rotman, 2014). This makes cryptocurrency more transparent as compared 
to fiat currency. While this may seem contradictory as the users’ identities 
are concealed, transparency and privacy can coexist through the blockchain 
technology as each user is given a public address where other people may 
view the holdings and transactions that he or she carried out, which reduces 
the risk of fraud. This public address is created through a combination of 
several cryptographic operations that prevents identification of the person 
behind it (Lisk Academy, n.d.; Yap, 2017).

Ultimately, both fiat money and cryptocurrency have their own strengths 
and weaknesses. Nevertheless, with the advent of problems pertaining 
to fiat money such as hyperinflation, kleptocracy and fraudulent crimes, 
cryptocurrency might be the answer to many of these issues as it creates 
a trustless system, where trust is not even needed as it is immutable and 
incorruptible (Lisk Academy, n.d.).

INDUSTRIES AND APPLICATIONS WHERE 
FINTECH IS AND WILL BE SUITABLE

Finance Industry

As its name implies, FinTech is the perfect catalyst for the revolution across 
the whole finance industry, no matter if it’s a bank, insurance firm, brokerage 
company or saving and loan associations. This is possible with the rise of 
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FinTech’s ingenious innovation – intelligent automation, which could help 
the finance sector gain up to $512 billion in new global revenue by the year 
2020 (Middleton, 2018).

According to the report “Growth in the Machine” by Capgemini’s 
Digital Transformation Institute (2018), intelligent automation is the right 
combination of robotic processing automation (RPA), artificial intelligence 
(AI) and business optimisation processes. This FinTech is a powerful driver 
of revenue as not only can it cut operating costs while improving customer 
satisfaction, retention and loyalty but it also enables targeted marketing, 
extended business hours and a competitive leverage.

The launch of OCBC Bank’s specialised mortgage chatbot application 
“Emma” in 2017 is a solid testimony of how intelligent automation can be a 
hidden ace in a financial institute (Lee, 2017; Tay, 2018). The chatbot made 
headlines as it helped the bank generate over $100 million of revenue since 
its debut, with 90% of the customers satisfied with their interaction and this 
percentage is expected to rise as Emma continues to undergo further training 
to ensure the best customer experience (Capgemini, 2018).

As explored previously, FinTech is responsible for numeral disruptions 
in the finance industry, especially due the unbundling of financial services. 
One of the financial services that is undergoing much digital reimagination 
is payment services due to the introduction of cashless payment solutions via 
cryptocurrency, mobile payment (m-payment) as well as innovative “backend 
as a service” (BaaS) payment processing models.

For instance, mobile devices such as smartphones can now act as wallets 
thanks to the development of m-payment services which can be utilised in a 
plethora of ways from performing electronic transactions such as paying bills 
to purchasing physical products such as through vending machines, ticketing 
machines or any manned point-of-sale (POS) systems (Iman, 2018).

Referring to Table 1, digital-banking penetration for transactions and 
services is on the rise across both developed and emerging countries (Härle et 
al., 2015). Among emerging Asian countries, China ranked the top, followed 
by Vietnam and Malaysia.

As payments represent the platform for the entire banking relationship, 
even nonbank players such as telcos, local payment specialists and global 
players are keen to capture payment revenue. Players such Alibaba in China, 
Globe in Philippines and PayPal across Asia Pacific are already gaining 
traction. The biggest payment company in Asia today is not a bank; it’s 
Alipay (DBS Group Research, 2015). The payments technology has also 
created opportunities. Innovative solutions such as payments with a single 
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tap or near-field communications, face/voice recognition and fingerprint 
verification are designed to support more secure and convenient payments. 
According to Viknesh and Abdulwahab (2017), customer experience is 
affected by perceived ease of use, security and privacy, attitude, knowledge 
to use, digital efficacy, government support and perceived behavioural control 
(Viknesh & Abdulwahab, 2017).

It is worth noting that the year 2015 is a key milestone of electronic payment 
as the number of Interbank GIRO transactions (149 million transactions) 
surpassed the number of cheques cleared (148 million cheques) for the first 
time (Ibrahim, 2016). The Sun Daily reported that Bank Negara Malaysia 
(BNM) established a Financial Technology Enabler Group (FTEG) to formulate 
and enhance regulatory policies to facilitate the adoption of technological 
innovations, and would serve as the dedicated contact point for FinTech 
related queries. (“Banks willing to work with FinTech companies”, 6 June 
2016). The financial services industry is capital intensive, involves larger 
amounts of money, control of credits and other risks, and highly regulated. 
Legal frameworks and business processes designed to protect consumers 
have to fully keep up to the changes in the digital landscapes.

Even though FinTech companies pose a threat to the financial institutions, 
it also presents an opportunity to collaborate with the startups. Malaysian 
banks that are not ready will experience negative consequences on their 
bottom line and profitability (Nazri & Hoolash, 2017). Among the local 
financial institutions, the speed of FinTech adoption defers from one with 
another. The four local banks that are leading the charge in digital finance 
are Maybank, CIMB, RHB Bank and Hong Leong Bank. Maybank launched 
MaybankFintech, the first by a bank in Southeast Asia in 2015, and digital 
services including Malaysia’s first mobile wallet, MaybankPay and Samsung 

Table 1. Percentage of respondents using online banking 2014

Developed Asia Percentage Emerging Asia Percentage

Australia 96 China 57

Hong Kong 93 India 18

Japan 83 Indonesia 36

Korea 96 Malaysia 41

Singapore 94 Philippines 13

Taiwan 92 Thailand 19

Vietnam 44

Source: McKinsey survey on personal financial services in Asia, 2007-14 as quoted by Härle et al. (2015)
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Pay in 2016 (Maybank, 2017). CIMB Bank launched the CIMB FinTech to 
drive innovation as well as to incubate new ideas; digitise operations; and 
transform the Group (CIMB, 2017). RHB expects that significant innovation 
to come in areas such as lending, payments, wealth management and customer 
engagement. Secondly, RHB has also started its FinTech accelerator program. 
Thirdly, RHB have established a dedicated ‘Digital Center of Excellence’, as 
reported in The Sun Daily (“Banks willing to work with FinTech companies”, 
6 June 2016.). RHB Bank collaborated with Startup bootcamp FinTech, and 
launched RHB Pay Anyone and RHB TradeSmart Global Trading System in 
2016 (RHB, 2016). Hong Leong Bank launched HLB LaunchPad, a mentorship 
and developmental program targeted at nurturing technology start-ups, 
piloted in-branch mobile servicing solution and introduced eFD via FPX in 
2017 (HLBB, 2017), and its FinTech development plans are in areas such 
as Peer-to-Peer (“P2P”) lending, e-wallet and e-payment providers, supply 
chain financing and providers of new credit scoring technologies (HLBB, 
2018). These banks adopt the FinTech towards better mobile banking, cash 
management and understanding customer behaviour for higher productivity.

Referring to Table 2, Malaysia was ranked 22nd, which was a drop of 2 ranks 
from year 2014; Malaysia still need to improve on especially on digital money 
solutions, propensity to adopt and technology and financial infrastructure.

Table 2. Digital Money Index 2016 (selected countries)

Rank Country
Change in 
rank from 

2014

Government 
and market 

support

Technology 
and Financial 
Infrastructure

Digital 
Money 

Solutions

Propensity to 
adopt

2 Singapore 0 1 3 7 8

3 United States 0 4 12 6 1

5 Hong Kong 0 3 1 20 12

9 Japan 0 5 18 8 4

21 Korea, 
Republic of 0 25 50 5 14

22 Malaysia -2 10 20 27 23

37 Indonesia 0 41 45 51 34

38 China 1 27 63 41 46

40 Thailand 3 43 35 60 37

45 Philippines -3 61 32 62 35

63 India -9 57 37 49 74

Source: Citigroup (2016a)
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Transportation Industry

With the ubiquity of mobile devices and the convenience that comes with 
it, it’s not surprising that m-payment services are penetrating many daily 
activities, be it dining or shopping. In 2016, approximately 68 percent of China’s 
population were users of m-payment, leading up to an astronomical total of 
$760 billion in m-payment transactions (Wang et al., 2017). Technological 
advances have also encouraged the proliferation of m-payment systems as 
consumers can now perform transactions through short message service 
(SMS), near-field communication (NFC) and quick response (QR) codes 
(de Luna, Liébana-Cabanillas, Sánchez-Fernández, & Muñoz-Leiva, 2018).

These m-payment systems are shaking up the transportation industry, more 
specifically the public transportation sector as its adoption in this sector is 
useful for ticket purchasing and validation (Fontes et al., 2017). In China, 
Alipay is already a popular payment option for bus and subway passengers 
in over 50 cities, including Beijing, Shanghai and Hangzhou. Since this 
m-payment service uses an offline QR code-based payments that only require 
0.3 seconds to complete, it is no wonder that this FinTech is ideally suited 
for hustle and bustle of public transport stations as it helps shorten queues 
and eliminates the need for small change (Finextra, 2018). This method of 
payment proves to be successful as Alipay has aggressive and ambitious 
plans to expand to around 50 new cities by 2019 in order to top competitors 
such as Tencent who are also players aiming to dominate this competitive 
field (Chen, 2018).

Gaming Industry

Cryptocurrency is changing the gaming industry radically as a blockchain-
driven game economy is beginning to take shape, especially with the 
development of Ethereum games. Released in November 2017 by Axiom 
Zen, CryptoKitties is one of the first blockchain-based games where players 
collect and breed unique virtual cats and then auction their virtual cats for 
cryptocurrency. The game is definitely one to look out for as in September 
2018, a CryptoKitty was sold for 600 ETH (Ethereum), which is equivalent 
to a shocking $172,000 (Serrels, 2018). This proves that a cryptocurrency 
marketplace for gamers is feasible as it is every gamer’s dream to be able to 
earn “real” money from playing games (Egovora, 2018).
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There are also games where the cryptocurrency is used as their in-game 
payment currency. With the newfound partnership between AppCoins, a 
digital coin that is spearheading the use of cryptocurrency in the applications 
economy and Unity, a major game engine, game developers can now explore 
a new stream of revenue as gamers can now make in-game purchases using 
digital currency. There are high hopes that this venture will be successful as 
the quantity of payments using AppCoins has risen by 590 percent between 
September and October 2018 as its service is compatible with popular gaming 
platforms such as the Nintendo Switch and the PlayStation 4 in addition to 
iOS and Android mobile devices (Blenkinsop, 2018).

Eco-Industrial Development

FinTech proves itself to be multifaceted as it can also be implemented 
in the benefit distribution in payments for ecosystem services (PES) as 
well as REDD+, which is a global initiative that gives land users some 
financial incentives to reduce carbon and methane emissions from their 
land. Traditionally, payments from the scheme implementors (typically a 
government agency or a non-governmental organisation) would have to bypass 
lower-tiers of governments before accruing at the community level. Only 
then can the community representatives disburse the payment participating 
households or individuals.

FinTech brings a new approach to the PES/REDD+ benefit distribution as 
the participants in the PES/REDD+ schemes only need to register a mobile 
money account with the scheme implementors, thus skipping many links in 
the chain and reducing the associated risk of corruption and elite capture 
while enabling payments to be made in a more secure, instantaneous and 
effortless manner (Thompson, 2017).

This type of payment is also known as the government-to-peer (G2P) 
payment service offered through FinTech, which is salient in expanding 
financial inclusion especially in developing countries. This is why there 
are at least 19 G2P programmes operating in developing countries such as 
Pakistan (Arner, Buckley, & Zetzsche, 2018).

Hence, FinTech continues to astound us as it penetrates other industries 
and blooms steadfastly through the digital disruptions it creates. Unbeknownst 
to many, FinTech has truly begun to affect even the most inconspicuous parts 
of our daily lives due to its ubiquity, adaptability and versatility.
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CHALLENGES WHICH FINTECH IS FACING 
AT THE MOMENT AND IN THE FUTURE

It is unavoidable that FinTech has to face formidable hurdles as it is crucial 
to ensure that the sector continues to improve as it evolves. Currently, the 
challenges FinTech face can be categorised into six major dimensions – 
financial inclusion, regulation, security and privacy, technology integration, 
shortage of skilled human resources and lastly, customer management (Lee 
& Shin, 2018; Ozili, 2018).

Financial Inclusion

To date, FinTech still struggles in expanding financial inclusion due to a 
variety of reasons. One of such reasons is the religious beliefs of certain 
communities towards technological developments (Ozili, 2018). For instance, 
Bitcoin was embroiled in a controversy amongst Islamic scholars as some 
regarded Bitcoin as halal while the others thought of it as something forbidden 
as it is an enabler for crimes such as tax evasion (The New Arab, 2018). 
Understandably, its questionable permissibility led to Bitcoin’s weak foothold 
in the Muslim community and financial firms, which highlights a weakness 
in the financial inclusion of FinTech innovations such as cryptocurrency. 
When Muhammad Abu-Baker of Indonesia’s Blossom Firm declared Bitcoin 
as compliant under Syariah Law in his research paper published in April 
2018, the digital coin’s value skyrocketed by over $1,000 in just less than one 
hour as it was now potentially open to a new market of 1.6 billion Muslims 
(Cuthbertson, 2018). This may be an indication of just how much influence 
financial inclusion has on FinTech products.

Another challenge FinTech has to deal with as it strives for greater financial 
inclusion is financial illiteracy especially in rural and poor communities due 
to difficulties in attaining a holistic education. This is an onerous problem 
as individuals from such communities often do not trust in efforts taken to 
persuade them to adopt digital finance services in addition to the fact that 
they see little incentives to use digital channels which they do not or cannot 
understand. There is hope to rise above this obstacle as people in aboriginal 
or impoverished communities have a higher likelihood of trusting friends or 
family members who are already FinTech users, which provides some insight 
on the approaches FinTech can take to connect with them (Ozili, 2018).
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Regulation

Regulation of FinTech remains to be a heavy pressure on FinTech start-ups 
as intuitions are required to produce escalating amounts of financial, risk and 
compliance data while being simultaneously regulated in multiple jurisdictions 
with multiple framework (Treleaven, 2015). Not to mention, FinTech start-
ups have to also consider the balance between low cost business models and 
the compliance costs they come with (Arner, n.d.).

While this increased intrusion of regulation enables the systemic risk 
analysis of the FinTech and finance industry, it comes at a price as now 
FinTech firms are burdened with stringent regulatory compliances. This is 
a major barrier that discourages the innovation of new FinTech products, 
which highlights the need for regulatory support for innovation in this sector 
(Treleaven, 2015).

This situation is made worse when many emergent FinTech firms have 
difficulty in identifying their regulatory obligations due to its complexity, which 
can result in licensing delays and hefty fines (Arner, n.d.; Rampton, 2017). An 
incident demonstrating this occurred when the Financial Crimes Enforcement 
Network (FinCEN) levied its first fine on virtual currency exchange back in 
the year 2015, in which Ripple Labs was fined $700,000 due to the firm’s 
failure to register under FinCEN as well as failing to implement and maintain 
an adequate anti-money laundering (AML) program (Ferro, 2015).

FinTech start-ups can also be seen to operate in a legislative grey areas 
when regulations fail to keep pace with the technological advances (Global 
Banking & Finance Review, 2018). This is because both regulators and 
industry officials lack up-to-date analytical and data skills to cope with 
the rapid changes in technology, especially with the inter-connectedness of 
financial markets due to the global nature of FinTech (Iwamoto et al., 2018).

Thankfully, FinTech has started to respond to these challenges through 
the development of regulatory technology (RegTech), which presents an 
opportunity to apply innovative FinTech paradigms and big data analytics 
to regulation and compliance through algorithmic and automatic regulation. 
Other efforts have also begun to take shape in order to help FinTech firms 
overcome the regulatory difficulties faced, such as regulatory sandboxes 
where new FinTech products, models and services can be safely tested with 
customers (Treleaven, 2015).
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Security and Privacy

The issue of regulation is important as its implementation is essential in 
protecting consumers from the misuse and mishandling of their private 
data in FinTech companies. As the use of FinTech proliferates, its cyber 
vulnerabilities become more alarming as the increased sophistication and 
scale of cyber-attacks pose a significant threat to the security and privacy of 
customers’ data on digital channels (Ozili, 2018).

While FinTech start-ups do not have the same budgets as conventional 
banks when it comes to data security, the customer information these start-
ups hold is just as sensitive. This means that FinTech firms need to do more 
with less resources in ensuring overall security excellence by building a 
heavily fortified network as well as maintaining a firewall configuration 
(O’Dwyer, 2017).

FinTech firms that fail to pay careful attention on the potential security 
threats truly operate at their own peril as they will be the next targets of hackers 
and other cybercriminals. Take Wonga for example, where this FinTech firm 
known for its payday lending was hit with a massive data breach in 2017 that 
ended up affecting almost 250,000 of its users in which sensitive data such 
as their names, addresses and bank account numbers were stolen (Jamieson, 
2017).

These cybercriminals find their way into the systems of these companies 
primarily through social engineering techniques such as phishing as well as 
the technical hacking technique such as penetration testing. However, they 
vary their attack methodologies depending on the target or even after a specific 
period, which means FinTech firms have to always be on their toes in order 
to abate this disaster (O’Dwyer, 2017). One way to do this is by employing 
dynamic security solutions such as a moving target defence (MTD), which 
leaves hacker in frustration as it enables systems to recognize attack point 
patterns and identify potentially malicious behaviour without additional 
programming (Global Banking & Finance Review, 2018).

Concerns regarding data collection and data privacy is another issue the 
FinTech sector has to grapple with. It is an open secret that many FinTech 
companies collect large amounts of their customers’ data for analytical 
purposes in sales and marketing, where the data harvested includes sensitive 
personal data and financial records. In fact, some of them have begun to 
gather alternative data, where they track and trace the digital footprints of 
their customers such as on social media (Ng, 2018).
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This practice poses legal questions regarding consumer awareness and 
consent on the collection of their data as well as raises the issue of data 
ownership. Moreover, it also means that more third-parties can have authorised 
access to consumers’ sensitive data through these FinTech firms, thus making 
further compromises on consumer data privacy as the third-party may have 
different approaches to data security (Ng, 2018).

Hence, it is no wonder that FinTech companies are attractive in the eyes 
of cybercriminals as they hold valuable data that can used for lucrative 
exploitation. Unfortunately, many FinTech start-ups find it challenging 
to upkeep a set of comprehensive and transparent privacy terms that is in 
compliance with current regulations as the harsh truth is that most of them 
are profit-driven and consequently allocate fewer resource for data security 
and privacy (Ng, 2018).

Technology Integration

To prevent the stagnation of FinTech development, partnerships and joint 
ventures between traditional financial institutions and FinTech start-ups is 
necessary as this plays a part of the FinTech ecosystem. However, traditional 
banking processes may be incompatible with new FinTech models, especially 
if there is no solid integration plan to bridge them together (Lee & Shin, 2018).

From a FinTech perspective, the onboarding process of technology 
products in financial companies appears to be complex and under-resourced. 
Based on a report published by Accenture (2018), this process involves four 
phases – prospecting, proof of concept, procurement and implementation. 
The report noted that tactical miscoordination between FinTech start-ups and 
conventional financial institutions is a challenge that slows down the adoption 
of FinTech in financial services. The proof of concept phase clearly illustrates 
this point as the majority of conventional financial institutions judged product 
feasibility with compliance and security as the top concerns while FinTech 
firms generally emphasised on funding sources and alignment between use 
cases and product roadmaps.

The lack of mutual understanding and clear communication between these 
two entities are apparent to be inhibitors in the efforts to accelerate FinTech 
mainstream adoption, which further amplifies the need for improvements in 
technology integration with financial services. One way is to prioritise regular 
and timely two-way communication between them in order to break free from 
the confinements of their own mental models in which they perceive that 
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they have different working worlds due to the differences in size, regulation, 
bureaucracy, cash flows and other factors. For instance, financial institutions 
can improve productivity by streamlining the decision-making process and 
give prompt rejections on FinTech ideas instead of baiting developers with 
a series of “maybe’s” that lead to a dead end (Accenture, 2018).

In regard to issues with FinTech integration, the lack of readiness in 
financial institutions to embrace FinTech is also another formidable challenge. 
According to the British Bankers Association (BBA), the footfall for branches 
has reduced by 30% in the last three years and the number of banking-related 
mobile applications has doubled in 2013. In other words, the development 
of alternative channels and lower footfall has led banks to trim their branch 
networks (DBS Group Research, 2015). The spending has been shifting from 
physical outlets to IT that it will be banking without branches, investing 
without brokers and paying without paper.

According to Citigroup (2016b), FinTech companies have both scale and 
innovation in China. Emerging markets with a high percentage of unbanked 
population, relatively weak consumer banks, and a high penetration of mobile 
phones have big opportunities as they are ripe for FinTech disruptions. 
Nevertheless, based on the survey titled “Catching the FinTech Wave” 
produced by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) Malaysia and the Asian Institute 
of Chartered Bankers (AICB), 82% of Malaysian financial institutions saw 
FinTech as a threat to their businesses, however, there was still lack of readiness 
among the financial institutions in embracing FinTech because merely 47% 
of the Malaysian financial institutions have placed FinTech at the heart of 
their strategy (Ganeshwaran, 2016).

Customer Management

A key area that FinTech has to deal with is the loss of human touch in its 
customer service. Due to the rise of artificial intelligence and machine 
learning, some FinTech business models leave clients feeling like they are 
dealing with a faceless entity as they interact with robo-advisors like OCBC 
Bank’s chatbot “Emma”. While the younger generations such as Generations 
X and Y can somewhat adapt to this due to their tech-savviness, older clients 
may find it uncomfortable or even unsettling. While intelligent automation 
is highly productive and can offer personalised service around the clock, it 
presents another challenge as it is also highly costly for FinTech start-ups to 
employ (Lee & Shin, 2018).
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FinTech is not just about the technology, it is also about the people. So how 
can these FinTech firms avoid becoming soulless revenue generators? For 
one, having customer’s needs and interests as a driver of FinTech adoption 
and innovation is key. In the end, the aim of any FinTech is to improve the 
lives of people by making things more convenient and making them feel 
satisfied. As the world move towards automation, FinTech companies should 
also consider offering some level of direct human interaction in their customer 
service by having a dedicated team to support customers whenever they need 
help as they continue on their journey with the company (Global Banking & 
Finance Review, 2018).

MANAGERIAL CONTEXT AND IMPLEMENTATION 
IN A BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

FinTech is a great tool for all businesses, no matter how small or big they 
may be. However, there is an entry barrier for its implementation in business 
organisations due to the regulatory challenge as delved on in the previous 
section.

Nonetheless, FinTech also shines bright when embraced by businesses 
due to its usefulness in managing a business’ cash flow. In this context, 
other than the aforementioned innovations such as global payment systems, 
some of FinTech’s notable contributions include artificial intelligence, 
automation, cloud accounting and open banking (Plumb, 2018). These offer 
business greater access to data and more powerful tools that could lead to 
better insight and decision-making in budgeting, forecasting, analysis and 
resource management.

With the rapid development of technology, artificial intelligence and 
machine learning in software and apps could just give businesses a glimpse 
far greater insights than manual analysis can currently offer. With this new 
breed of business intelligence, business organizations can grasp the opportunity 
to adjust their marketing in time to take advantage of the situation at hand 
(Plumb, 2018; Totka, 2018).

One of such tools is Fluidly, an artificial intelligence-powered cashflow 
management software that enables forecasting in real time and automated 
credit control. Applications such as these are a huge help for small or medium 
enterprises (SMEs) as the prospect of having real-time and month-end reports 
without the cost of employing management accountants will help ease the 
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financial burden of the business organization. After all, he biggest killer of 
any business is running out of money as 82 percent of them fail due to poor 
cash flow management skills (Flint, 2018). In addition, overall organizational 
productivity can be boosted since these FinTech innovations also streamline 
business processes such as data entry, which in turn helps save much time. 
This means that more resources can be freed up and used for more value-
adding projects.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Artificial Intelligence: The application of computer science such that a 
system can learn, reason and store information.

Blockchain: Blocks of data where each block is chained to the next 
through the use of hashes.

Cryptocurrency: A digital form of currency.
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Distributed Ledger Technology: The storage of data as a digital list of 
transactions where each participant in the network as the exact same copy of it.

Fiat Money: A medium of exchange in which its value is derived from 
supply and demand as well as human belief.

Financial Technology: The combination of finance and information 
technology.
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ABSTRACT

The chapter examines the particularities of the financial technology industry 
and explores how FinTech is defined and how the financial technology solutions 
can be implemented by companies and categorized. Financial technology 
companies are generally start-ups founded with the purpose of disrupting 
financial systems and corporations that rely less on software. But Fintech is 
not confined to start-ups only. Fintech comprises a vessel of technical aspects 
that describes an emerging financial services sector in the 21st century. The 
chapter aims to provide key insights into the evolution of the FinTech sector 
in emerging markets like ASEAN and India by and industry experience in 
this area. Both industry survey reports and peer-reviewed research is used as 
secondary data. The critical challenges to be addressed at the policy level, 
regional differences and future implications are being discussed thereby 
creating bridges the FinTech in ASEAN context to create a coherent framework.
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INTRODUCTION

Financial technology (or FinTech) is the new technology and innovation 
that aims to compete with traditional financial methods in the delivery of 
financial services. The use of smartphones for mobile banking and investing 
services are examples of technologies aiming to make financial services 
more accessible to the general public. FinTech is blurring lines between 
technology and financial services. It is a rapidly evolving segment of the 
financial services sector where tech-focused start-ups and other new market 
participants are disrupting how the financial services industry traditionally 
operates (Gabor and Brooks, 2017). New FinTech companies and market 
activity are reconstituting the competitive landscape, changing the definition 
of a player in the financial services sector. Financial technology (FinTech) 
has appeared as a relatively new industry in India. It has companies that use 
technology to offer financial services. These companies operate in insurance, 
asset management and payment etc. India has experienced the emergency 
of numerous FinTech start-ups, accelerators and incubators over the last 
few years. India is doing everything to establish itself as a global FinTech 
hub. With a large market of unserved customers, increasing mobile/internet 
banking, favorable demographics, an active start-up ecosystem and a large 
talent pool, ASEAN & India has strong opportunity (Hoontrakul, 2018).

One of definition of FinTech is “the new applications, processes, products, 
or business models in the financial services industry, composed of one or 
more and provided as an end-to-end process through the Internet and used to 
computerize insurance, trading, and risk management”. Also, Bitcoins’ and 
blockchain are the new internet technology with the potential to transform the 
financial industry and disrupt markets around the world. The online banking 
system that is internet banking will typically be part of the system operated 
by a bank and is in contrast to

The objectives of this chapter are summarized as:

Objective 1: What major factors that favor the financial technology in 
emerging markets?

Objective 2: How does trend for FinTech usage vary across different sectors 
and verticals?

Objective 3: What is scenario about conditions of FinTech sector in India?
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Objective 4: Why does FinTech hold challenges as well as potential for 
ASEAN?

To answer these questions the study adopts mixed methods of research. 
Specifically, secondary data from research publications in peer-reviewed and 
indexed journals, industry white reports and other recent sources are being 
used. The unique contribution of study is it bridges the current research 
challenges in FinTech in ASEAN as well as Indian context to create a coherent 
framework to be empirical tested. Survey reports includes EY FinTech that 
uses EY Consumer Banking survey results (55,000 consumers surveyed 
worldwide which showed decreased dependence on their traditional bank and 
increased excitement about alternatives). Second industry report by Economist 
derives data from September and October 2018 survey of 25 executives to 
assess corporate attitudes towards FinTech in ASEAN, all of whom had an 
interest in operating in the region. Nearly half (44%) of survey respondents 
are already doing business in ASEAN, while other half (52%) are watching 
to enter in the next three years.

Background of ASEAN

With more than 600m people, ASEAN is regarded as a development 
opportunity for businesses, given the large prospective customer base. This 
is particularly pertinent for companies generally, and technologically enabled 
ones specifically, looking at a comparative advantage in terms of digital skills 
vis-à-vis most countries in the region. Regardless of their home of operations, 
FinTech companies across the world are interested in tapping into the growing 
ASEAN market. Average incomes are growing and societies are gradually 
getting online, comprising via smartphones, which enable the distribution of 
new products or services to a growing population across the region.

This chapter shows important changes between the seven key markets 
within ASEAN, across areas such as technological readiness, business 
culture and regulation. Successful FinTech entrepreneurs approach the several 
markets within ASEAN with an appreciation of their distinct characteristics, 
opportunities and challenges. Among the seven ASEAN countries, Singapore 
leads across most areas of measurement undertaken (Gnirck and Visser, 
2016). Its smartphone diffusion is more than twice that of Thailand, and the 
average income is also much greater than its other ASEAN neighbors. It is 
therefore not unexpected that the city state is also home to four in ten of the 
region’s FinTech’s, more than any other country.
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Nimtrakoon (2015) found that investors attracted in the firms operating 
in ASEAN countries, must to develop their vision and concern about the 
priority of using Intellectual Capital (IC) to choose their portfolio by looking 
at the value creation ability and IC of various firms. Additionally, firms in 
each country tend to place a different degree of emphasis on components of 
value added intellectual coefficient to generate corporate value. The results 
showed that a positive relationship amongst IC and market value, endorsing 
that firms with greater IC tend to have greater market value. Similarly, a 
positive association existed between IC and financial performance measures.

ASEAN embodies the aspiration of 10 uniquely different countries in Asia 
to bring about greater economic prosperity, and social and cultural progress 
for the people of ASEAN (Figure1). To achieve the 2025 ASEAN Economic 
Community (AEC) plan for regional economic integration, three strategic 
measures stand out as critical for the continued development of FinTech in 
the region:

1.  Expand broadband access to more people and businesses to help bridge 
the digital divide between rural and urban areas.

2.  Create a unified payment infrastructure to support mobile financial 
services, reducing the costs and complexities of cross-border payments 
and promoting financial inclusion.

3.  Harmonise government policies and coordinate legal and regulatory 
frameworks in the areas of digital identity, privacy, trade and e-commerce.

Figure 1. ASEAN citizens who have a smartphone (% of population)
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Funding is powering the rise of FinTech in ASEAN as an engine of 
economic growth and prosperity has caught the eye of global investors and 
there is an abundant supply of early-stage funding in the area. Investment in 
Southeast Asia FinTechs soared 33 per cent year-on-year to US$252 million 
in 2016, according to Tracxn. Total investment in the region is poised to 
exceed US$338 million. Outside the traditional forms of backing from angel 
investors and venture capitalists (VCs), crowdfunding, venture debt and bank 
venture funds have also donated to the rise of fund available for capitalizing 
in ASEAN FinTechs.

While FinTechs are still in their initial stage in ASEAN, digital platforms 
such as e-commerce have thrived, backed by internet giants who have the 
financial power to make large, billion dollar investments in the next unicorns 
of ASEAN. The battle for the consumer wallet and mindshare continue to drive 
investment as internet giants seek to create a foothold in ASEAN, starting in 
Singapore, Indonesia and Thailand. The global FinTech industry attracted 
more than US$24 billion in investment in 2016, ten times the level received 
in 2010 (Figure 2). FinTech investment in Asia exceeded North America for 
the first time in 2016, led by blockbuster deals in China, including Alipay 
and Lu.com raising US$4.5 billion and US$1.2 billion respectively(Figure 3).

Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand are fast catching up with Singapore as 
a favored FinTech home, supported by high levels of mobile adoption, rising 
rates of internet penetration and an progressively urban, literate and young 
population. This has attracted large numbers of investors and FinTechs to 
focus their attention on the region.

ASEAN also is observing evident progress in FinTech. In 2016, investments 
in the Southeast Asian FinTech market increased to US$252 million, compared 

Figure 2. Global FinTech investment activity
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with US$190 million in 2015, a rise of about 33 per cent. Total investment up 
to September 2017 has already exceeded that of 2016 to reach US$338 million 
(Fig. 4). Most of the funding in the region is from seed and angel investors.

DRIVERS OF FINTECH

Robust Macroeconomic Growth

Robust GDP growth, favorable demographics, digital readiness and regulatory 
initiatives offer a plethora of prospects for FinTechs across the ASEAN 
region. Better cross-border interoperability and policy regulation will also 
help ASEAN to exploit the full benefits of digital technology (Figure 5).

Figure 3. FinTech distribution in ASEAN

Figure 4. FinTech funding in ASEAN
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Macroeconomic Growth Trend

Around 50 per cent of ASEAN’s population is below 30 years of age. By 
2030, this huge young population will enjoy bigger levels of literacy and 
contain many first-time career seekers. Southeast Asia’s urban population is 
also likely to rise by an estimated 100 million, to 373 million people by 2030.
Overall, the forthcoming prospects of the ASEAN economies are optimistic, 
with Business Monitor International forecasting average real GDP growth of 
six per cent or higher in the emerging economies of Cambodia, Indonesia, the 
Philippines and Vietnam. The low government debt will also provide a fiscal 
cushion to ASEAN economies when compared with developed economies 
(Fig.5). Above average economic growth, together with a young, digitally-
savvy population will help to stimulate middle-class expenditure which in 
turn will drive demand for financial services.

Low Banking Penetration

The ASEAN Economic Community’s Vision for 2025 is focused on closing 
the digital gap, improving financial access and literacy, escalating the scope 
of intermediary facilities (such as digital payments) and developing financial 
services for smaller firms and lower income groups. It supports information 
and communication innovation and technological developments such as big 
data and data analytics.

As at 2014, more than half of the adult population of ASEAN does not 
have access to banking services, which means more than 264 million adults 
in Southeast Asia are unbanked. The gap widens in rural areas, where 74 per 
cent of the population does not have access to a bank account (Figure 6). Key 
barriers to financial inclusion include the lack of personal documents and 

Figure 5. Real GDP average growth (%)
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credit history, poor financial infrastructure, logistical and delivery challenges, 
restrictive regulations and financial products offered by banks in major cities 
that are more suited for an urban population. The large unbanked/underbanked 
population of ASEAN makes it an attractive region for FinTech companies 
to develop solutions and to go to market.

Digital Adoption

With the exception of Singapore, ASEAN countries are in the early stages 
of their digital journey. The fraction of internet users varies, with Singapore, 
Malaysia and Philippines having penetration levels of above 50 per cent, but 
in Indonesia the number is only 25.4 per cent (Kartawijaya, R., & Hamsal, 
2018). Nevertheless, the region ranks third globally in terms of the number 
of mobile users, behind only China and India.

ASEAN ranks fourth globally in terms of the number of internet users, 
behind China, India and the US. Estimates show that combined, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam represent the 
world’s fastest growing internet market (~14 per cent five-year compound 
annual growth rate (CAGR)) with an current internet user base of 315 million 
prediction to grow to around 480 million by 2020.

Mobile access in these countries is high, even in comparison with the 
developed markets of the United Kingdom and the United States. Digital 

Figure 6. Adults with an account (2014) (%)
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research firm GfK estimates that in 2016, around 90 per cent of online 
consumers access the internet daily via their smartphones. Low access to the 
formal financial sector but high and increasing mobile and internet penetration 
offers a huge opportunity for FinTech companies in the region to bid financial 
services to traditionally underserved segments. As a result, the e-commerce 
market is expected to be worth around US$88 billion by 2025.However, apart 
from Singapore and Malaysia, many of the ASEAN countries rank quite low 
in the Network Readiness Index (Singapore at #1 and Malaysia at #31, with 
the rest of the ASEAN countries ranking between 60 and 80). As consumer 
demand for digital services increases, governments must invest in building 
a robust infrastructure to support future demand

Consumer Readiness

Consumers worldwide are becoming more receptive to substitute lending 
channels. In the past, the main drivers of competition in the financial 
services industry were price, product and scale of the branch network. Today, 
consumer experience is the main driver of channel choice. The emphasis 
now is on simplicity, speed, convenience, round-the-clock connectivity and 
responsiveness to consumer needs.

FinTechs appear to have an upper hand in conceptualizing extremely 
simple and intuitive customer experiences. According to EY’s Consumer 
Banking Survey 2016, 42 per cent of consumers globally have used an 
online/mobile-only non-bank financial service in the past year, signaling 
their willingness to try out FinTech solutions. Furthermore, 21 per cent of 

Figure 7. Trust in primary financial service providers
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consumers indicated that they would consider trying out a FinTech solution 
in the future. In ASEAN, more consumers have used non-bank financial 
services in the past 12 months; 64 per cent in Indonesia, 49 per cent in 
Malaysia and 45 per cent in Singapore. The remainder have not used them 
yet, are averse to using them, do not plan to use them in the future or do not 
know/are unsure of how to use them.

One reason for this could be the absence of trust in online-only FinTechs, 
which have only been around for a few years and the consumers’ desire to 
put their savings in safe and regulated financial institutions. For example, 
54 per cent of Malaysian banking consumers said that they would not trust 
a financial service provider without physical branches.

Unlike the relationship consumers have with their bank, the relationship 
between FinTechs and consumers has not been time-tested. Ninety-four 
per cent of global consumers have not moved their primary relationship 
to new companies offering simpler services than traditional banks (Figure 
7). Consumers in ASEAN still believe that banks are relevant, despite their 
willingness to try out FinTech services – 75 per cent in Malaysia, 70 per cent 
in Singapore and 68 per cent in Indonesia still believe that banks have an 
important role to play in helping them achieve their life’s goals because of 
their expertise across all types of financial products (Riyanto et al., 2018).

Regulators Adopting to Changes

Most ASEAN countries have already identified FinTech as a major growth 
area and have taken steps to cultivate a supportive environment for FinTechs. 
Singapore is the market leader in ASEAN with the Monetary Authority of 
Singapore (MAS) taking a number of steps to endorse FinTech. Backed by 
a supportive regulatory regime and progressive policy initiatives, Singapore 
stands competitively among global FinTech hubs (Figure 8).

The launch of the AEC in 2015 has the potential to unlock opportunities 
in ASEAN. Currently, the region has differing levels of digital penetration, 
internet speeds, infrastructure and standards. In an effort to push innovation 
across the ASEAN block, the International Finance Corporation together with 
MAS and the ASEAN Bankers Association have established the ASEAN 
Financial Innovation Network (AFIN) to enable real-time collaboration and 
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cross-border policy harmonization for better interoperability. The industry 
sandbox approach under AFIN will help FinTechs, banks and regulators to 
test new innovations and to work towards financial inclusion. It gives banks 
in the region access to FinTech firms with whom they can collaborate to 
offer banking connectivity in a cost-efficient manner. The objective of the 
network is three-fold:

1.  Address issues of connectivity, local compliance and cross-border 
compatibility

2.  Create an industry sandbox to provide a cloud-based testing environment 
through which banks and FinTech players can develop, test and refine 
digital finance and inclusion solutions. The cloud-based approach will 
help in distribution of FinTech solutions to financial institutions located 
in multiple jurisdictions; and

3.  Facilitate discussions among participating regulators on cross-border 
policy harmonization

Figure 8. Benchmarked ranking of FinTech ecosystems globally
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Opportunities in ASEAN

About three-quarters (76%) of FinTech executives say their top motivation for 
doing business in ASEAN is increasing their customer base. This is followed 
by expanding the same product opportunity in new markets (56%) and new 
product opportunities in new markets (52%) (Figure 9).

TRENDS OF FINTECH

Payments

Online payments and mobile wallets (digital payments) dominate the ASEAN 
FinTech industry. The main driver of the payments innovation boom has 
been an expansion of internet access, combined with rising smartphone 
ownership – enabling real-time access and a sharp increase in the number 
of young, tech-savvy consumers. According to a Visa survey, 36 per cent 
of the population in Southeast Asia are active internet users and 70 per cent 
shop online at least once a month. (Figure 10).

Figure 9. Opportunities specific to ASEAN
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Digital Wallets

Singapore is the most mature cashless payments market with the highest 
digital wallet penetration at 23.3 per cent, followed by Philippines, Vietnam, 
Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand. The increase in smartphone penetration in 
these countries is expected to provide a strong push to digital wallet adoption 
in the future(Figure 11). There is also strong potential for penetration of 

Figure 10. Density of ASEAN FinTech industry by category

Figure 11. Digital wallets penetration survey results (2015)
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digital payments into areas such as wage payments (71 per cent received 
in cash), government transfers (69 per cent received in cash) and utility 
bills (89 per cent paid in cash). In the next five years, digital payments are 
expected to record double-digit five-year CAGRs across countries, with 
Malaysia expected to grow by 20.2 per cent CAGR from 2017 to 2021(Huei 
et al. 2018). Indonesia is also not far behind with 18.4 per cent growth and 
is expected to have the highest digital payments transaction value of US$37 
billion in 2021 (Figure 12).

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Lending

The P2P lending segment has matured quickly in Europe, America, and across 
China since 2005. Allied Market Research predicts that the P2P market will 
grow at a CAGR of 51.5 per cent (2016-2022) to reach US$460.3 billion by 
2022.The next growth frontiers are ASEAN, where P2P lending is still at a 

Figure 12. Digital payments transaction value and growth rate

Figure 13. No. of P2P lending platforms in ASEAN by country (YTD 2017)
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nascent stage (less than 0.1 per cent of all loans are originated through P2P 
lenders). According to Tracxn data, there are 54 P2P lenders in the ASEAN 
region, which comprise eight per cent of the FinTech market(Figure 13).

ASEAN countries have limited formal banking credit availability for the 
MSME sector. MSMEs (firms with<100 workers) comprise 74 per cent of total 
employment and approximately 41 per cent of GDP in ASEAN economies. 
Moreover, alternative funding sources such as venture and angel capital, 
private equity funds and SME exchanges are not well-developed enough to 
meet the growing demands of MSMEs in ASEAN. P2P lenders are leveraging 
technological advances to narrow this credit gap and to provide access to 
capital for this underserved segment.

Case Study: Cryptocurrency start-ups gain popularity in Philippines 
remittance industry24In recent years, several crypto currency start-ups have 
emerged in the Philippines, providing low-cost remittance services for overseas 
workers. Blockchain-based remittance service providers such as Coin.ph and 
Toast are helping expand financial access. Coins.ph has attracted more than 
a million users and established a network of more than 22,000 disbursement 
and collection locations throughout the Philippines. In the case of Toast, the 
target audience is overseas workers in Singapore and Hong Kong. Moreover, 
mainstream Bitcoin adoption is also surging as Filipinos are turning to it 
for remittance payments mainly due to the inefficiency of the local banking 
system. According to a 2016 report, 20 per cent of remittances from the 
Philippines to South Korea are processed in Bitcoin. Notably, in early 2017, 
Bankgko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), the central bank, legalized Bitcoin as a 
payment method and is also regulating the local Bitcoin exchanges.

Figure 14. Number of savings & investment FinTechs by ASEAN country (YTD 2017)
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Savings and Investments

The consumer savings and investment management industry is witnessing 
a phase of significant demographic shift as assets are transferred to the 
millennial generation. FinTech start-ups offering digital investment services 
are gaining popularity with millennials, who are tech-savvy, believe in a 
do-it-yourself approach and generally prefer to avoid face-to-face business 
interactions(Figure 14).

Rise of Robo-advisors in ASEAN: The emergence of the millenial 
generation, combined with the rise of middle-income consumer groups 
(traditionally unserved by wealth managers), has led to robo-advisors gaining 

Figure 15. Robo-advisors AUM by country (US$ million)

Figure 16. Snapshot of various opportunities
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traction. The rise of robo-advisors seeks to complement, not replace existing 
financial advisors who serve the wealthy in ASEAN. EY’s 2016 Consumer 
Banking Survey found that though 65 per cent of global consumers think 
having a digital presence is highly important, an equal percentage also think 
physical presence is highly important. Nearly 60 per cent indicate that they 
want to visit a branch or speak to a real person to purchase a new product 
or get advice, and say it is important that they can speak to a person at their 
bank 24/7 (55 per cent of consumers) (Figure 15)(Figure 16).

Emerging Technology Areas

While payments, P2P lending and savings and investment remain the primary 
areas wherein FinTechs in ASEAN have focused their initiatives, some of 
the other emerging technology areas also hold strong promise

InsurTech

InsurTech is becoming a buzzword globally as FinTechs design digital 
innovations in the insurance sector. This is expected to lead to a rise in 
usage-based insurance and dynamically-adjusted premiums, while moving 
away from conventionally static premiums. This year, the ASEAN region 
witnessed strong funding of US$75 million in InsurTech. The most funded 
company in this category is Singapore Life (US$50 million).

And online aggregators, which enable better-informed insurance choices, 
are the most popular FinTech model across Western countries, as well as in 
India and China. However, in ASEAN, aggregators are not as prevalent, and 
even where they exist, for instance in Singapore, the functionality is still 
basic. Telematics – the act of transmitting computerized information – is 
transforming the insurance industry globally.There are no specific regulations 
on telematics as yet across the ASEAN countries. InsurTech companies are 
also leveraging big data and internet of things to fuel growth (Raikwar et 
al., 2018).

Blockchain

Blockchain is a potentially disruptive new-age distributive ledger technology 
that could revolutionize the ASEAN financial services industry, with wide 
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applications in payments and trade transactions. Currently in the ASEAN 
region, beyond the payments and remittances market, blockchain exists 
largely in the pilot stage. Blockchain awareness is on the rise and ASEAN 
governments are keen on utilizing the benefits of blockchain to facilitate 
financial and economic development, as well as good governance. In March 
2017, the MAS concluded its proof-of-concept project to test the use of 
blockchain in domestic interbank payments, working with the R3 consortium 
of financial institutions. The Malaysian Industry-Government Group for 
High Technology, an industry-government think tank, is collaborating with 
Bloke, a domestic cryptocurrency and blockchain advocacy body to develop 
the country’s blockchain industry and encourage foreign players to enter the 
market.

Artificial Intelligence

Experts in the financial services domain believe that Artificial intelligence 
(AI) has the potential to become the primary channel through which financial 
service providers and customers will interact with in the next three years. 
In the ASEAN region, AI is still in its infancy. The banking sector has been 
a first mover in adapting AI but has faced difficulty in scaling up, mainly 
due to the lack of a skilled workforce and sufficient data. Among ASEAN 
countries, Singapore is planning to set up the world’s largest AI hub by 2018 
with the aim to establish itself as a global leader in AI technologies. It plans 
to incubate 100 start-ups and build intellectual property in the area of AI. The 
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, the central bank of Philippines, is looking to 
utilize artificial intelligence in regulatory and consumer protection functions.

AN OUTLOOK FROM INDIAN PERSPECTIVE

Market Size and Growth in India

According to the report of The National Association of Software and Services 
Companies (NASSCOM), India has an existence of around 400 companies 
in the FinTech space, with an investment of about $420 million in 2015. The 
NASSCOM report also estimated the FinTech software and services market 
to grow 1.7 times by 2020, making it worth $8 billion.
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The India FinTech Awards (IFTA) is a platform to celebrate and recognize 
the best innovations from FinTech companies. The Indian FinTech background 
is as follows – 34% in payment processing, followed by 32% in banking and 
12% in the trading, public and private markets. Accelerators and incubators i.e., 
it is a company that helps new and startup companies to develop by providing 
services such as management training or office space, tapping the start-up 
ecosystem is being developed as FinTech hub and the local government of 
Andhra Pradesh, had opened FinTech Valley Tower to promote the investments 
in this area. India FinTech Forum represents the Indian FinTech firms as part 
of the Global FinTech Hubs Federation (GFHF).

In 2017, Adopting FinTech is another challenge which usually slows 
down the innovation, and in order to change their behavior more effort on 
marketing and consumer education is required. Government efforts towards 
promoting digitization of financial systems and reducing cash transactions 
in the economy have been very effective in shifting consumer focus towards 
digital changes for financial transactions, where the payment sector have 
benefited more.

Further, the FinTech sector is finding its way into the budget speech for 
2017. India has the highest expected return on investment on FinTech projects 
at 29% versus a global average of 20%. Support from the government has 
increased the users’ adoption plans such as Jan Dhan Yojana, Aadhaar and 
the emergence of UPI provided good base for FinTech companies and has 
also increased financial position in the country. The ‘Payments’ segment is 
the most funded in Indian FinTech landscape, because of demonetization. 
However, banking technology solutions are also facing strong growth and 
allowing financial institutions to create continuous solution delivery for end 
users. In spite of significant reductions in incoming global investments in 
the FinTech space, the India opportunity remains promising and favorable. 
India offers the largest unbanked population, along with a strong technology 
and business ecosystem.

The Indian Governmental Initiatives

The Government of India has recently pushed for financial inclusion, 
digitization and start-up activity has led to the introduction of policies recently 
which provide a strong foundation to the FinTech sector in India (Gupta and 
Xia, 2018).
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1.  India Stack: Through the introduction of India Stack, the government 
has provided a world-wide technological framework to entrepreneurs, 
innovators and corporations, allowing for the fastest growth of FinTech 
ventures. This situation somewhat resembles the policy that was offered 
by the government to the telecom industry in the 90’s, with FinTech 
taking centre stage in many reform initiatives.

2.  Start-up India Program: It was launched by the central government, 
includes the simplification of regulatory processes, tax exemptions, 
patent reforms, mentorship opportunities and increased government 
funding.

3.  Jan Dhan Yojana (PMJDY): Due to this policy the Financial inclusion 
in the country has grown significantly, it is one of the world’s biggest 
financial inclusion program, with an aim to facilitate the creation of bank 
accounts for large unserved sections of India’s billion plus population.

4.  Aadhaar Adoption: The RBI approved Aadhaar based biometric 
authentication, which will allow for bank accounts to be opened through 
e-KYC at any Banking Correspondent (BC) location. This will allow 
financial services companies to do e-KYC checks more economically, 
thereby reducing transaction costs for customers.

5.  National Payments Council of India Initiatives: The National Payments 
Council of India (NPCI), has introduced the Unified Payments Interface 
(UPI), which has influenced the growth of mobile phones as acquiring 
devices, significantly reducing the cost of infrastructure for FinTech 
ventures and also the digital banking is expected to grow faster than ever 
before. These initiatives are very helpful for a digitally enabled financial 
sector in India, also encourages technologies and banking experience 
in India.

6.  Public Relations: The Indian government has also played a strong 
role in encouraging and educating consumers in the economy towards 
digitized monetary systems. The industry is still suffering from regulatory 
uncertainties and doubts, particularly with respect to new business models 
enabled by FinTech applications such as P2P transactions, crowdfunding 
and data security.

FinTech Ecosystem

FinTech is a dynamic segment of the financial services sector that is gaining 
much importance and disrupting the traditional financial services value chain. 
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New Fin Tech companies and market activity are reconstituting the competitive 
landscape, blurring the identity of a player in the financial services sector. 
Below are a few sectors in FinTech that track actively and are the key areas 
to look at for the next wave of innovations.

1.  Integrated Digital Banking: Financial Services companies face intense 
pressure to increase efficiencies and reduce costs while delivering next-
generation digital services. Companies with financial technology start-ups 
and other non-traditional market entrants can give them the agility they 
need to support digital transformation and create a digital ecosystem that 
will retain existing customers and attract new ones (Thompson, 2017). 
New start-ups are emerging to meet both customer and bank needs can 
implement this technology.

2.  Alternate Lending: Alternative finance refers to financial channels 
and instruments that have emerged outside of the traditional finance 
system such as regulated banks and capital markets. Examples like 
online marketplaces are crowd funding, peer-to-peer consumer and 
business lending, invoice trading third party payment platforms, etc. 
(Wonglimpiyarat, 2018).

3.  Robo- Advisory: It is the use of algorithms to support the entire 
investing process from setting financial goals to portfolio re-balancing 
and monitoring whilst bringing more transparent, traceable, and 
efficient and customer centric standards along the overall value chain. 
Robo advisors destroy traditional techniques with Direct-to-Consumer 
(D2C) platforms. These platforms provide an easier, faster, and more 
user-friendly investment based solutions to both end investors and asset 
and wealth managers (Kamruzzaman, J., & Sarker, 2006).

4.  Cyber and Financial Crime: Is an increasing concern for all financial 
institutions, from the largest global organizations to the smallest 
companies and partnerships. Preventing and detecting Financial Crime.

5.  Digital Payments: FinTech is altering the way consumer and helpful in 
making wholesale payments. FinTech start-ups are taking payments to the 
next level in terms of speed, convenience, efficiency and multichannel 
accessibility.

6.  Augmented (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR): AR involves a real-time 
view of the physical world around us, which is then improved by digital 
information. VR, on the other hand, involves creating a simulated world, 
instead of reflecting the real world around us.
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Bitcoins

Bitcoin is an experimental, decentralized digital currency that enables instant 
payments to anyone, anywhere in the world. It uses peer-to-peer technology 
to operate with no central authority managing transactions and issuing money 
are carried out collectively by the network. Bitcoin is designed around the 
idea of using cryptography to control the creation and transfer of money, 
rather than relying on central authorities.

Blockchain

The blockchain is a new technology that combines a number of mathematical, 
cryptographic and economic principles to maintain a database involving 
multiple participants without the need for any third-party validator or 
reconciliation. It is a single, shared, immutable write only ledger of transactions 
that is updated when multiple, decentralized actors achieve a consensus on 
the validity of a participant’s new entries. The blockchain has the potential 
to disrupt the banking industry to its core through its adoption for storing, 
lending, moving, trading, accounting, reconciling and guaranteeing money 
through its consensus ledger, cryptographic security and digital signature.

Online Banking

Online banking, also known as internet banking, e-banking or virtual banking, 
is an electronic payment system that enables customers of a bank or other 
financial institution to conduct a range of financial transactions through 
the financial institution’s website. The online banking system will typically 
connect to or be part of the core banking system operated by a bank and is in 
contrast to branch banking which was the traditional way customers accessed 
banking services. Online banking has many features and facilitates in common:

1.  A bank customer can perform non-transactional tasks through online 
banking such as, Viewing account balances, Downloading bank 
statements and applications for M-banking, E-banking, Viewing images 
of paid cheques.

2.  Bank customers can transact banking tasks through online banking, 
including – Funds transfers, bill payments, Investment purchase or sale, 
Loan applications and transactions, Credit card applications and so on.
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3.  Some financial institutions offer special internet banking services, for 
example: Personal financial management support, such as importing 
data into personal accounting software. Some online banking platforms 
support account aggregation to allow the customers to monitor all of 
their accounts in one place whether they are with their main bank or 
with other institutions.

SECTOR CHALLENGES AND ISSUES IN FUTURE

Issues, Controversies, Problems

The digital delivery of financial services has been a focal point for investors 
over the past several years. While the macro-economic and political dynamics 
are changing, the FinTech industry remains ripe for continued innovations 
(Hoontrakul, 2018).

1.  Investment shake-Ups: Everyone is used with FinTech now and even 
many investors are interested too. Many new investors, even within 
established venture capital firms, lack an understanding of how the 
industry works. Their actions are creating noise and interference in the 
marketplace. However, capital across the board has apparently slowdown. 
Hope many successful companies will continue to find funding despite 
the broader slowdown.

2.  Regulation: Governments at all levels have taken an increasing interest 
in the financial services industry, post the global financial crisis. Old 
and new policies will have a significant effect on the success and failure 
of new companies. Following the U.S. presidential election, there is a 
widespread belief that FinTech entrepreneurs’ burdens will be reduced 
in launching their business.

3.  Technology: The financial services industry is largely automated on 
old technologies. New technologies present the opportunity to have 
superior products and services, but it can be challenging to get industry 
participants.
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ASEAN Context

Government policy (licensing requirements and regulations) are said to 
be the biggest barrier to introducing new products or services in ASEAN, 
according to four in ten survey takers (40%). “Many people assume it can be 
done relatively easily but the culture is different and you have to make sure 
you have local staff,” says Julian Fenwick, managing director at Governance 
Risk & Compliance Solutions, a “regtech” company that helps FinTechs 
and traditional financial services institutions comply with local regulations. 
Established in 2012 the company uses technology solutions to meet local 
compliance rules and has 250 clients across the world.

ASEAN markets differ significantly in terms of consumer preferences, 
technology infrastructure, regulations and policies. There are three areas that 
could be developed further to encourage greater levels of FinTech innovation 
and digital adoption.

1.  Expanding broadband access: In ASEAN, internet connectivity is 
increasing but large gaps still exist. Internet connectivity remains relatively 
poor in rural areas, especially in Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines and 
Vietnam. Universal broadband access and widespread digital literacy 
will help to level the playing field between urban and rural populations 
and promote e-commerce and digital wallets.

2.  Creating a unified payment infrastructure: Creating a unified payments 
network will help ASEAN to reduce the costs and complexities of cross-
border payments within the region. This includes implementing Real 
Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) systems, ACH systems domestically 
and common infrastructure standards.

3.  Policy harmonization: Consumer protection laws vary significantly 
across ASEAN. At present, only Singapore, Malaysia and the Philippines 
have dedicated data protection laws. Indonesia, Myanmar and Vietnam 
have data privacy requirements as part of their respective electronic 
transaction laws. To create a common, unified and safe environment for 
customers, legal and regulatory frameworks around privacy, customs, 
digital trade, dispute resolution, cross-border data flow, e-commerce, 
and intellectual property can be harmonized.

Steps taken to create digital identities for delivery of financial and social 
services will lead to interoperability across ASEAN countries, boosting 
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FinTech adoption in the region. Though it is important to achieve harmonization 
of regulations and practices across ASEAN, it might be challenging to achieve 
this in the short term. In the meantime, it is important that a regulatory 
framework be developed to help a FinTech operating in one country understand 
and navigate the markets in other ASEAN countries efficiently(Figure 17).

SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

To build a sustainable financial services ecosystem, which includes a vibrant 
FinTech sector, it is imperative that ASEAN countries take steps to create an 
environment where technical, entrepreneurial and financial services talent 
can flourish. Currently, the FinTech workforce is relatively small in ASEAN, 
though the numbers are increasing. To nurture talent, countries can encourage 
STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) education in 
schools and undertake a review of infocomm curriculum to replace/revise old 
curriculum with relevant material and skill development. Academic pathways 
and education initiatives are the first steps to build a healthy pipeline of talent. 
Universities can play a key role in providing graduate pathways to FinTechs, 
promoting the sector and, in the longer term, adapting curriculums (e.g. towards 
entrepreneurship) and spearheading research (e.g. into artificial intelligence). 
Having an intra-ASEAN support system that accommodates foreign talent 

Figure 17. Challenges in FinTech
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through simple and flexible immigration policies and programmes would 
also be helpful in alleviating the FinTech talent supply crunch.

In order to grasp the opportunities and overcome the barriers in ASEAN, 
FinTech companies can consider a number of recommendations:

1.  Tap into the potential: Every ASEAN market is growing in terms of size, 
online access and smartphone penetration—identify which country is 
the best match for the business.

2.  Develop an understanding of local regulations: Each ASEAN market is 
unique and requires in-depth knowledge of how to do business. Regtech 
firms are of value.

3.  Consider local partnerships: Local actors understand the local environment 
and can ease the transition of doing business in another country.

4.  Collaborate with big banks and others: Traditional financial institutions 
are looking for innovative ideas whereas FinTech companies can 
gain customer access and knowledge. There are also opportunities to 
collaborate with organizations in other sectors.

5.  Stay the course: Many markets require time, patience and investment in 
order to succeed, and local business culture can reward those who stay 
the course without leaving too soon.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

As opined by Gomber et al. (2017), the future of FinTech solutions will 
be driven both by innovations on the technology level and by the reaction 
of politicians and regulators to the new developments. Customers will 
appreciate technological solutions that ease usage and reduce transaction 
costs. Limitations of current study is that findings of earlier studies need to be 
validated through primary data using survey instrument. The generalizability 
or theory building entirely relies on inferences from probability sampling 
based data-sets captured from stakeholders covering ASEAN and/or Indian 
markets and is costly and time consuming process. Future research can utilize 
by addressing local concerns to proliferate FinTech (Gupta and Xia, 2018)
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CONCLUSION

A booming global industry, FinTech brings new innovations to traditional 
financial services and in the process can help reach new population segments 
and enable the provision of new products and services to existing customers. 
Regulations, however, have largely lagged behind in this fast-developing 
movement, and cultural barriers are limiting expansion opportunities. Shim and 
Shin (2016) found that there are telecom policy implications that affect FinTech 
in China. This needs to be empirically validated. In ASEAN, the opportunities 
and challenges may be greater than any other region, given the diverse socio-
economic and demographic composition of its members, ranging from the 
small, advanced city state of Singapore to the Indonesian consumer market 
of more than 260m people, the world’s fourth-largest population. Although 
the financial industry has traditionally been an early adopter and intensive 
user of new developments in information and communication technology, 
the emergence of innovative business models and the new competitors have 
a tremendous influence on industry dynamics (Chuen et al. 2015).

In a rapidly changing economic environment and in the light of challenging 
and cost-intensive regulatory requirements, incumbent providers of banking 
business and financial services are facing a substantial transformation: 
Digital Finance. A more technology-savvy clientele across generations, 
new technologies, and the digitalization of the industry challenges business 
models of traditional service providers. Both novel forms of disintermediation 
and new competitors can be observed in all relevant business functions in 
financial services. Against this background, most players in the industry try to 
design customized, intelligent, and flexible, however cost-efficient, financial 
products and services and strive to achieve new levels of customer centricity.

Global peer-to-peer money transfer systems, improved smartphone usage 
in financial transactions and the ability to use wearables also for financial 
transactions are interesting research topics and provide the basis for future 
FinTech business models. Beyond this, given the high dynamics in this field 
and the need for fast, nevertheless efficient regulatory answers, any academic 
insights on the impact of regulatory measures.
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ABSTRACT

FinTech and the digital economy offer opportunities for ASEAN to rebuild trust 
and confidence in a financial system that had lost them. Some technologists 
imagine this world without intermediaries, while others just want a faster 
and more efficient way of transacting. Banks, FinTech companies, and 
regulators need to collaborate to create an ecosystem to drive greater access 
to financial services in the integrated ASEAN economy. The authors discuss 
projected trends in technology and its use in the next few crucial years. 
They also recommend strategies that involve various market participants 
and stakeholders coming together and working towards shared goals of a 
unified ASEAN economic community by increasing financial inclusion for 
the unbanked and the seamless cross-border flow of goods, services, and 
payments in a safe and secure manner.

The Future of FinTech 
in ASEAN

Hazik Mohamed
Stellar Consulting Group, Singapore
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INTRODUCTION

The demand for FinTech solutions in ASEAN is underscored by the rapid 
adoption of technology, high-levels of mobile usage and rising rates of internet 
penetration, an increasingly urban, literate and young population, as well 
as a segment of consumers and micro, small and medium-sized enterprises 
(MSMEs) underserved by traditional banking solutions. These factors and 
the economic potential of ASEAN have also attracted large numbers of 
investors to the region.

To realise the potential benefits FinTech innovation can bring to the region 
will require commitment and collaboration. Banks, FinTech companies and 
regulators should continue to collaborate to create an ecosystem to drive 
greater access to financial services in ASEAN. Building the ASEAN FinTech 
ecosystem is complicated and it involves various market participants and 
stakeholders coming together and working towards shared goals of a unified 
ASEAN Economic Community, increased financial inclusion for the unbanked 
and the seamless cross-border flow of goods, services and payments.

This dynamic region is ripe for technology transformation across sectors 
such as e-commerce, travel and hospitality, and, of course, financial services. 
Technology unicorns Lazada, Go-Jek, SEA (formerly Garena) and Grab 
are just the beginning of a bigger push of ASEAN tech companies enabling 
connectivity, consumption and economic growth. Where 2010 saw the rise of 
Chinese tech giants and 2015 the re-awakening of the Indian subcontinent, the 
next five years will be marked by the tremendous opportunities in ASEAN. 
With roughly US$2.2 trillion in annual trade flows and over 50,000 financial 
institutions providing banking services to consumers and businesses, financial 
technology is at the core of the ASEAN growth story.

Furthermore, only 27% of the region’s 635 million people have a bank 
account (as of April 2016) according to KPMG. This implies that 438 million 
people do not have access to traditional financial services in this region and 
in poorer countries like Cambodia, only 5% have bank accounts, which is one 
of the major reasons for sustained poverty in the region. In addition, only 3% 
are protected by insurance. So, it is not hard to imagine the opportunity for 
FinTech in ASEAN. According KPMG, reaching the unbanked population in 
ASEAN could increase the economic contribution of the region from US$17 
billion (2016) to US$52 billion by 2030. FinTech startups have the potential 
to usher in serious change (both sense of the word) in the region.
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Notably also, Southeast Asia has a higher than global average mobile 
phone penetration rate. While Singapore reached a smart phone penetration 
rate of approximately 80% in recent years, mobile phone connectivity in 
Myanmar (93%), Cambodia (173%), Vietnam (131%) and Thailand (133%) 
grew rapidly over the years (2012-2017). Every month the population of 
Bosnia-Herzegovina (approximately 3.7 million people) is being added to 
the internet in ASEAN as users. A Thai consumer spends on average 4.4 
hours per day on social media, and data connection in the countryside of 
Myanmar may be better than in certain modern Western cities. Financial 
services provided by FinTech companies over the mobile phone, such as 
money transfers at low cost and short-terms loans, could help bring people 
out of poverty in the region.

In an EY survey conducted in October 2017 of 125+ institutional investors 
deeply interested and active in the FinTech sector in ASEAN, it was noted that 
there was greater than US$2 billion in capital commitments available. On the 
opposite end, a survey of 230+ FinTech companies, conducted in the same 
timeframe for the same jurisdiction, capital requirements were established 
at just greater than US$1 billion. Numerically, there is about two dollars of 
capital for every dollar worth in a FinTech opportunity.

This chapter discusses the multi-faceted nature of the FinTech future 
for the ASEAN market. These include its technological trends moving into 
and beyond 2020, and how consumer behavior has shifted with the digital 
transformation of services along with its regulations (or lack thereof). It also 
presents the possible models of collaboration between FinTech startups and 
financial institutions like banks and regulatory authorities. We also highlight 
challenges that face organisations that want to adopt frontier technologies 
like AI, blockchain and machine learning including challenges in technical 
expertise and capacity-building, and in dealing with change resistance within 
their own organisations.

Technological Trends of the Digital Economy 
and the Internet of Things (IoT) Era

Digital transformation and new technology adoption have changed the way 
of doing businesses (not only in ASEAN but all around the globe too) and 
these new ways have resulted in reshaping the existing models of businesses 
and the creation of new innovative ones. In general, digital financial services 
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in most developing countries has developed independently of the efforts of 
financial regulators, and usually led by mobile telecommunications companies. 
In many jurisdictions, market regulators only started to address potential 
risks to consumers and financial stability once mobile payments had already 
become of mainstream in the domestic financial system.

The digital transformation shift has also changed the expectations and 
wants of the customers. Today, customers want banking (and other financial 
services) from anywhere they are and at any time, regardless if they are in 
the office, or at home in the evenings, or out running errands. This digital 
behavior of customers has set a new bar for the services industries, and the 
industry is trying to cope with the needs of these digital mindsets by using 
omni channels and advanced technologies. Having better insights into how 
customers behave in their preferred buying channels also allows businesses to 
identify the right moment to intervene and develop a comprehensive strategy 
that works holistically across channels such as search, video, social, and display 
(Mohamed & Ali, 2019). The modes in which fintech has become relevant 
to every customer without the need for an array of disparate customized 
solutions are with chatbots and robo-advisory solutions. Built into messaging 
apps, chatbots come as close to the customer as possible by being a personal 
assistant in any enterprise. They provide a pertinent answer and allow the 
clients to complete a purchase immediately with the help that is provided.

Looking in the future, what will the financial services sector will look 
like in 2020 for ASEAN? Will artificial intelligence replace operations? Will 
performing financial functions occur in an instantaneous manner from the 
palm of our hands? Will there be enough disruption so that large banks will 
no longer exist? We discuss areas where the forecast for the future of digital 
technology will expand.

Open Platforms

It appears that there is a trend towards open platforms. Even an internet 
giant like Google, which had covetously protected its search algorithms, 
has opened up its AI algorithms to the coding community as an open-source 
resource. We can project the open system materializing in two aspects: first, 
new platforms can be built with as much proven open sourced software. 
Examples include databases a company uses, such as Hadoop, PostgreSQL 
and MongoDB. Second, open API system or Application Programming 
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Interface. This open API provides future flexibility as well as the ability to 
have other non-influenced voices providing continuous feedback to suggest 
new ways in approaching a problem.

An open system fits perfectly into the overarching need for transparency 
in the financial markets system, and more transparency will lead to better 
product and cost control. However, the main problem with an open system 
is information leakage. To have a fully open system to increase transparency 
and at the same time make sure the amount of information leakage is minimal 
will be the fine art that would need to be mastered by tomorrow’s industry 
leaders.

Web and Mobile (IoT Devices)

Another area is the integration of multiple devices connected together to 
make up the Internet of Things (IoT). The advent of financial markets-
specific containers such as Openfin, which creates an ease of integration 
amongst platforms and institutions by making an application native to any 
screen, allows the transformation to mobile to be extremely easy. The more 
institutions standardize the usage of these infrastructures, the easier application 
deployment and integration will be.

Cloud-Based (IoT Infrastructure)

Increasingly, the IT infrastructure for most organisations are becoming 
cloud-based. Public clouds, private clouds, cloud as a disaster recovery (DR), 
and cloud communications are here to stay and will increase exponentially 
as the adoption of cloud-based computing accelerates. We predict that all 
companies, regardless of size, will build on a cloud-based infrastructure, and 
consider a server-less environment with adequate cyber-security measures. 
Cloud computing will also serve as an opportunity to consolidate platforms 
and connectivity.

Widespread Use of Artificial Intelligence (AI)

The short-term prediction is that AI and cognitive platforms will all be a 
major part of every solution going forward. With the explosion of big data, 
AI technologies are key to understanding and improving the use of this big 
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data. AI is advancing at the fastest pace and will integrate into our daily 
lives by 2020 (Juniper Research, 2016) in almost every aspect. However, 
effective use of AI is data quality, and reconciliation. If the quality of the 
data coming in is poor, then there will be poor output — quality of output is 
highly dependent on the quality of input. This example shows that the holy 
grail in terms of our platform’s goals is to improve data quality, improve 
data matching of non-structured data, and help AI algorithms sieve data 
impurities on their own.

INDUSTRY AND STARTUP COLLABORATION

It is paramount that both ASEAN financial institutions and FinTech companies 
meet the needs of digital transformation and keep on the track of innovation 
to remain relevant and sustainable. Traditional financial institutions are 
considered slow in reaction to changes due to may limitations, including 
additional regulatory controls and risk averse culture. However, ASEAN 
financial institutions do have some key advantages. They have, over a relatively 
short period of time, built customers’ trust, able to adapt quickly, large network 
of interested individuals, ethical businesses and financing resources. To 
remain competitive, ASEAN banks have to overcome old business models 
which cannot be modified by implementing new technologies. Furthermore, 
the most efficient way to evolve is for the traditional financial institutions 
to embrace new partnerships and collaborations with younger and forward-
looking start-ups and FinTech developers who provide the technological 
skill-sets to reinvent the future of banking and financial services.

Industry Models for FinTech Adopters

Interoperability, coordination and collaboration are the important elements 
of any developed and successful ecosystem around the globe. This involves 
different governments, public and private sectors indigenously and outside 
the region. Public and private sectors can establish safe, secure, reliable and 
affordable open and shared platform for digital payments, banking services 
and other financial alternatives by converging themselves via digital channels, 
including decentralized shared ledgers. This will work as the catalyst of 
financial inclusion and will also enhance the adoption of basic and primary 
financial services at a larger scale.
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This trend of interoperability, coordination and collaboration is pervasive 
and is prevailing around the world. For example, the Postal Savings Bank 
of China (PSBC), China’s largest lender having branch network of 40,000 
branches, has deepen cooperation with Ant Financial and Tencent in internet 
and mobile finance. The online banks also align with Chinese Government’s 
policy by providing access to financial services to the unbanked Chinese 
(Duflos, 2015). P2P lenders Jimubox, RenRenDai and Minshengyidai and 
China Minsheng Bank are helping each other to manage and safeguard funds of 
investors (Ernst and Young, 2016). The Dianrong.com and the regional Bank 
of Suzhou set up collaboration agreement in 2014 to target small enterprises 
(Finextra, 2014). More examples exist around the globe.

Interoperability, coordination and collaboration involve different branches 
of the government, public and private sectors, indigenously as well as outside 
the region. Public and private sectors can establish safe, secure, reliable and 
affordable shared platforms for digital payments, banking services and other 
financial alternatives by converging themselves via digital omni channels. 
This will work as the catalyst of financial inclusion and will also enhance 
the adoption of basic and primary financial services at a larger scale to those 
who may not have access previously.

A comprehensive analysis of different models of collaborations between 
FinTech companies and banks have been done in two reports provided by 
(Ernst and Young, 2017; TheCityUK, 2017). There are different collaboration 
models explained and discussed in these reports. Some of the prominent 
models are detailed in the following sub-sections.

Hackathons

This model is not very formal, usually is a fun way to invite startups and 
FinTech companies to provide a solution on a particular use case or business 
challenge. Hackathons typically take place in teams and groups of coder-
entrepreneurs and programmers. In these events, the organizers set off to 
test early-stage protypes and ideas in an attempt to solve specific problems 
and offer solutions. Financial institutions (FIs) can get quick and innovative 
solutions through this kind of events while FinTech companies get to pitch 
their ideas and a shot at getting funded or recruited. An example of this model 
is the LGB innovation lab set by the Lloyds Banking group to test prototypes 
and find solutions to their operational issues.
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Start-Up Corporate Accelerator Model

In this model, FinTech companies submit their applications to FIs to propose 
solutions or innovation to existing problems in the form of products or services. 
FIs then short-list a number of FinTech applicants to further develop the 
proposed innovative services and products. They work together in 12-week 
programs where every aspect of the solution is refined and perfected through 
industry experts’ mentorship and internal sources that FIs are willing to provide. 
Beyond merely a collaborative arrangement, this model eventually involves 
equity agreements where FIs take equity stake in the FinTech companies that 
successfully graduate from their intensive accelerator programs.

Enterprise Solutions

In this model, FIs select products or services developed a FinTech vendor 
and test them in focused groups or pre-selected group of customers. Upon 
successful trials, the FI then scales up the product to its wider market segment. 
This is a straight-up commercial type of collaboration in which both parties 
work towards an enterprise solution that can be disseminated to the business 
organization.

Model of Corporate Venture Capital (CVC)

Corporate Venture Capital (CVC) is the investment of corporate funds directly 
in external startup companies. This is a simple arrangement in which the IFI 
takes a minor stake in one or many up-and-coming FinTech companies, to 
secure access to innovative products and services once these FinTech come 
into the market and start operations.

Hybrid Model

Hybrid model combines two or more than two models in a manner that both 
financial institutions and FinTech platforms will get benefits and share the 
rewards of collaboration and cooperation. This may include a collaborative 
agreement based on support and cooperation, and also a commercial agreement 
which may be based on any other model like CVC, Start-up Corporate 
Accelerator model. Hackathons also can help ASEAN financial institutions to 
attract innovative and creative minds who can create much-needed solutions. 
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In a hybrid model all involved parties can reap more benefits and also reduce 
risks and uncertainty regarding intellectual rights, ownership, costs and profits.

Regardless of any models chosen, the main entities within the innovation 
ecosystem are the regulators, FinTech companies, FIs, venture capitalists, 
government agencies, strategy and technology consultants, media and 
academia. They need to be fully cooperative and supportive of each model. 
Every crucial component gives support to each other and strengthens each 
other for the attainment of common and collective objectives. Each of the 
party plays its role and use their resource and capability to provide solutions. 
Regulators may provide innovation-friendly policies and environment that 
gives incentives to FinTech platforms to test and refine their innovative 
ideas, and FIs may provide financing or access to their internal sources and 
financial expertise. Incubators and regulatory sand-boxes allow for the trial 
of prototypes in a controlled environment, while the media and academia 
may provide insights into trends and conduct proof-of-concept research to 
determine viable solutions for the gap in the industry.

CHALLENGES FOR FINTECH ADOPTERS

Regulatory Issues

According to International Data Group (IDC), it is estimated that the banks, 
investment banks and insurance companies globally are investing around 
US$85bn only in regulatory oversight, legislative initiatives and risk control 
(Broby and Karkkainen, 2016).

Due to technological advancements and innovative models, the scenario 
of financial industry is also changing especially when it comes to ASEAN 
FinTech industry. Each passing day, new ideas are developing, new initiatives 
in the FinTech world are launched and a new platform is getting financing 
and starting providing services. And these shifts are completely transforming 
and shifting the world economy (Hayen, 2016). This demands a dynamic 
and a new set of regulations to foster and propagate the growth of FinTech 
industry and also to keep consistency and alignment with the continuum of 
regulations. However, it is also important to note that risk and failure are 
an integral part of innovation in FinTech solutions. Therefore, it is critical 
for regulators to ensure safeguards are in place to manage the risks (such as 
institution-specific micro-financial risks and system-wide macro-financial 
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risks). Providing parameters and regulatory clarity through a framework (for 
FinTech business models) is essential for FinTech’s mass adoption in order 
to ensure the financial stability of the system. Regulatory sandboxes are only 
one of the approaches to manage FinTech and may not fit circumstances in 
different situations and jurisdictions. Market supervisors will have to ensure 
that financial institutions or firms have robust governance frameworks and 
such surveillance could be complemented by data-driven supervision.

The rule-making process also needs some changes due to its present 
unidirectional and inflexible nature. Rigorous and hard regulations which 
are placed upon traditional financial institutions cannot be applicable on 
a nascent industry of FinTech (Tsai and Peng, 2017). An agile and results 
driven process of rule-making is important to set rules and boundaries for 
the ever-changing environment of finance, in particularly for the FinTech 
industry (Brummer and Gorfine, 2014). Moving forward, the industry could 
come to consensus on a set of prudential regulations for FinTech which can 
be applicable in all regions. The formation of consortiums and alliances 
among financial institutions, conglomerates, FinTech platforms, academia 
and regulatory authorities can be a good step forward.

Cybersecurity

While most organisations acknowledge that security is an important 
consideration in developing computer systems, costs and business performance 
often take precedence over security. Even though awareness has been elevated 
on security issues, most organisations focus on applying security only at the 
commissioning stage of the system development and try to force-fit security 
into the final design, resulting in ineffective application of security.

Another significant risk management concern is the operational risk that 
reflects cyber-security, fraud and theft, data privacy and legal issues. While 
regulatory instruments such as Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 
(BCBS) capital requirements can create incentives to address certain 
operational risks, such as business continuity, capital is not sufficient to restore 
operations if a financial institution suffers a cyber-attack. Cyber-security 
and critical Information Technology infrastructure resilience has to be given 
considerable attention by market supervisors of all sectors, especially the 
banking/financial sector.
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Inertia and Stagnation

The hard regulations and legacy culture in an organization are infused 
with each other. This impedes the path of an organization to move forward 
especially when it comes to the path of innovation. This culture of layering 
and folding of management in decision-making traps an organization in the 
ropes of stagnation. Risk averse behavior of management which becomes more 
complex when diffused from lower to top management. FinTech provides for 
quicker, more informed decision making and calculated risk-taking behaviors.

FinTech focuses on access and control of the customers’ financial 
transactions, and ASEAN FinTech will provide the personalization of finance 
to the customers by using digital channels and innovative business models 
within the deployment of big data, AI and blockchain. The process from 
inception and opening of an account or executing an investment to the final 
rewards and other financial transactions can be directly controlled by the end 
users in FinTech solutions.

In a financial organization which is encumbered by layers of management, 
it is not easily possible to do experimentation for new innovative products 
and business models. Getting approvals alone will take ages. In addition, 
experimentation involves failure and the fear of failure results in the lack of 
support of innovation. It is a fact that without experimentation in this era of 
digitalization, financial institutions will fail to compete and will not be able 
to provide the services and products which the consumers expect.

For example, a leading financial services company turned to Agile to 
support its goal of organizing around customer experiences rather than products 
(Olsen et al, 2017). In doing so, it sharpened the focus on raising speed to 
market and ensuring consistently high customer loyalty scores for sales and 
service delivery, especially in predominantly digital channels. The company 
uses Agile, cross-functional teams of 8 to 10 people, aligned to specific 
customer episodes. Each team brings together the requisite capabilities in 
business, design, processes and technology. The company now is taking its 
experience-led Agile approach to scale across the enterprise, through waves 
of applied learning sessions, and is well on its way to improving productivity 
by three to four times.
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Lack of Expertise and Talent

The FinTech industry is bringing together IT professionals, data scientists, 
entrepreneurs, programmers, etc. to the financial services industry. This 
entry of new and diverse skilled people in the circle of financial services 
industry make the FinTech industry more diversified and innovative but also 
somewhat complex.

One way to overcome the dire need of skilled and talented human capital, 
could be to increase the production of skilled human capital through effective 
education of intellectual capital in academia and research. The need to bridge 
academic curricula to the needs of industry is also critical to bring much 
needed solutions to real problems. Although there are number of institutions 
which have already began running courses as part of degree programs in 
conventional FinTech, there are none in ASEAN finance programs. There 
is not a single course on FinTech with regards to ASEAN Finance (ICD 
and Thomas Reuters, 2017). This is indeed very alarming and requires 
immediate resolution. When FinTech and innovation programs are in place, 
there should be industrial attachment programs for tertiary students in the 
form of internships, project collaborations, and exchange programs. For the 
public or older folks who seek alternative career paths, coding academies 
need to be developed to skill those interested in coding and programming. 
It is fairly obvious that as the finance industry gets disrupted, the redundant 
professionals lose their jobs but as the disrupters continue to employ coders, 
programmers, various IT specialists and data scientists.

At the university and think tank levels, there should be more collaboration 
across disciplines, and collaborative cross-training and interdisciplinary 
research programs to complete the FinTech ecosystem to supply quality and 
knowledgeable talents.

At the bank level, as automation pervades more activities, their workforce 
must evolve. Thousands of roles are becoming obsolete, including tellers, 
backoffice processors — even routine call-center agents, as chatbots and robo-
advisors take on simple inquiries. Conventional technologies have helped banks 
to double labor productivity every few years through digitalizing processes 
and applying more sophisticated industrial methods like capacity planning and 
Lean Six Sigma. Opimas, a research firm, estimates that by 2025, the rollout 
of artificial intelligence (AI) technology by financial institutions will reduce 
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employment in the capital markets by 230,000 people, with the largest impact 
in the asset management industry, where machines will replace around 90,000 
people (Olsen et al, 2017). Taiger, for instance, combines machine learning 
with natural-language processing to automatically identify, extract, cleanse and 
validate pieces of information from many types of documents. The banking 
applications include client onboarding, due diligence and combating money 
laundering. After a large European bank shifted to Taiger’s technology for 
client onboarding, its cost fell 85% and turnaround time shrank from several 
weeks to seven minutes, with no loss in quality. As AI spreads throughout 
the industry, bank professionals who previously performed those activities 
will have to upgrade their expertise to remain relevant.

The greatest talent challenge for FinTech adopters is attracting technical 
specialists. There is a worldwide shortage of talent in advanced analytics, 
new technologies such as blockchain and customer experience design. The 
shortage is worsened by competition from more attractive FinTech startups 
and companies that are building interesting solutions. Banks will have to 
get creative in attracting and nurturing top talent, through incentives such as 
elevating top performers into key roles with more latitude and flexibility for 
further innovation, whilst adapting their respective organizational cultures 
to manifest this new reality.

CONCLUSION

Digital disruptions in our way of life are pushing all FinTech adopters to 
take more defined strategy decisions. Many banks have recognized that 
they need a truly differentiated strategy as the industry’s economics have 
come under pressure from new technology and non-traditional entrants with 
disruptive business models. Large non-finance technology firms have also 
been moving into markets such as payments, raising customers’ expectations 
for better digital tools and simple, convenient service. Ever-stricter capital 
and liquidity requirements by regulators have reduced banks’ own balance 
sheet leverage. Low interest rates and low economic growth intensify this 
pressure that weighs on them.

Difficult as strategic choices may be, FinTech adopters may find it even 
more challenging to adapt their operating models quickly to a new strategy. 
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At present, much effort and money go into operating legacy processes and 
dealing with regulatory requirements to keep the bank running. Gartner 
estimates that banks on average spend roughly 60% of their IT budgets to 
maintain legacy IT systems as compared to just 24% to grow the business and 
16% to transform it (Olsen et al, 2017). The global financial crisis, moreover, 
prompted a greater scrutiny to fiduciary duties, and mistrust in the banks’ 
legacy talent, systems and processes which is being overhauled by the current 
disruptive revolution.

Regulatory support provides an ecology that helps to foster and promote 
the new or young entrepreneurs and also other ASEAN financial institutions 
to test their innovative business models. Likewise, it is advisable that other 
organizations like think tanks and research institutions start sharing and 
discussing new ideas and collaborate with entrepreneurs to enhance regulations 
which can support further growth of FinTech eco-systems in ASEAN. Such 
initiatives provide avenues for regulators and governing authorities to discuss 
the complex multi-dimensional issues faced by FinTech industry and begin 
engagements with the industry on viable and practical regulations for the 
community. Regulators do not want industry players just adhering to rules, 
or checking boxes but rather, embrace regulatory intent, and create sound, 
secure, unbiased businesses, where regulatory compliance and sound conduct 
is embedded in the processes and values of everyday operations.

Promising FinTech companies in ASEAN could witness an increase in 
investment and acquisitions by investors who are looking to ride the next 
decade of ASEAN growth, as well as ASEAN banks seeking new and 
innovative digital capabilities. While this is a good position for FinTechs to 
be in, those who can work effectively with banks to leverage their ASEAN 
banking network and knowledge of the local customer base will stand a better 
chance of success.

ASEAN is a huge market for FinTech roll-out, fortified by unrequited 
demand for financial services from the unbanked and underbanked. Regional 
banks, regulators, policymakers and academia have acknowledged the need 
for innovation and are taking steps to create an inclusive ecosystem. If the 
technology talent puzzle is also solved, ASEAN will be able to leap forward 
with FinTech and capitalize the new economy as a major player in the global 
arena.
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ABSTRACT

Financial technology (FinTech) is not one to be ignored under any 
circumstances. It is not only growing as a concept but a phenomenon that 
has been manifested in non-financial sectors using innovative technology 
to bring financial services straight to the customers. The creation and 
practical applications of FinTech supported by government regulations and 
financial policies, high mobile adoption, rising rates of internet penetration, 
and increasingly literate and millennial generation, strongly indicates that 
the various scopes of FinTech in ASEAN are very promising in supporting 
economic growth and financial inclusion. This chapter will provide an overview 
of FinTech and examine the development of FinTech initiatives to shed light 
on some challenges and solutions facing the ASEAN’s financial landscape 
today and in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has a long 
history in the financial services and business industries. Financial services 
industry, being regarded as the early adaptors of ICT (Puschmann, 2017), 
has brought about the fastest digital revolution of Financial Technology 
(FinTech). From simply providing and supporting back end technological 
support for financial service providers to a more user centric services and 
automation of decision-making (Dorfleitner et.al, 2017).The significance of 
FinTech is very much relevant today because it offers simplified and cost-
effective services to customers, gives them access to a variety of value-added 
services, and enables organisations to meet their needs and preferences. More 
importantly, FinTech has brought the need to communicate everywhere and at 
all times without being confined to one space or location. Internet and mobile 
banking has gradually reduced the physical interaction between customers 
and financial institutions and replacing money with digital currency. This 
has considerably reduced customers’ need to visit bank branches, which is 
however viewed as ‘disruption’ in the financial services ecosystems by the 
financial service providers.

The issue with FinTech Innovation and its applications are growing too 
fast that even regulators are struggling to keep up with it, and the financial 
industry is a high profile industry that demands the paramount security. 
Although FinTech can be seen as disruptive innovations to traditional banking 
transactions or conventional services, the growth of FinTech companies has 
increased rapidly over the years and the new trends in the services industry 
will also likely continue to expand globally. Figure 1 shows that North 
America received the largest amount of funding in general, increasing from 
US$2,583M (in 2013) to US$8,281M (2015). The amount decreased by 
US$2,390 in 2016, but later increased by US$1,946M in 2017. Asia is the 
next largest FinTech funded continent – increasing dramatically from 2013 to 
2016 by more than 1600%, and decreased for the first time in 2017 by only 
10%. Europe FinTech funding grew over 120% in 2017 from US$1,210M to 
US$2,676M (Gromex, 2018).
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After the global financial crisis in 2008, not only the financial services 
industry in the ASEAN region has begun to evolve at a rapid pace, the popularity 
of FinTech is also on the rise in Southeast Asia. ASEAN comprised of ten 
Southeast Asian countries, already showed their intentions to accommodate 
FinTech and its investment has surged, jumping 45 percent year-over-year to 
US$366 million in 2017 (EY, 2018). Iwasaki (2018) indicated the development 
of FinTech in ASEAN has huge potential to fundamentally change the way 
countries solve many issues affecting the financial environments such as 
low bank account holdings and limited access to bank loans and credit cards 
(Iwasaki, 2018). Given that there have not been many studies on FinTech 
in ASEAN setting, this chapter aims to provide an overview of ASEAN’s 
FinTech landscape, focusing on the dynamic growth and advancement in 
FinTech product and application.

AN OVERVIEW OF FINTECH

FinTech can be described as any technological innovation used to deliver 
financial services such as investment, payment and cryptocurrencies 
(Wigglesworth, 2016), to customers not confining to any specific sectors or 

Figure 1. Trend of Fintech funding 
Source: FinTech trends to watch in 2018
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business models (example, peer-to-peer lending). In particular, FinTech has 
changed the financial services industry, affecting the entire scope of services 
and products that are traditionally provided by the industry (Arner et al., 2015). 
In the past, FinTech was used to support back end processing technologies 
in banking and financial institutions. However today, FinTech has expanded 
in scope, offering services for the betterment of end customers or users. It 
started with Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) in 1967 by Barclays Bank 
to cater for end users (Arner et al., 2015). Table 1 presents the evolution of 
FinTech, starting from 1993 when the term ‘FinTech’ was first coined until 
2014. FinTech enables the delivery of financial innovation that resulted to 
new business models, applications, processes, products, or services with 
an associated material effect on financial markets and institutions, and the 
provision of financial services (Schindler, 2017). FinTech products include 
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ripple, and mobile-based payment and 
online payment solutions like Apple Pay, AliPay and many more (Milne, 2015).

The advent of FinTech utilizes ICT to provide financial services to people; 
develop solutions to payment problems, issue digital currencies and process 
data analytics; and to make financial operations more efficient (Micu & 
Micu, 2016). But the paradigm has gradually shifted. FinTech brings with it 
huge benefits on one hand, and various risks on the other. FinTech has been 
viewed as a disruptive new market force – a financial technology solution 
that disrupts the current practices of banking, finance and insurance sectors 
in doing business (Kursh & Gold, 2016). Generally, FinTech has eased the 
burden of carrying cash as well as lowering transaction costs for businesses. 

Table 1. Evolution of FinTech 

1993 FinTech was the original name of the Financial Services Technology Consortium, a project initiated by 
Citicorp, an effort to overcome a reputation for resisting technological collaboration with outsiders.

1995 Wells Fargo became the first bank to offer an online checking account.

1997 The first virtual banks, without physical branches emerged.

2008
ING Direct launched in Canada, as a subsidiary of the ING group. The financial crisis of 2008, which 
left the global financial system on the brink of systemic collapse, can be viewed as the turning point for 
FinTech.

2009 Version 0.1 of Bitcoin SW is released. It includes a Bitcoin generation system that would create a total of 
21 million Bitcoins through the year 2040.

2013 Google introduced Google Wallet, which allowed users to make purchases from their mobile phones using 
NFC technology.

2014 Apple similarly launched Apple Pay in 2014.

Source: Arner, Barberis and Buckley, 2017
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In 1990s, FinTech introduced an online banking system in order to reduce 
reliance on service staff and traditional teller line, the ATM usage and services. 
Bank branches have also shrunk in size as more customers are pushed onto 
digital products. The rise of electronic payment (e-payment) has decreased 
cash transactions, and payment processing devices such as mobile wallet and 
payment apps can provide ever more secure online payment transactions. For 
example, Amazon used one click payment system and created “Login and Pay 
with Amazon” service in 2013 for making payments. Remittance between 
individuals using email address was also supported (Arner, et.al, 2015).

ApplePay, Google Wallet and AliPay are among the global FinTech players 
that have a big part in enabling e-payment (Schindler, 2017). ApplePay, an 
e-wallet that provides customers an alternative of making payments digitally, 
has been practically used in America since October 2014 (Lee & Lee, 
2016). Alibaba and Tencent are two largest internet companies that provide 
branchless banking services such as Ant Financial and WeBank. Not only 
they had upgraded their FinTech to keep up, both companies also offer a 
wider choice of services and better access to banking and financial services 
(Lee & Teo, 2015). Blockchain is a type of FinTech, aimed at creating a 
decentralised digital public record of transactions that is secure, anonymous, 
tamper-proof and unchangeable. Instead of maintaining a private database 
of records, blockchain technology makes all records public (Gavril, 2017). 
This implies that people may no longer need a bank to transfer money or keep 
their account records. Specifically through blockchain technology, crypto-
currencies such as Bitcoin and Ripple have become the most widely adopted 
FinTech product in the world (Milne, 2015). Bitcoin that was developed by 
Nakamoto, is today’s leading crypto-currency that has not only changed 
the currency markets (Broby & Karkkainen, 2016), but enabled the digital 
currency transfers to be priced at a wholesale rate that would not be available 
to most customers and offered full disclosure of how much they are paying 
(Laven & Bruggink, 2016).

STATE OF FINTECH IN ASEAN

The rapid digitalisation of our economy and financial sectors, gave rise to 
FinTech in ASEAN as an important part of cooperation to seek out new and 
innovate solutions to solve problems of financial inclusion. Much of the 
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attention on financial inclusion has been on lifting people out of poverty by 
introducing them to financial services. The rise of FinTech also provides a 
great alternative for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs) financing 
and filled the gaps in ASEAN’s sustainable financial system. Digital finance 
in Southeast Asia brings the benefits of financial services to those who have 
no access, and allows them to take steps toward a better financial life. FinTech 
has significantly lowered transaction costs, in which the mass adoption of 
smart mobile devices with affordable internet access undoubtedly influenced 
the customers’ behaviours on how they want to get access toward financial 
or banking services. Moreover, there is a shift in the balance of power 
between financial services regulators and FinTech companies that disrupts 
the traditional distribution of services to financial institutions and customers 
in multiple jurisdictions. Some of these FinTech developments in ASEAN 
member countries which may have been driven generally by the difficult 
post-crisis environment for banks are presented in the next section.

Brunei Darussalam

The development of FinTech in Brunei Darussalam (Brunei) has been slow and 
generally insufficient to address financial inclusion in a sustainable manner. 
FinTech Unit at the Authority Monetary Brunei Darussalam (AMBD) was 
only established in Brunei in 2017. Although FinTech adoption remains early 
stage technology development in boosting customer experience, for the most 
part there has been some progress (ASEAN Today, 2018). To encourage 
a thriving financial environment for innovative ideas, AMBD launched a 
regulatory sandbox to facilitate the development of FinTech and developed 
regulatory guidelines for the sandbox. The regulatory sandbox in Brunei’s 
context is to enable local start-ups to develop and test their FinTech services 
and applications, and execute programmes for monitoring and evaluation (Biz 
Brunei, 2017). As AMBD has been actively directing most of its efforts to 
further facilitate the development of Islamic Banking and Finance, there is a 
growing market potential of Islamic FinTech in Brunei by promoting mutual 
consent, timeliness, honesty and goodwill – Syariah principles governing 
Islamic finance products and transactions.

Bank Islam Brunei Darussalam (BIBD), the largest Islamic Bank in the 
country, currently provides digital banking system called BIBD NEXTGEN 
to respond to the increasing use of online and mobile banking platforms such 
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as BIBD Mobile, to manage their day-to-day banking requirements. BIBD 
Mobile is an App that can be downloaded in smartphones and tablets which 
allows customers to transfer money or pay bills, and BIBD QuickPay, a feature 
in BIBD Mobile, is a quick cashless payment option whereby customers simply 
scan QR codes to pay for goods or services (BIBD, 2018). BruPay, a Brunei 
based FinTech Company that specializes in providing e-payment solutions 
approved by the AMBD, provides a platform for e-Wallet application that 
allows customers to make cashless payments as easy as taking pictures, such 
as for purchasing prepaid top-ups, bills and even transfer money to anyone 
instantly using a QR Code or a smartphone (Biz Brunei, 2018). While other 
card-based digital transactions charge 3 percent per transaction, BruPay does 
not charge commission (transaction) fee and offers the merchants to post their 
item list to the public (Wong, 2018). One important observation that perhaps 
explains Brunei’s weak level of competitiveness in FinTech sector within the 
region is that the market is small and the country is also not strong when it 
comes to innovation. Hence, the alternative way is to replicate models that 
have proved successful in other countries.

Cambodia

Financial inclusion through FinTech application plays a critical role in 
Cambodia. Retka (2018) reported that financial inclusion in Cambodia has 
resulted in an increase in Gross Domestic Product per capita from $1024.9 
in 2015 to $1135.2 in 2017. In 2016, the National Bank of Cambodia (NBC) 
estimated that 71 percent of the country’s population had access to financial 
services, while 59 percent still use formal banking services. Investment of 
money into FinTech has certainly grown, and is becoming an urgent necessity 
for helping the unbanked and under-banked population to access financial 
services, as well as to enable Microfinance Institutions to deliver the services 
to customers in remote areas at low cost and of a high level of security. The 
NBC felt there is an obvious need to build supportive environment through 
the licensing of payment services providers (Serey, 2017), which had just 
been given such strong political support. Improving financial outcomes with 
FinTech has been a game changer for promoting development and regional 
partnership for financial inclusion between China and Cambodia (Ng, 2017).

As FinTech gains more traction and attention in Cambodia, one of the 
biggest challenges remains educating people to embolden them to switch from 
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cash payments to cashless wallets. They fail to see the need to move beyond 
operating in cash because traditional cash-based services are common and 
still highly prevalent in the country. Due to lack of education and awareness, 
they have also failed to take advantage of all the benefits of online services. 
Many do not adopt new technologies due to the unavailability of information 
and instructions in Khmer language in smartphones. English as a language 
barrier is an issue that needs to be addressed in adopting FinTech (Phong et 
al., 2016). AlienDev, an IT Company, offers a powerful solution to support 
learners’ needs in Cambodia. The Company developed Khmer Smart 
Keyboard so locals can understand as they embark on using FinTech app for 
their everyday financial needs. Wing Company, a successful FinTech startup 
which performs like mobile money agent network, is targeting the unbanked 
population to provide them with financial services such remittances, top-ups 
and mobile payment. Banhji, Cambodia’s first FinTech company, has also 
interestingly used free online accounting software to reach out to thousands 
of SMEs across the country and help them with inventory management, 
improved cash flow, accounting and tax compliances and invoice payments 
(Pesin, 2017).

Indonesia

The World Bank recognizes Indonesian FinTech as the fastest growing industry 
across Southeast Asia. The industry has brought together citizens into the 
formal financial system with interventions by the regulators and increased 
number of FinTech startups, (Hoesin, 2018). The emergence of FinTech has 
become the best alternative to working for unbanked population, startup 
companies, and SMEs to grow their businesses. According to Otoritas Jasa 
Keuangan (OJK) – the Financial Services Authority of Indonesia, payment 
of credit through FinTech in Indonesia has reached IDR 7.8 trillion (approx. 
USD $534 million) as of July 2018. This revenue comes from 66 local peer-
to-peer lending sectors alone (Indonesia Investment, 2018). The estimated 
US$22.338 billion worth of transactions in the FinTech market for 2018 
could experience even greater growth moving into the coming year (FinTech 
News Indonesia, 2018). The government’s support towards the development 
of FinTech and low transaction fees are vital for effective collaborations with 
FinTech companies to create synergies and encourage innovation without 
hampering evolution. In essence, supporting FinTech is a means toward 
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increasing financial inclusion and access for the people of Indonesia while 
backing positive social and economic outcomes, as well as ensuring stability 
of the financial services systems.

Nonetheless, there are some real issues in many parts of the Indonesian 
communities where the issue is much more than just unbanked and 
underbanked population. The vast majority of the population remains atomised 
and unorganised, and have not been able to afford good smartphones or 
access financial services due to lack of sustainable financing and banks’ 
lengthy procedures and administrative barriers. Cheaper smartphones and 
internet connection will pave a way for financial inclusion and accelerating 
FinTech innovation, leading to substantial cost savings as well as increasing 
competitiveness of e-commerce activities in Indonesia. The extent FinTech 
may pose systemic risks to financial systems is still a matter of concern, despite 
the government’s ambition to make Indonesia the largest digital economy in 
Southeast Asia by 2o20 and major banks’ investment in local startups. The 
recent ban for using cryptocurrencies to make payments among unbanked 
population has a major impact on businesses, affecting the way they transact 
with constituents (Maulia, 2018). This situation has forced the government to 
restrict market access by capping foreign ownership in e-money providers at 
49%, continue doing research on the impacts of FinTech and enact effective 
policies. These actions are very much needed for risk mitigation to shape the 
future of financial services that benefits all stakeholders.

Laos

FinTech in Laos is in the very early stages of development, and the government 
is continuously working on numerous initiatives with industry participants 
and FinTech companies to allow experimentation while maintaining sector 
stability. Yet, the underlying issue of many problems faced by the government 
is the lack of resources and capabilities to build FinTech ecosystems for the 
startups. This is critical to nurturing the kind of technological innovation 
necessary to make financial markets and systems more efficient. The Laos 
government recognizes the potential benefits of FinTech in helping their 
millennials with finance and how FinTech ecosystem can stimulate the broader 
local economy and enable growth opportunities for many sectors. But there are 
also some challenges associated with it. While corporate interest is growing, 
Laos’s FinTech startup sector is still lack of infrastructure it requires for future 
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growth. The lack of dedicated incubators and accelerators, angel investors 
and venture capitalists also holds back booming of FinTech startup sector 
(Kong, 2016), because funding remains a major issue for startups. Funding is 
an existential part of running a startup, and unfortunately not many startups 
in Laos are investment ready which suggests it is not only money but the 
startups are also looking for strategic help and advice from their investors.

The millennials in Laos may have grown up with a new respect for FinTech 
entrepreneurship and their enthusiasm for starting their own business or going 
out on their own should be nourished to embrace the FinTech economy. 
Although startups’ lack of experience is rarely brought up as an issue, this 
is a sticking point in FinTech industry and has certainly been a point of 
discussion. Laos faces challenges in developing FinTech startups because 
the market is small and at its infancy with consumerism being very new to 
Laos’s citizens. Tung (2015) shared that only less than 10 percent of its seven 
million populations expressed their confidence and willingness to purchase 
products and services from local startups, and majority of the population still 
do not have access to either smartphone or Internet service. Although only 20 
percent of the population have access to Internet services, the focus of Laos 
government is to encourage growth across all industry sectors including low, 
medium and high-tech firms, not simply fostering more startups. Similar to 
Indonesia, cheaper and faster Internet will help the FinTech startup ecosystem 
to thrive in Laos (Kong, 2016). To work towards developing digital solutions 
that can reach the broadest portion of the population, local startups have been 
required to refine their business models (Kong, 2016), have a dialogue and 
build sturdy and beneficial partnerships with multinational organisations, 
banks and third-party partners or providers (Danchainam, 2018).

Malaysia

FinTech is a fast-moving industry, and its benefits are widely visible and 
accepted in Malaysia. The proliferation of FinTech apps has been shown 
to affect the society, and the government policies ‘fit for purpose’, plays an 
important role in creating conditions in which businesses flourish. In 2016, 
the Central Bank of Malaysia launched the Financial Technology Regulatory 
Sandbox Framework (FTSF), which sets out the criteria for participating in the 
regulatory sandbox. All the digital products and financial services offered in 
the country must comply with applicable laws and regulations, and the FinTech 
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companies and financial institutions are given the flexibility to experiment 
their innovative FinTech solutions in a live controlled environment with the 
appropriate safeguards. FinTech in Malaysia is seen as an opportunity, rather 
than a threat or ‘disruptive force’ to banking industry. FinTech complements 
banking institutions, and supplements or diversifies the existing financial 
system. Maybank, one of the most used banks in Malaysia, is among the first 
few banks to embrace FinTech adoption (Fong, 2016). In 2004, Maybank 
introduced an online banking for specific transactions to minimise the risk 
associated with such transactions and safeguard all parties concerned.

The rapid pace of FinTech businesses like MyCash Online, Neuroware and 
Touch ‘N Go is very much dictated by people, and fuelled by global market 
demands for digital products and services, the constant use of the internet 
and the intensifying use in mobile applications, which are now part of the 
everyday routine for many people. With strong community and government 
support for startup businesses, top 5 of listed tech companies in Southeast 
Asia are based in Malaysia. In 2015, Malaysia was the first country in Asia 
Pacific to manage fair treatment in crowdfunding in developing FinTech 
agenda (Cham et al. 2018). The country has an advantage to get talent and 
mobility of resources and adequate funding from Singapore’s networks 
to leverage on foreign funds they might bring, as well as its information 
technology market is expected to continue on its strong growth trajectory. 
Bernama (2017) further highlighted that Malaysia’s conducive infrastructure 
with strong internet connectivity combined with the government policies 
serves as a sound foundation for the further strengthening of FinTech startup 
ecosystem in the region.

Myanmar

Myanmar’s financial system is largely controlled by banks, and about 90 
percent of the population still lack easy access to formal financial services. 
This signifies that the country must continue to build sustainable financial 
services as well as create an ecosystem for financial inclusion. The arrival of 
mobile financial services and FinTech in the remote Southeast Asian market like 
Myanmar has not only called out the problems, but offered solutions to address 
financial inclusion. It opens new opportunities for Myanmar’s government 
to encourage FinTech growth through FinTech ventures’ increased capital 
investment in smartphones and internet penetration to offer a user-friendly 
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digital interface, faster and better service to the unbanked, and a low-cost 
platform for financial service providers. Wave Money, the first company to 
receive a license under the new regulation released by the Central Bank of 
Myanmar, is a joint venture between Telenor, First Myanmar Investments 
(FMI) and Yoma Bank that offers mobile financial services. Such services 
provide a safe, convenient and flexible way of receiving, sending and spending 
money worldwide all on one online account via mobile phones or in person 
at any of the 4,000 Wave Shop agents.

Myanmar has been late in appreciating the sheer demand for digital 
information, but today FinTech innovative solutions have begun to reshape 
the country’s business models in response to offering simplified banking 
services at lower costs or with less hassle or paperwork (FinTechNews, 2017). 
The government has also taken steps towards achieving its goal to reaching 
out to 40 percent of the population to have access to financial services by 
2020, while encouraging 15 percent of the population to use more than one 
digital financial product within the same timeframe (Jones, 2016). Mywallet 
Plus, a FinTech company specialising in online payment and is also a joint 
venture between LEO TECH Services Pte Ltd in Singapore and MCC Group 
in Myanmar, has provided consumers and businesses in Myanmar with an 
online payment platform for utility bill payments, e-commerce processing 
and consumer bill payments. Although the mobile phone penetration rate in 
the country barely touched double digits in 2013, and reached only around 
50 percent of the population in 2015 (FinTechnews, 2017), with so many 
people are now increasingly using smartphones, tablets and laptops to conduct 
their business, mobile virtualisation has become a legitimate and necessary 
option in Myanmar.

Philippines

With FinTech adoption on the rise, 86 percent of the households in the 
Philippines are seeking ways to benefit from deploying FinTech and access 
to services that were previously preserved for the wealthy. Based on the 
recent data collected by the Bangko Sentral Pilipinas (BSP) in 2015, these 
households had no savings account because they did not have sufficient money 
to open an account. They also failed to see the importance to manage one 
and the need to deposit money in a bank when the service charge alongside 
the minimum balance was set too high. It was also inconvenient for them 
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to travel long distance when they can even run their business and banking 
transactions from their home based computer and smartphones supported by 
internet network speed. The Unisys APAC Banking Insights Survey indicated 
that majority of the citizens prefer paying their bills over counters. According 
to Akamai’s State of The Internet Connectivity Report in the first quarter of 
2017, Philippines was ranked the lowest among Asia-Pacific countries with 
an average of 5.5 Mbps and placing at 100th in the Global Ranking (Barreiro, 
2017). In an effort to improve internet connectivity, an estimated $1.5 - $4 
billion worth of investment was approved to deploy national broadband 
network as well as accelerating the use of wireless fiber optic technology 
and cables (Philstar, 2017).

A recent study conducted by Voyager Innovations and FINTQnologies 
Corporation (2017) showed that access to financial services for most provinces 
in the Philippines have been stagnant for three years (2015-2017), leading 
to 40 percent remain at the bottom of the country’s access to financial and 
banking services. Low-income provinces only received 0.9 percent of total loan 
transactions and 2.5 percent of total domestic deposits, in comparison to the 
high-income provinces where the percentages ranged above 90 percent. Banks 
and ATMs were also generally located in the high-income provinces, leaving 
people who live in low-income provinces with no or limited access to financial 
services. The rising number of local FinTech startups to empower consumers 
and businesses, and give them direct access to world class financial services 
(FinTechnews, 2018), has made the country the fastest growing smartphone 
market in ASEAN. Tagcash is a digital wallet that allows consumers to top 
up their money through local 7-Eleven convenience stores in the Philippines, 
bank transfers, local agent networks and the use of bitcoins. Coins.ph is a 
mobile money transfer platform that is powered by blockchain technology. 
E-Peso, a product of Genuisys International Systems Corp (GISC), is a 
virtual Peso currency to support cashless products, high security, AMLA 
compliance, mobile money and E-Payment. PesoPay, a product of AsiaPay, is 
an online payment gateway system that aims to provide secure and seamless 
electronic payment solutions for enterprises. Overall, the FinTech ecosystem 
in the Philippines is fueled by the startups’ commitment to build a cashless 
economy which will integrate financial inclusion and increase the adoption 
rate for FinTech solutions (Chin & Collao 2018).
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Singapore

Singapore can be considered as one of the most wired countries in ASEAN. 
With a total population of 5.7 million, the impact of FinTech advancement 
can be felt from the mobile phone penetration rate which stood at 148 percent 
and household broadband subscription rate at 104 percent (Tan, Cheah, Chen 
& Choy, 2017). Singapore as the top leading financial center with 117 foreign 
banks and five global banks, holds the largest share and distribution of FinTech 
in the region (Trade, 2016). Currently, there are more than 400 FinTech 
companies and 30 FinTech innovation lab research centers established in the 
country (Straits Times, 2016), and this growth has reaped massive economic 
rewards. In 2017, Singapore achieved the highest record of FinTech funding 
in ASEAN at US$229.1 million (S$312 million) (KPMG’s Pulse of FinTech 
Report, 2017). The government through its Monetary Authority of Singapore 
(MAS) has made great strides in FinTech and financial inclusion, and more 
importantly, user trust gaps have been traversed to get FinTech to where it is 
today (Fintechnews, 2017). With 76 percent of consumers using card than 
cash and 69 percent using electronic modes when purchasing, Singapore has 
been ranked among the top cashless countries globally.

Singapore is also far ahead of other ASEAN cities, and scored consistently 
high across all sectors including insurance (3rd), banking (5th), investment 
management (5th), professional services (4th), and government & regulatory 
(4th) on the Global Financial Centres Index in 2018 (Singapore Business 
Review, 2018). The country was ranked fourth on GFCI, which gives rise 
to a prime opportunity for digital wallets to thrive. The rapid growth of 
smartphones and a strong push for digital wallet or e-wallet has resulted in 
Singapore having the highest digital wallet penetration rate. Technological 
change alone does not lead to more demands for digital demand, but factors 
such as price pressures, income growth and environmental changes all have 
a part to play. Yu (2017) reported that 87 percent of the country’s population 
have shown a widespread demand for digital wallet, and 80 percent have 
already adopted smartphones for making e- payments (Google Asia Pacific, 
n.d.). This achievement is attributable to Singapore’s best and strongest 
payment ecosystem that has significantly enhanced FinTech adoption, and 
increased MAS’s collaborative efforts and partnerships with private players 
and telecommunications companies.
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Thailand

Thailand’s economy is expected to grow between 3.8 and 4.0 percent (Bangkok 
Post, 2018), and a part of the boost may have been from the emergence of 
FinTech. The country has gradually shifted its focus from increasing labour 
intensive industries to expanding their human capital for the rising skills 
demand for technology. Thailand faces challenges in several areas, but there 
are four that stands out including skilled labour shortage; not making enough 
return on investment, changes in consumer expectations and the increasing 
competition from financial technology companies. The World Bank Survey 
showed 83.5 percent of the workforce in Thailand is unskilled (The Nation, 
2016), and such result suggested investment in building well-trained fields’ 
expertise in in science, technology, engineering and mathematics will be 
crucial to fulfilling the country’s digital economy vision. To keep pace with the 
digitisation of the economy, the government regulated a law to accommodate 
an inflow of foreign workers to work in sectors suffering labour shortages 
and develop local talent through skills transfer (Jomo, 1997, p. 82).

Thailand has the potential of being one of Southeast Asia’s FinTech Hubs 
due to its distribution of digital convergence across the country. The country 
shows remarkable progress on access to finance for the poor where 97 
percent of the population was already either banked or given access to formal 
financial services which has been offered by financial providers (Christopher, 
2018). The growth of mobile and internet penetration has also rapidly risen 
whereby its internet access has increased from 67 percent in 2017 to 84 
percent of the population in 2018, and total funds raised by Thailand Tech 
startups increased from $88m to $271m (Thailand Tech Startup Ecosystem 
Report, 2018). In 2017, Thailand contributed about 10 percent of FinTech 
distribution, ranking the country as the fourth rising country in in ASEAN 
(UOB Group, 2017). The country’s startup ecosystem continues to flourish 
with the increasing number of investments and investors, making it more 
attractive to be a part of FinTech landscape. The number rose significantly, 
from one venture capitalist, one accelerator and three funded Tech startups 
in 2012 to more than 96 venture capitalists, eight accelerators and more than 
90 funded Tech startups in 2017.

While digital payment is the largest market segment in the country, 
contributing a total transaction value of USD 6,440.9m in 2016, the country 
has yet to offer substantial startups in other segmentation of FinTech services 
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other than digital financial services such as crowd funding, peer-to-peer lending 
and insurance (Kong, 2016). The National Innovation System which is key to 
Thailand 4.0’s innovative process at the national level, plays a crucial role in 
building a crowd funding platform that provides financing for entrepreneurial 
start-ups (Wonglimpiyarat, 2017). Thailand 4.0 places greater emphasis on a 
value-based, innovation-driven capabilities, with human intellectual capacity 
replacing physical capital. Despite a stagnant market, FinTech development 
in Thailand has been ranked seventh among ASEAN countries in FinTech 
Competitiveness Index, and recognised as the country with stable political 
environment, secure funding opportunities, strong financial attractiveness 
and talent, supportive business regulatory advancement, better customer and 
market constructs like smartphone penetration, innovation ecosystem and 
business environment (Suchit 2017).

Vietnam

Although FinTech is quite new in Vietnam, the transaction volumes are 
extremely high with many potential service providers to come. FinTech 
transaction amount is estimated to reach US$ 7,259m with an annual growth 
rate of 17.5 percent in period 2017 to 2021. While FinTech is one of the fastest 
growing sectors and the newest investment trends for startups, the country’s 
domestic economy which heavily dependent on manufacturing industry 
remains positive. The manufacturing industry continues to drive robust 
revenue growth due to higher foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows and 
stronger foreign demand for Vietnamese goods. Digital payment contributed 
a total transaction value of USD7, 252m, representing the largest market 
segment in FinTech sector (about 99.9 percent). It is also one that has the 
largest number of FinTech startups (Tam & Hanh, 2018), in which 58 percent 
of the startups operate in mobile payment services (about 58 percent). The 
beginning of digital financial services in Vietnam including savings, credits 
and insurance and payment facilities through electronic devices, is still at a 
very nascent stage and proved to be challenging. At present, mobile ‘top ups’ 
and utility bill payments conducted through formal bank accounts, internet 
or cell phones are the most prevalent digital financial activities in Vietnam 
(Kong, 2016).

In 2017, the Governor of the State Bank of Vietnam established a Steering 
Committee on Financial Technology with the purpose of advising the 
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Governor on solutions to improve the FinTech ecosystem, including legal 
framework to facilitate the development of FinTech businesses in Vietnam 
and aligns them with the government’s guidelines and legislations (Sy.ngo, 
2018). Smartphones and services boost internet use in Vietnam, and thereby 
penetrating the FinTech market even further. E-commerce and M-commerce 
that have expanded their reach to assist people who were previously underserved 
by financial services, are growing faster than the capacity of the economy to 
support them. For example, offering opportunities for private sector companies 
to partner with Vietnamese government to support infrastructure, meeting 
the rising demand for digital solutions and softwares, and enhanced use of 
space technology-based tools and payment for end-users and merchants. The 
current FinTech industry in Vietnam is dominated by payment solutions. Its 
remittance solutions, mainly the remittances sent worldwide from United 
States, accounted for almost USD 14 billion will create the biggest opportunity 
for businesses and banks to stay relevant in Vietnam.

DISCUSSION

The ASEAN Economic Community’s Vision for 2025 is focusing on closing 
the digital gap, increasing financial access and literacy, expanding the scope 
of intermediary facilities (such as digital payments) and developing financial 
services for smaller firms and lower income groups (Businesstimes, 2018). 
Population growth, invention of the new high-speed technology which 
increases investment demand for FinTech, development of urbanisation, and 
widespread of smartphone adoption are seen as part of the economic growth 
indicators in ASEAN as these supports digital information and communication 
innovation as well as technological advancements such as big data, data 
analytics, Industry 4.0 and Internet of Things.

Globally, FinTech has been seen as a disruptive innovation to banking & 
financial institutions. However FinTech in ASEAN has a rather bigger role 
to play. History proves that ASEAN has always been the centre of economic 
integration. Be it social or economic, the innovation and the technological 
developments taking place in ASEAN’s 10 member countries have found its 
reverberations reaching those of other regions. The geographical expansion 
of international trade allows for the discovery of new and innovative ways to 
solve problems of financial inclusion. FinTech offers a sufficiently low cost 
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alternative to persuade people to adopt FinTech solutions and invest in FinTech 
companies. While non-financial businesses and professions use FinTech to 
offer products or services without (or less) transacting through banking and 
financial insitutions (Anshari et al., 2019), FinTech has succeeded as both 
standalone businesses and vital links in the financial services value chain 
(examples e-commerce and m-commerce). Market demand for innovative 
products and services has been pushing FinTech innovation in ASEAN.

In response to the rapid development of FinTech, convenience and 
security are the main reasons why consumers are adopting FinTech solutions. 
Singapore-based FinTech companies continue to dominate the ASEAN 
FinTech market, followed by Thailand and Indonesia (BBVA, 2017). Data 
from Tracxn showed that Singapore contributes the largest share about with 39 
percent of FinTech market in ASEAN. Its strong internet and well-developed 
infrastructure supported by relevant and timely policies and regulatory 
practice framework have better positioned Singapore’s FinTech companies 
than most Asian companies in Hong Kong and London, to succeed in global 
markets. The profitability and scalability of FinTech has caught the attention 
of investors and FinTech incubators (“State of FinTech”). Thus, countries 
like Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand need to catch up with FinTech hubs 
and FinTech in terms of technology because investment in new technology 
and in adapting to the changing financial landscape are not deemed a priority 
before. Conventional banks have so far been unable to engage customers 
online whereas FinTech has, as their strength lies in online interaction.

The Rise and Development of FinTech

The rapid growth of FinTech development steers ASEAN member countries 
towards a cashless society. Although e-payment and e-wallet are the preferred 
cashless payment methods that have been effected in ASEAN member 
countries, followed by P2P lending, crowdfunding, and retail investments, 
there are still practical problems to address including internet connectivity, 
mobile and banking penetration. Singapore has been regarded as the most 
mature cashless society because it has the highest digital wallet penetration 
followed by Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand (Tech 
Collective, 2018). FinTech is easily accepted in ASEAN for the following 
reasons. Firstly, ASEAN’s growth has been powered by its people. The 
combined ASEAN nation has a huge population of about 630 million across 
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10 countries, and about half of them are under the age of 30. The number 
is expected to expand by 373 million by 2030 (Funding Societies, 2018). 
Considering the growth of emerging ASEAN is largely underpinned by 
demographic structure and rapid urbanisation, with a young, digitally adept 
population and rising personal incomes driving demand in the mobile voice 
and data segments, this makes ASEAN as an attractive zone for FinTech 
industry to advance and embrace the fourth industrial revolution.

Secondly, the rapid growth of smartphone adoption and cheaper internet 
connectivity are the other drivers behind the emergence of FinTech, with 
Cambodia (173 percent), Thailand (133 percent), Vietnam (131 percent) 
and Myanmar (93 percent) (Viray, 2018). Today, about 3.8 million people 
in Southeast Asia have been connected to internet, and on average, a person 
spends 4.4 hours per day on social media in Thailand (Thaivisa, 2018). The 
high smartphone adoption, cheaper Internet access and many options of 
digital platform attract the attention of digital-savvy resulting in the increase 
of the consumption rate. The increase in smartphone penetration has made 
strong push to adopt e-wallet in ASEAN countries. This massive innovation 
created for mobile base transfer, e-wallet, and other alternative financing 
and App-based finance tools with a lot of options, has made things easier 
to access domestic and international financial services and today, people 
prefer easier alternatives to compare prices or find online stores for shopping. 
Mobile services, logistics and infrastructure improvements have made all this 
possible. By 2025, it is predicted that the middle class of Southeast Asia will 
increase to over 440 million people (Funding Societies, 2018).

Thirdly, while setting up national FinTech regulatory sandbox in an attempt 
to stay competitive and keep innovation, it limits ASEAN FinTech companies to 
scale up and expand their businesses outside their home countries. Regulators 
monitor and foster the development of FinTech industry in their respective 
countries, and are mandated to work within national jurisdictions. In response to 
this, ASEAN FinTech Network (AFN) brings together the FinTech ecosystems 
of Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam 
(BBVA, 2017), to create an open platform for collaboration, commitment to 
build engagement, cooperation and knowledge sharing across the fragmented 
ASEAN region, all with a focus on driving performance in the industry. It 
centres its success on training the potential FinTech workforce, improving 
accessibility of investment capital, global market access and deepening the 
availability of cutting edge (or core) technology. FinTechs like Blockchain, 
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Artificial Intelligence and Biometric, which have the potential to create the 
highest impact on return on investment, have increasingly attracted many 
investors to invest in FinTech startups in the ASEAN region.

CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTION

The sustainability of some business models has yet to be tested. FinTech 
startups in particular, require business models that not only fit and relevant but 
also sustainable to address financial exclusion (Jones, 2016). The acceptance 
and adoption of FinTech in ASEAN has affected the entire global financial 
system by continuously engaging in financial innovations and inclusive finance 
for inclusive growth and development (Chen, 2016). FinTech businesses 
are relatively viable when they are small but will struggle to maintain their 
viability when the activity scale expands. It is also difficult to predict whether 
potential users of new financial services will become active users. Despite 
the significant benefits FinTech could offer to consumers, the environment 
remains challenging to move away from traditional banking systems and 
practices. Some people remain sceptical about FinTech’s fulfilment and 
customer service support to customers across countries, because there is a 
deep-rooted anxiety about security of online payments (Iwasaki, 2018).

Since FinTech in some ASEAN countries is still underdeveloped, substantial 
improvements are necessary because FinTech will drive business models of 
the future. Countries must address financial inclusion to build a shared future 
and to reach poor, low and middle-income consumers with useful financial 
solutions and having access to financial services. To support financial 
inclusion, FinTech system such as the effectiveness of credit screening system 
for investment like P2P lending requires continuous review and improvement, 
while regulators have the task to regulate FinTech innovations in a way that 
reduces systemic risks and at the same time also allowing for their further 
development. Despite the various situational contexts, problems affecting 
each member of ASEAN countries are relatively similar and they all agree 
on overcoming and improving practical issues in adopting and developing 
FinTech innovation. There is no doubt that banks and other financial service 
providers with large network coverage are key FinTech enablers. They 
can reduce gaps in FinTech initiatives, and take part in FinTech activities. 
Yet, financial service providers also need more differentiation to convince 
consumers about their digital products, and provide incentives to change.
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Lagarde (2018) reported that there are about 1.7 billion adults who still 
live without access to financial services, and EY’s FinTech Adoption Index 
indicated one third of the world uses two or more FinTech services, and 20 
percent of them are unaware they are using FinTech (EY, 2017). This opening 
provides an opportunity for FinTech companies to provide new applications 
or in partnership with financial institutions to reach out the unbanked and 
under-banked population, SMEs, and agricultural development in ASEAN. 
Unleasing the potential of FinTech in financial industry, the impact is greater 
when cooperation can be fostered among countries to make the FinTech 
initiative workable into single ASEAN market. Syariah compliant FinTech will 
also enrich the variants of FinTech products and services to target ASEAN’s 
growing Islamic community and broadening their footprint in Southeast 
Asia such as Brunei, Malaysia and Indonesia. Overall, FinTech has proved 
to create impacts on financial inclusion, define and shape the future of the 
global financial industry which looks stronger than ever.

CONCLUSION

Financial inclusion and skills transfer must be integrated in the development 
of FinTech in ASEAN. FinTech is still in its early stage, but the landscape has 
become more crowded. Many of the new players including FinTech startups 
are competing each other effectively in the realm of soft power. There has been 
a tremendous surge of interest in FinTech innovative solutions from investors 
particularly in mobile payments like e-payment and e-wallet. This method of 
mobile payment is prevalent among millennials and young folks in ASEAN 
FinTech industry, followed by P2P, crowdfunding and retail investments. There 
are many practical issues for the proliferation of FinTech in ASEAN such as 
internet connectivity and mobile penetration rate, most noticeably a change 
in the way we do things today. Moving away from the traditional banks has 
begun, and may have been the preferred choice of the SMEs, underbanked 
and unbanked population. Majority of the population among young and tech-
savvy consumers have access to smartphones that effortlessly encourage them 
to actively participate in FinTech activities. Governments remain the most 
powerful actors on improving ASEAN FinTech’s ecosystem. Finally, FinTech 
with a digital based platform enables multi-channel financial transactions to 
an extended pool of market and broadens the delivery of financial services 
efficiently and effectively from a far distance and yet within reach.
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ABSTRACT

Businesses have been forerunners in providing innovative techniques and 
technology to the market. These emerging processes, techniques, and 
technologies have disrupted the existing ones and met the requirements of 
the existing customers. Today’s banking and financial sector is facing an 
unprecedented change wherein various new players are entering the market 
and disrupting the traditional modes of operation. These players are a part 
of the latest disruption in the banking and financial sector, which is popularly 
known as Fin Tech (which is an amalgamation of finance and technology). They 
are providing alternative solutions and business models that are overhauling 
the manner in which this sector and its customers function. This disruption 
not only opens doors for completely different business opportunities but also 
poses challenges to the existing set up of business. The chapter aims to study 
the emerging trends associated emerging opportunities and challenges of 
FinTech in the banking and financial sector globally.
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INTRODUCTION

Business has existed since the early times of human race. Though started with 
simple barter system involving exchange of goods for goods and services, 
business has undergone multiple changes to meet the varied requirements of 
human beings. Businesses have reformed and renovated the ways of dealing 
with the ever-changing requirements of the market. In this reformation and 
renovation of business models, technology has played a very important role. In 
fact, it can also be said that change in the business models have been possible 
due to the new techniques and technologies provided by the businesses 
themselves. The changes ushered by the technological innovations have 
made it possible for the businesses to meet the requirements of the existing 
base and extension or creation of new market bases. Today, technology in 
business is an inevitable requirement. As time progresses, the business world 
is leaning more and more towards it, making it almost impossible to separate 
the two from each other. The primary objective of business is to generate and 
maximize returns for its stakeholders. To achieve this objective, businesses 
need to be innovative. Technology facilitates in providing innovative solutions 
to businesses which in turn makes them profitable and sustainable in the long 
run. In order to be sustainable, technology needs to be sold and accepted –
which is made possible only by business. Thus it can be said that business 
and technology are complementary to each other and the existence of one 
without the other is not possible.

While constructing new playing fields for the existing businesses, 
technology has also posed some challenges for the existing businesses in 
the related and other fields. For example, the introduction of smart phones 
have not only created new markets for apps, online transactions, easier 
communication – thus creating a full package for information sharing, 
communication and entertainment through the usage of internet .But at the 
same time seriously damaging the photo reel business, markets for audio and 
video entertainment, postal services, to name a few. Thus, a new technology 
not only opens doors for new opportunities but also slims down the existing 
ones and creates windows of challenges. The same holds true for the banking 
and financial services sector.

The banking and financial sector today is amidst an insurrection of 
unprecedented opportunities and challenges which have been ushered by 
the fourth industrial revolution. This fourth industrial revolution is driven 
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by Financial Technology popularly known as FinTech, which symbolizes 
innovative products from new startups or the adoption of new approaches by 
existing players in the financial space, with technology as the key enabler. 
Industrial Revolutions have overhauled the production processes of goods 
and services for commercial purposes. While the first industrial revolution 
resulted into mechanized production, the second led to mass production 
and the third resulted in automate production. The first industrial revolution 
employed steam and power, the second one utilized power, and the third 
one functioned on electronic and information technology for revolutionizing 
commercial production. The current fourth industrial revolution is building 
upon the third and is characterized by a fusion of technologies that is blurring 
the lines between the physical, digital and biological spheres (Schwab, 2016).

FinTech as ushered by the fourth industrial revolution is a broad phenomenon 
that is evolving daily as more technology entrepreneurs enter the industry 
and transform it according to social needs. On one hand, FinTech could be 
considered a financial service, which is intervened by innovative technologies 
to satisfy the requirements of tomorrow: high efficiency, cost reduction, 
business process improvement, rapidity, flexibility, and innovation (Dapp, 
2014). On the other hand, FinTech also refers to companies – and, even more 
typically, to start-ups, which serve as enablers of these services (Zavolokina, 
Dolata, & Schwabe, 2016).

The global FinTech industry has witnessed phenomenal rise in the volume 
of investments. The total global investment in FinTech remained close to $31 
billion, with venture capital investing of $2.1 billion in insurtech across 247 
deals and blockchain accounting for $512 million of investment across 92 deals 
(Pollari & Raisbeck, 2018). The number of FinTech deals globally rose from 
1,800 deals in 2016 to 2,700 deals in 2017 (Accenture, 2018). This increase 
in FinTech investments and deals is spread across continents and indicates 
the rising demand for new digital innovations in the financial services area, 
as these technologies prove their value, acceptance and applicability.

This chapter in its current form aims to study the enablers, opportunities 
and emerging challenges of FinTech in the banking and financial sector.

Enablers of FinTech

For long, the large and established players of the banking and financial sector 
had advantages of being sole players due to their financial strength, size and 
area networks. With the advent of the FinTech revolution, this sector is at 
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the brink of major overhaul today. The enablers for this fourth industrial or 
FinTech revolution can be classified as under:

Global Financial Crisis: The year 2008 witnessed one of the worst financial 
crisis since the great depression of 30’s.This crisis hit the global banking 
and financial services sector very badly. The banking and financial services 
sector became busy to save their remaining assets from getting affected by 
the crisis and recovery of the dues. The regulatory authorities enforced laws 
and rules to salvage the damage, bring stability to the markets, and restore the 
residual customer and investor trust. These changed rules and laws demanded 
immediate and strict compliance from banks and financial services sector. As 
the banks and financial services sector took time to understand and incorporate 
these regulatory enforcements in their day-to-day functioning, innovation of 
products and services took a back stage.

Rising Customer Requirements: During the time of crisis, there was 
a whole new generation of millennials (also known as Generation Y) who 
were tech friendly and wanted solutions, which were not being offered by the 
traditional players in this sphere. This segment of population was globally 
mobile and wanted products and services that were fast, efficient, effective 
and pocket friendly. The kinds of services being offered by the traditional 
players in the market were unable to meet these challenging requirements. 
This created a gap between what these new age customers wanted and what 
the market offered.

Emergence of Non-Traditional Financial Players: Due to the financial 
crisis, the traditional banking and financial sector, got busy with legal 
compliance and salvaging their assets and reputation and so devising and 
offering new products and services took a back seat. The non-traditional 
financial players were quick to realize this gap between increased customer 
expectations and complacency on part of traditional players .They began filling 
this gap with compelling offers, taking advantage of the latest technology 
to deliver better value propositions to customers in a number of areas and 
even creating new customer segments. These players disrupted the existing 
structures and paved way for new solutions that were enabled by the advances 
in Information Technology (IT).

Advances in IT: The advances in IT has led to revolutionary changes in 
communication, transportation and has been one of the leading facilitators of 
global business. While the banking sector was stagnant, customer preferences 
were changing, the world of IT was experiencing tremendous growth and 
innovation. These innovations were partly propelled by the non-traditional 
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players who incorporated them to provide innovative banking and financial 
services. Some of notable advances in IT which have brought about the 
FinTech revolution are as stated below:

• Machine Learning (ML)
• Artificial Intelligence (AI)
• Internet of Things (IoT)
• Chatbots
• Cloud
• Big data
• Application Programming Interface(API)
• Near Field Communication
• Bio metrics
• Robot advisory (Robo-advisory)
• Block chains

These enablers have paved the way for FinTech revolution, which is 
reforming, restructuring and reinventing the entire way in which today’s 
banks and financial services sector function. Today FinTech is defining 
the direction, shape and pace of innovation across almost every subsector 
of financial services. The traditional and non-traditional financial players 
in this arena have transformed the structure, provision and consumption of 
banking and financial services . The opportunities created by this revolution 
are enormous and are vividly changing the banking and financial sector today.

EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE BANKING 
AND FINANCIAL SERVICES SECTOR

The demographic and technological enablers of the FinTech revolution have 
created opportunities for both the traditional and non-traditional players of 
this sector. Lending, receipts, payments and remittances were traditionally 
considered forte for the banks and other traditional players like credit unions, 
insurance companies, asset management companies to name a few. The FinTech 
revolution has brought a total overhaul to these services and other similar 
products. Today, not only traditional but also non-traditional companies are 
coming forward in this arena to provide solutions by bringing in models which 
are tech as well as customer friendly. The opportunities created in this sector 
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are enormous. The paper in its current form will try to explore a few of these 
opportunities emerging for the traditional as well as non-traditional players.

Payments, Receipts and Remittances: These areas of financial services 
were traditionally the forte of banks and other specialized organizations. The 
adoptions of IT tools have revolutionized these areas. Emergence and rapid 
use of mobile phones and applications have made it possible to carry out 
transactions at the touch of a finger. Digital and mobile wallets are giving 
users alternatives for on-line payments and in-person transactions. The 
most popular mobile wallets include Apple Pay, Android Pay, Samsung Pay 
and a large collection of others, including countless retailer and financial 
institution-branded apps. The most familiar digital wallets are Master Card’s 
Master Pass, Visa Checkout and PayPal (Thienes, 2016). Also, these wallets 
are collaborating with merchants and crossing over to the brick and mortar 
space to provide better and enhanced services to their customers. These 
wallets are also playing an important role in providing financial services to 
the unbanked and under banked sections of the economies.

The remittance market is worth $582 billion US Dollars and is another 
area, that is undergoing enormous change. This sector today, is witnessing the 
involvement of well-capitalized upstart companies with innovative FinTech 
solutions that are challenging the established players like Moneygram, and 
Western Union (Shiva, 2016).This development is not restricted to only western 
part of the world but has made its inroads across the globe. For instance, 
most adults in Kenya have M-Pesa accounts, which allows people to send 
money to each other via a text message (African Business Magazine, 2017).
Remitting money to African countries costs more than 10% of the value of 
money sent and is one among the highest transfer fees paid. Applications 
like these have made these transfers affordable and quick while providing 
multiple payment options which are safe and secure (Scott-Briggs, 2017).The 
use of block chain technology in this area is going to further improve this.

Lending: Providing loans for commercial and personal purposes have 
been one of the leading activities for banks and credit associations, which 
require the fulfilment of certain regulatory norms. Despite the increase in 
the number of banks and their expansive network, there are certain sections 
of the economy that remain unbanked or under banked. Digital lending is 
the technology that kick started the FinTech movement and is still one of the 
most prominent user of IT in the financial services area. Online lenders that 
include peer-to-peer lending platforms as well as underwriter and lending 
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platforms are using data collected from online activities of consumers and 
businesses. These online lenders are leveraging this data with the help of 
machine learning technologies and algorithms to assess credit worthiness 
of the applicants (Empirica.com, 2018), to make underwriting decisions, 
creating computer programs that can automate loan originations without the 
need for a customer to ever visit the branch (Rob, 2017).

Another area experiencing significant innovation is mortgage lending 
where technology can significantly simplify the process by digitizing forms, 
prepopulating known information and ensuring that all documents are in 
order before a customer proceeds for the mortgage process (Morgan, 2017).

Customer Service: The use of chatbots for supporting the customer service 
interactions in banks is growing. Currently, these chatbots are said to possess 
the intelligence of a 2-3-year old. However, as machines do not suffer from 
physical or learning fatigue, the evolution of a chatbot could be best described 
as more exponential than linear. So, in future more chatbots are anticipated 
with improved quality of interactions, speed of responses, and accuracy in 
decision-making. Banks are planning to adopt models based on regression 
aided by machine learning to offer better products to its customers. With the 
support of data scientists, banks plan to gain insights into customer behavior, 
expectations and responses. The insights gained will help to identify the 
needs of the customer, and thus aid the banks to design and offer customized 
products for their customers (Sundarajan, 2017).

Asset and Wealth Management: According to Pricewaterhouse Cooper’s 
Global Fintech Survey of 2016, approximately 60% of asset and wealth 
managers fear of losing their business to the FinTech companies (Barry & Maya, 
2016).This fear of loss comes from various sources like online brokerages, 
wire houses, and robo-advisors to name a few-which are extensively using 
accurate predictive analysis supported by innovative data and opinion mining, 
imagery analytics, machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques. 
This usage has facilitated in managing risks, ensuring compliance, improving 
trading efficiency and providing better solutions. For instance, innovations 
under the umbrella of “robo-advisors” are becoming more sophisticated 
and, thus, enable advisors to service not only the higher net worth accounts 
but also the affluent masses who are looking for economical alternatives to 
receive advice on how to manage their assets (Barry & Maya, 2016).

Another IT development that will change the asset and wealth management 
sector is “blockchain technology” also known as distributed ledgers. Distributed 
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ledgers are highly flexible and can be used to remove friction from the client 
on-boarding process, streamline management of model portfolios, speed the 
clearing and settlement of trades, and ease compliance burdens associated 
with anti-money laundering (AML) and know your customer (KYC). This will 
result in elimination of redundant functions like reconciliation of proprietary 
database, reduced operational expenses and increased opportunities to enhance 
the customer experience. Besides, the traditional asset and wealth managers, 
this technology will have broader applications for rollovers, trusts, estates, 
insurance and other transactions where assets are moved between parties or 
contracts are executed (Nanayakkara, Smith, Nassir, Hatch, Crespigny, & 
Hinkis, 2017).

It is true that FinTech has created opportunities for traditional and non-
traditional service providers in the banking and financial sector. It is changing 
the manner in which this sector is performing today. But this of technology 
in the financial sector has its own set of challenges, as discussed in the 
forthcoming section.

CHALLENGES FOR THE BANKING AND 
FINANCIAL SERVICES SECTOR

The banking and financial ecosystem today is witnessing disruptions unknown 
hitherto, like cost commodization, profit redistribution, product customization- 
to name a few. This has resulted into emergence of players and offerings 
that are low margin, asset light, scalable, innovative, and compliance easy 
(LASIC) (Chuen & Teo, 2015).Though the rules and players of the game 
are changing fast, this sector faces unprecedented challenges today. Some of 
them area as discussed below.

Talent Acquisition: The financial services sector is facing unprecedented 
change, where non-traditional financial players are jostling for their place 
in the market, backed by new technologies. These changes will result into 
unemployment in the traditional areasand have serious consequences on 
the jobs of bankers, auditors, lawmakers and accountants. There will be a 
need to provide alternative employment to these experienced and qualified 
professionals. Not only this, the future professionals needed in this area 
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shall have to be multi-talented in the fields of design, IT, business, law and 
marketing. The professionals of tomorrow in this field will be very different 
from professionals of today-with very different personalities. Acquiring these 
professionals will be a challenge.

Survival: Banks and other traditional players of this sector are facing 
fresh challenges from non-traditional players and their offerings that were 
unknown before. These non-traditional players have read the pulse of the 
market and created tech savvy and customer friendly products, but are fund 
and brand scarce. On the other hand the traditional players are fund, time 
and brand opulent but are scarce on innovative product offerings. Both these 
players have different strengths and weaknesses and there will be a tough 
scuffle individually for them to survive. One thing is for sure that the players 
delivering products which meet and exceed the customer expectations will 
survive.

Security and Privacy: Each FinTech innovation entering in the market 
comes with issues of trust and privacy. Every additional device connected 
to the net is a new attack vector for the hackers. Data is the new gold oil and 
cybercriminals are waiting to acquire it. The Cambridge Analytica case raises 
serious issues regarding the use of personal data collected without knowledge 
or permission to establish sophisticated models of user’s personality raises 
ethical and privacy issue (Davies, 2015).The innovations entering the markets 
will have to ensure the safety and privacy of the users data. Appropriate 
mechanisms and procedures need to be designed to ensure that there is no 
data and security breach.

Regulatory Compliance: As the new models to meet customers’ 
expectations evolve, they pose serious challenges to the law makers. The 
traditional players were falling under the legal compliance umbrella and were 
forced to follow the prescribed norms and procedures. But the non-traditional 
players and their offerings lie outside the legal net. Many times the service 
providers are not even known to the users and legal system. In such a scenario 
seeking compliance and adherence to norms and procedures is unimaginable. 
The regulators will have to adopt a proactive approach and strict adherence 
to its framework in order to maintain the trust of the customers and at the 
same time promote the use of better solutions to provide enhanced customer 
experience and needs.
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CONCLUSION

Despite the above challenges, one thing is certain is that FinTech is here 
to continuously disrupt, innovate, reform, restructure, reinvent and stay in 
the banking and financial services sector. The future of this sector looks 
very promising with the emerging dynamics of increased participation of 
traditional and non-traditional players, customer expectations, regulatory 
and compliance systems. The road ahead for banking and financial services 
sector is challenging and tough, but is certainly interesting and worth a watch.
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ABSTRACT

A portmanteau of financial technology (FinTech) centralizes on the innovative 
use of smart mobile devices to design and deliver financial services and 
products, elevating an innovative way of delivering financial services. The 
chapter mainly focuses on the definition and the importance of FinTech to 
the financial ecosystem especially in the Southeast Asia region. It focuses on 
how financial technology (FinTech) came to be, how transactions in the past 
mostly use cash, and then shifted to credit card and then shifted to a cashless 
transaction, for example using e-wallet or simply using smartphone for any 
financial transaction. The research found out how the huge percentage of 
internet users in the Southeast Asia region were the cause of the development 
of FinTech companies in the region for FinTech startups. It also showed 
how FinTech helped to provide solutions for financial inclusion, especially 
unbanked population.
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INTRODUCTION

Financial Technology or better known under the term ‘FinTech’ is widely used 
in the financial industry. It is in the center of attention as it has many benefits 
and more convenient to be used. Financial technology develops technological 
system in the finance industry. The emergence of FinTech companies make 
an innovation in the industry where the systems become beneficial for general 
public and even government around the world. FinTech keeps improving and 
attracting investors from all over the world. In 2014, $12 billion of private 
capital was invested into FinTech (Gulamhuseinwala, et al, 2015). It offers 
more user-friendly and convenient ways of managing finance for people in 
juxtaposition with traditional methods. FinTech industries provide variation 
of financial services such as Peer to Peer lending, e-payment, holding assets, 
investments, crowdfunding, insurance services and many more.

FinTech not only focus on the companies but also common people which 
are the majority of consumers as they use the services for their daily lives. 
Some of FinTech examples are “cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ripple, 
the use of big data for risk analytics, new peer to-peer and other platforms 
and distributed ledgers for supporting transaction efficiency” (Milne, 2015). 
Both start-ups and traditional finance companies are active in FinTech where 
it changes the way traditional institution works such as the interaction with 
their customers. “Today, FinTech companies directly compete with banks in 
most areas of the financial sector to sell financial services and solutions to 
customers which most of us use now” (FinTech Weekly, para. 2).

For the traditional method, we have to go to the bank itself to make a 
transaction but with FinTech, we can just do it with our mobile phones through 
mobile online banking. Although we are more used to human interaction, 
the risk of using machines during the process is lower. Thus, the probability 
of making mistakes are rarely made (Dhar, 2016). This is also proved by 
FinTech Weekly (2017) that “especially millennials (people born between 
approximately the early 80s and late 90s) and the following generations prefer 
quick and easy banking services over walking to a branch”.

Since FinTech is the product of innovation, technology, business, and 
economy. The significance of FinTech lies on the movement of technology 
driven and it will continue to grow bigger especially when technology giants 
such as Alibaba, Apple, and Google starts to massively introducing FinTech 
system. It is highly efficient that helps both the individuals and the large 
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corporations FinTech will likely grow larger than what it can be imagined at 
this stage of time as technology are also improving and growing for the future.

Due to this probability, FinTech is likely to become prominent in the 
financial sector today and in the future. FinTech provides many privileges 
compared to traditional financial system. It is important to have background 
knowledge about FinTech through assessing its meaning and its history.

DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE

There is no concurrence in defining what FinTech exactly is. But many 
different authors have made attempts to define FinTech according to their 
own understandings drawn from their conveyed studies and surveys.

Dorfleitner (2017) stated that FinTech represents companies that offer 
financial services which incorporate advance technologies. Besides providing 
digital products and services explicitly designed for the banking and financing 
sector, there are also FinTech that in charge of distributing insurance. These 
types of FinTech are often called InsurTechs. In addition, it may also offer 
several of third-party services for instance, providing technical solutions for 
financial services providers.

According to Schindler (2017), FinTech refers to financial innovation made 
possible using technology comprising a broad range of services for instance, 
online marketplace lending, equity crowdfunding and financial applications 
of machine learning. It is also similar with Arner (2015) who expressed 
FinTech as the whole stretch of services offered by finance industry which 
is greatly supported using advance technology.

There are many forms of FinTech. One example is that FinTech can be 
found in trading and investing. Nowadays, making an investment are helped 
or advised by automated financial advisors. According to Anthony Back, 
Robo-advisors and other startups are utilizing sophisticated algorithms to make 
trading and investing a fully automated online experience. These automated 
platforms provides investors big savings and offers financial planning services 
that are usually given or kept hidden for wealthy investors. Some companies 
that specialize in this kind of work are such as the Wealthfront and the 
Betterment. FinTech such as the Robo-advisor in the investment game are 
potentially replacing traditional non technological advisors with a cheaper 
and more productive alternative.
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Another example is in terms of funding is Crowdfunding. Crowdfunding 
acts as an alternate source of investments for startups or new businesses 
who does not have a high capital budget. Anthony Back believes that these 
startups tend to be not in the interest of big firms or companies. However, 
with online crowdfunding that raises money in a large amount from different 
individuals worldwide can fund projects of a new business. Kickstarter and 
Indiegogo are examples of companies that specialize in online crowdfunding 
and have manage to be successful. This type of financial technology helps 
promising ideas to reach an end product. Thailand government has set the 
direction in moving the nation towards a value-based and innovation-driven 
economy, wherein crowdfunding is one of the policy mechanisms to support 
SMEs. It explores the dynamics of financial technology crowdfunding under 
the policy direction of the so-called Thailand 4.0 (Wonglimpiyarat, 2017).

Another example of FinTech can be found in terms of payments. The most 
mainstream type of cryptocurrency is known as Bitcoin. Cryptocurrency was 
designed as a peer-to-peer (P2P) payment network without any intervention 
from any governing state authorities. The founder of Bitcoin, Nakamoto 
defined his invention as “A purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash 
which would allow online payments to be sent directly from one party to 
another without going through a financial institution”. In summary, it can 
be seen at the table 1 below.

Table 1. Types of FinTech

Types Descriptions

Online banking
Banking activities are done online, for example making payments, transferring money 
between accounts, monitor accounts, download transactions, handling loan activity, 
including applications and repayments.

Payments and 
transactions

Internet-based method of processing economic transactions. Allows accepting payments over 
the internet. Typically run by third-party corporations, such as PayPal, Google or Click2Pay.

Market trading The act of buying and selling products on the web. Traders buy and sell using the trading 
platform. Investors need to provide capital in the hope of financial gain.

Raw materials 
management

The management ensures that the raw materials are in the range of productivity and the 
value is on an affordable scale.

Collective financing It comprises organisational forms which are owned and governed by citizens – sometimes 
together with municipalities and other institutions.

Development of 
financial security 
systems

To manage and secure the systems from any future imbalances.

Digital wallets An electronic device that allows individuals to make transactions include purchasing items 
online using the apps available on their mobile phones.

Peer-to-peer 
investing

Enables individuals to lend money without using an official financial institution as an 
intermediary.
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History of FinTech

The advancement of ICT and the extensive use of smart mobile devices 
are the enabling factors to financial technology evolution. Technology has 
always played a key role in the financial sector in ways that most people take 
for granted and might not ever see. Despite all that, people are still unaware 
of what FinTech is and where it originated from. Even though FinTech is 
relatively new, it has existed long before the term has even been created.

Britannica stated that in 1920s, individual firms, such as oil companies and 
hotel chains, starts to distribute credit card to customers to make a purchase 
at their each of their business branch. However, the first official universal 
credit card to be used was introduced by the Diners’ Club in 1950s. This 
makes carrying cash a lot easier in a sense that all the consumers could just 
bring their cards.

Zerucha (as cited in Truong, 2016, p. 5) believes that with the success of 
the credit cards, it has led to the creation of other new technology project. 
One of which is the Automatic Machine Teller (ATM). ATMs was first 
introduced by Barclays in 1960s. This allowed people to withdraw their money 
directly from the ATM instead of going to the bank. Even though ATM is 
quite useful to avoid long queues in banks, it is only sufficient enough to 
support the financial industry and this does not mean it replaces the banking 
industry. In the end, banks still held an important role in performing most of 
the financial transaction.

According to Pisani, the first electronic stock market was put into operation 
by NASDAQ in 1970s (Pisani, 2010). This allowed brokers to buy and sell 
stocks even after market hours. Moreover, to support the storage of a large 
amount of data in a safe and optimal way, mainframe computers were installed 
in most of the financial institutions in the 1980s, further enhanced the agility 
of financial transaction and supports the implementation of e-commerce.

The booming evolution of FinTech was facilitated by the evolving Internet 
technology. This exceptional progress of the internet has made a necessary 
thing for the introduction of a lot of FinTech start-ups in many years later 
especially Singapore as they are the leading regional FinTech Hub.

Figure 1 below shows brief history of FinTech. Despite the rapid growth 
of financial technology as we see now, FinTech is nothing new. In fact, 
the origin could be traced back all the way in 1865, where the invention 
of pantelegraphy started making a breakthrough in the world of banking. 
Followed by in the 1800s where consumers started using charge plates and 
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credit coins to exchange goods with merchants. Throughout 1950s and 
1960s, modern-day credit card and Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) 
were introduced – slowly developing the progress of financial services from 
analogue to digital. Then came along the establishment of the Society of 
Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT) in the 1973 
that has helped to resolve problem relating to international transaction with 
the means of telecommunication. Furthermore, there has been improvements 
in record management and financial operation in 1980s. It was noted too this 
time around there was an increase in online banking as well as E-commerce 
all through 1990s (Arner, Barberis, & Bukley, 2016).

However, when the global financial crisis fallen on 2007 to 2008, years 
after came along new innovation in FinTech. This includes the introduction 
of cryptocurrency like Bitcoin in 2009. Moreover, now in the present serves 
booming increase in retail financial sectors where online banking could be 
easily done on mobile phones (Desai, 2015).

Trends in FinTech

Figure 2 shows the trend of FinTech funding according to the regions whereas 
North America received the most funding in general, increasing from 2013 to 
2015, from US$2583M to US$8281M and decreased in 2016 by US$2390. 
Funding for North America increased again in 2017, by US$1946M from the 
previous year. Asia is the next most FinTech funded continent – Increasing 
dramatically from 2013 to 2016 by more 1600%, and decreased for the first 
time the following year (2017) by 10%. Europe FinTech funding grew over 

Figure 1. The evolution of FinTech 
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120% in 2017 from US$1210M to US$2676M. Africa, Australia and South 
America are the least funded continents, with very minimal increase and 
data throughout.

FinTech in South East Asia

FinTech has become a trend in Southeast Asia in the recent year. This is 
because FinTech has a potential to solve any problems that affecting the 
financial environment in these countries. With the situation in Southeast 
Asia, FinTech has a major impact in the financial area. In Southeast Asia, the 
financier’s region is considered underdeveloped and many countries wanted 
an improvement through using FinTech system. Before FinTech many things 
that are difficult can now be achieved by using FinTech. FinTech adoption 
is fairly a new and recent introduction in ASEAN countries with Thailand 
and Singapore being its main players in the industry. As stated by Iwasaki 
(2018), according to a survey done in 2017 by Thai technology media firm 
Techsauce and market research and consultancy company RUAMKID, 
Singapore is home to main offices to 43% of FinTech companies in Southeast 

Figure 2. Trend of FinTech funding 
Source: FinTech trends to watch in 2018, 2018

 *For a more accurate representation see the electronic version.
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Asia, followed by Thailand (19%) and Indonesia housing 12% of FinTech 
companies. Also in the same survey, electronic payment business such as 
mobile payment service is the leading business for FinTech companies in 
Southeast Asia with a huge 43%. Compared to the global trend, less than 20% 
of companies are involved with the electronic payment business according 
to lists compiled by CB Insights in 2017. This shows that Southeast Asia 
FinTech business still have a long way to go to compete with the FinTech in 
Europe/USA. FinTech startups in Southeast Asia is increasing in the past few 
years. Vietnam-based company, Service, Coins.ph from the Philippines and 
Funding Society from Singapore are few examples of FinTech startups based 
in Southeast Asia. The Southeast Asia region have the potential to become 
the main hub for FinTech startups across the world. As researched by Iwasaki 
(2018), according to statistics compiled by CB Insights showed that Venture 
capital investments in FinTech startups in Southeast Asia snowballed from 
$11 million in 2012 to $177 million in 2015 (see Figure 3). The Vietnamese 
government is developing a national financial inclusion strategy which it 
plans to issue in 2020. The State Bank of Vietnam (SBV) established its 
FinTech steering committee and a regulatory sandbox framework that the 
new framework will allow FinTech companies and financial institutions to 
test new products and services under SBV’s close supervision prior to being 
introduced to the market (Fintechnews, 2018).

The main technologies and business models used by FinTech companies 
in Southeast Asia are commonly copied from developed countries and 
China (Iwasaki, 2018). There is little importance on the originality of the 
technologies and business models in FinTech and that is why there is many 
FinTech companies in Southeast Asia that are involved in the same businesses. 
This is evident in the lists by CB Insights where all countries in Southeast 
Asia is home to at least one FinTech company specializing in electronic 
payment business. FinTech business in Southeast Asia adopt a business 
models which combines both high-tech and low-tech models. For example, 
in situations where mobile payments are available, those services cannot be 
fully accessed from mobile devices and must be complemented by ancillary 
services provided by small retailers.

FinTech is known for its financial services by using technology. There are 
four characteristics of FinTech that can be seen in Southeast Asia. Firstly, a 
mobile payment service. This is because it can be used even by people that 
do not have bank accounts. In addition by using smartphone customer can 
load money into the accounts for paying cash to connect retailers or other 
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outlets in the local community. Secondly, mobile services allow cash to be 
transfer using only a mobile phone. Using electronic payments are used as 
part of their effort to create a domestic infrastructure such as in Thailand and 
Singapore. Thirdly, transferring cash services to overseas. This is because 
the services have evolved to meet the demand of a region in which a huge 
amount of people travel overseas for work. It is easier, cheaper and faster 
than the traditional way. Last but not least, lending services based on the use 
of alternative data. They collect and analyze digital footprints and use this 
information to compensate for or provide alternative data.

Singapore is the home to the most significant share of FinT`ech ventures in 
ASEAN with 39%. The development of financial infrastructure and supportive 
regulatory policies have position Singapore well to compete with other global 
FinTech hubs such a Hong Kong and London. Indonesia, Malaysia as well as 
Thailand are fast catching up as preferred FinTech home, supported by high 
mobile adoption, rising rates of internet penetration and increasingly urban, 
literate and young population. Singapore has the highest online populations 
where 74.5% of the population has access to the internet. Followed by Malaysia 
in second place with 70.9% of the population are fond of the internet. While 
Thailand is in the last place having 33.9% of the population.

Figure 3. FinTech investment in Asia 
Source: E27, 2017
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, FinTech industry provides the opportunity in transforming 
the financial sector to be more advanced by providing a variety of business 
models and market resolutions which will greatly improve financial services 
in comparison with traditional ways. Furthermore, in consideration with 
the affluently trends of FinTech in many countries may find it helpful in 
ruminating to fully embrace FinTech as the primary sector of future financing. 
FinTech may replace cash payment and ultimately moving towards e-payment, 
although many may still prefer using cash, with the involvement in e-payment, 
publics may have a wide variety of payment methods. Eventually, becoming 
a cashless society. As current topics suggests, the FinTech industry does not 
seem to be deserted anytime soon.
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ABSTRACT

The main objective of this chapter is to investigate the effects of cybercrime 
on the banking sector in ASEAN. Global challenges on the evolution of 
cybercrime are in continuous dynamics in the case of emerging or developing 
countries, so that sustainable development plays an essential role. Moreover, 
the propagation effects can generate significant damages in the banking 
sector. Efficient bank management is essential in the context of providing 
advanced techniques for cyber security. Traditional cyber security measures 
are insufficient to ensure data protection and online information privacy. 
Consequently, investigations of cyber-criminal activity must become a priority 
especially in the context of globalization.
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INTRODUCTION

The digital age offers infinite opportunities for proliferation of cyber attacks 
based on highly sophisticated damaging tools. Nevertheless, in the case 
of cybercrime, developing countries such as ASEAN are characterized 
by incoherent and insufficient legal regulations issued by government 
authorities. The Association of Southeast Asian Nations also known as 
ASEAN was founded on 8 August 1967 in Bangkok, Thailand based on the 
ASEAN Declaration or Bangkok Declaration by the founding parent member 
countries, i.e Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. 
Afterwards, Brunei Darussalam joined the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) on 7 January 1984, and Viet Nam joined the ASEAN on 
28 July 1995. Moreover, Lao PDR and Myanmar joined the ASEAN on 23 
July 1997, and Cambodia joined the ASEAN on 30 April 1999.

The effects of cybercrime on the banking sector are extremely damaging, 
but also being propagated through innovative web-based technology and 
internet communications. In addition, cybercrime is distinguished by various 
dimensions such as: cyber terrorism, malware attacks, identity theft, cyber 
stalking, cyber espionage, spam attacks, copyright infringement, computer 
viruses. Cybercrime activity has reached a very high level in recent years 
mostly in developing countries. Official statistics provide alarming data on 
cyber attacks based on different patterns.

The action of effectively combating the negative phenomenon of cybercrime 
is based mainly on clear and predictable legal framework. Implementing 
rigorous cybersecurity standards are essential in reducing the effects of 
cybercrime. Malicious virtual applications represent one of the most prolific 
forms of cybercrime. Moreover, an action of great financial importance for 
bank customers is combating bank frauds as essential component of cybercrime 
that affects the banking system. A cybernetic hacking attack represents an 
illegal activity focused on obtaining financial benefits due to the deception, 
cheating and trust extortion of individuals, public institutions, business firms 
or financial institutions such as banks.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

In the literature there are various research studies on investigating the 
effects of cybercrime on the banking sector. Hamin, Othman and Selamat 
(2016) have provided an elaborate perspective on financial investigation of 
cyber terrorist financing and have highlighted the difficulties faced by law 
enforcement considering the technical, operational and legal challenges 
with regard to these very sensitive issues. Shekokar, Shah, Mahajan and 
Rachh (2015) have conducted a research study on detection and prevention 
of phishing attacks and provided an alternative prevention solution focused 
on examining the hyperlinks in the source code of the email webpage and 
the overall appearance of the website.

Bregant and Bregant (2014) have conducted a detailed research study on 
computer and cyber crimes and have identified several main categories of 
these criminal activities such as: unauthorized access or hacking, fraud and 
identity theft, industrial espionage, and general abuse of resources. Moreover, 
Arumuga Perumal (2008) has investigated the impact of cyber crime on virtual 
banking and have concluded that cybercriminals have a prolific activity, 
especially in terms of phishing techniques used to steal personal finances 
and to manage identity theft with global consequences.

Mongid (2015) has analyzed important issues regarding cost efficiency 
of the ASEAN banking market and has concluded that the cost efficiency 
score for Brunei is 58%, for Indonesia is 70%, for Cambodia is 60%, for Laos 
is 62%, for Myanmar is 48%, for Malaysia is 63%, for Singapore is 80%, for 
Thailand is 79%, for Phillippines is 67%, and for Vietnam is 69%. Furthermore, 
Syadullah (2018) has provided an interesting approach on ASEAN Banking 
Integration Framework (ABIF) and has also discussed concluding issues 
regarding the level of bank efficiency in ASEAN countries.

Noman, Gee and Isa (2017) have investigated relevant aspects regarding 
the impact of the competition on financial stability of the banking sector in 
ASEAN countries and have revealed the existence of a non-linear relationship 
between competition and financial stability of the banking sector. Moreover, 
Pradhan, Arvin, Hall and Norman (2017) have examined the linkages between 
banking sector depth, trade openness, and economic growth based on a 
panel data set which includes the ASEAN regional forum countries for the 
period 1961–2012 by using panel cointegration and causality tests and have 
concluded that there was a general long-run equilibrium relationship among 
trade openness, banking sector depth and economic growth.
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Kim DO, Chu and Nguyen (2017) have conducted a detailed research study 
on ASEAN financial integration and Vietnamese banking system and have 
concluded that Vietnamese banks are characterized by a relatively low level 
of development which makes them vulnerable compared to foreign banks. 
In addition, Kim Do, Nguyen and Le (2017) have investigated the effects 
of the credit boom on the soundness of Vietnamese commercial banks and 
have suggested that credit risk management requires improvements and rapid 
credit growth generates risks that should not be ignored.

Nguyen (2018) has conducted an interesting empirical study on implications 
of diversification on cost and profit efficiency of commercial banks in selected 
ASEAN countries and has revealed that more income - diversified banks had 
lower overall cost efficiency, while more asset - diversified banks had only 
lower persistent cost efficiency. On the other hand, Wong and Deng (2016) 
have conducted an empirical research study on banking efficiency based on 
a sample data pannel of 39 banks collected for certain member countries in 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and have suggested that 
large - sized banks in ASEAN are less cost efficient.

Antonescu and Birau (2014) have investigated relevant issues on financial 
and non - financial implications of cybercrimes in emerging countries and have 
concluded that the phenomenon of cybercrime is an inevitability of modern 
era due to recent advances in information technology. In addition, Lagazio, 
Sherif and Cushman (2014) have conducted a research study on the impact of 
cyber crimes on financial sector and highlighted potential vulnerabilities on 
the strategic behavior of financial companies such as: increasingly exaggerated 
expenses on defence and persistent under - reporting of cybercrime incidents.

Powell and McMillan (2017) have analyzed essential issues regarding bank 
risk in Malaysia and have revealed that Malaysian banks are characterized 
by significantly lower risks than the ASEAN region. Moreover, Tahir and 
Mongid (2013) have investigated the inter - relationship between bank cost 
efficiency, capital and risk-taking in ASEAN banking and have concluded 
that bank cost efficiency is the foundation for banks’ capital position and 
risk-taking.

Baker (1999) have provided a detailed analysis of fraud on the Internet 
and have identified certain sensitive areas such as securities sales and 
trading, electronic commerce, and the rapid growth of Internet companies. 
In a complementary manner, Sanusi, Rameli and Isa (2015) have conducted 
a relevant empirical research study on identification and prevention of fraud 
schemes in the banking institutions considering that potential victims can 
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be among others, shareholders, depositors, borrowers, the staff and even the 
banking institution itself.

Chowbe (2011) has provided an exhaustive approach to identifying the 
characteristic features of cyber criminality and the author has concluded that 
there are two main categories of cybercrimes, ie the first where the computer 
is instrument and the second where computer is incidental. On the other hand, 
Uche (2001) has investigated relevant aspects on the phenomenon of fraud 
in the Nigerian banking industry the author has suggested that corruption 
and drug trafficking activities have contributed to the growth of fraudulent 
activities.

Lokman, Ilyas and Tsuchiyac (2017) have conducted a research study on 
the impact of phishing attack on online banking and have concluded that the 
use of online banking platforms to perform these cybercrime activities affects 
the user’s loyalty and interest in online banking. In addition, More, Jadhav 
and Nalawade (2015) have conducted a research study on the relationship 
between online banking or e-banking and cyber crimes attacks or computer 
network attack and have identified several categories of such criminal activities 
such as: stealing an organization’s intellectual property, confiscating online 
bank accounts, creating and distributing viruses on other computers, posting 
confidential business information on the Internet and disrupting a country’s 
critical national infrastructure.

Ali, Ali, Surendran and Thomas (2017) have investigated the effects of cyber 
threats on customer’s behaviour in e-banking services and have suggested that 
it is necessary to increase customer’s awareness about available cybercrimes 
in the very vulnerable context regarding online banking and sensitive financial 
data. Moreover, Karim (2016) has investigated relevant issues regarding cyber 
and other technology related crime in the banking sector of Bangladesh and 
has identified some of the most common such criminal activities, namely: 
Automated Teller Machine (ATM) frauds, and E-Money Laundering.

Broadhurst (2006) has provided an exhaustive framework on developments 
in the global law enforcement of cybercrime and has suggested that cybercrime 
most often happens to be traditional crimes, such as: fraud, identify theft, 
child pornography. In a much more specialized manner, Akinyomi (2012) 
has discussed issues of great interest on the dynamic phenomenon of fraud 
and certain ways of prevention in the Nigerian banking sector and has also 
revealed the main negative consequences, namely loss of revenue and loss 
of customers’ confidence.

Gaumer, Mortier and Moutaib (2016) have investigated the relationship 
between financial institutions and cyber crime considering the importance 
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of information systems for cyber criminals which implements a series of 
criminal activities such as social engineering or advanced persistent threats. 
Moreover, Choudhury, Basak and Guha (2013) have conducted a detailed 
analysis on the various implications of the cybercrimes and have identified 
several categories of this growing phenomenon, such as: child pornography, 
fraud, e-mail abuse (traditional forms) but also more sophisticated forms 
like cyber – terrorism.

Leukfeldt, Lavorgna and Kleemans (2017) have conducted a highly 
documented empirical research study on the activity of cybercriminals 
operating in phishing and malware attacks and have also provided an innovative 
insight into the importance of using complementary methods of preventing 
cybercrime such as virtual ethnography and interviews with cybercrime 
offenders. In addition, Al – Alawi (2014) has investigated in an interesting 
manner relevant aspects regarding computer crimes and computer forensics 
and has also suggested that customer awareness’ is essential in order to 
combat cybercrimes.

AN EMERGING APPROACH TO 
UNDERSTANDING ASEAN COUNTRIES

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) has a relatively 
recent but very interesting history. Moreover, the aims and purposes of the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) highlight the opportunity for 
efficient functioning as well as for the sustainable development of this group 
of states. The founding parent countries of the ASEAN are the following: 
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand, also known 
as the ASEAN - 5. Currently, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN) includes 10 member states, ie: Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, 
Indonesia, Laos (Lao PDR), Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, 
Thailand, and Vietnam.

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) was founded in 
the base of the Bangkok Declaration also known as the ASEAN Declaration 
which was adopted by the Foreign Ministers at the 1st ASEAN Ministerial 
Meeting in Bangkok, Thailand on 8 August 1967. In addition, the aims and 
purposes of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) have been 
very clearly stated in the Bangkok Declaration as follows:
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1.  To accelerate the economic growth, social progress and cultural 
development in the region through joint endeavours in the spirit of 
equality and partnership in order to strengthen the foundation for a 
prosperous and peaceful community of South-East Asian Nations;

2.  To promote regional peace and stability through abiding respect for 
justice and the rule of law in the relationship among countries of the 
region and adherence to the principles of the United Nations Charter;

3.  To promote active collaboration and mutual assistance on matters of 
common interest in the economic, social, cultural, technical, scientific 
and administrative fields;

4.  To provide assistance to each other in the form of training and research 
facilities in the educational, professional, technical and administrative 
spheres;

5.  To collaborate more effectively for the greater utilization of their 
agriculture and industries, the expansion of their trade, including the 
study of the problems of international commodity trade, the improvement 
of their transportation and communications facilities and the raising of 
the living standards of their peoples;

6.  To promote South-East Asian studies;
7.  To maintain close and beneficial cooperation with existing international 

and regional organizations with similar aims and purposes, and explore 
all avenues for even closer cooperation among themselves.

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) member countries 
focus on achieving a higher level of economic and financial performance in 
the coming years. The ASEAN Banking Integration Framework (ABIF) is 
a major project with complex implications that will contribute significantly 
to the sustainable development of financial services. However, the Qualified 
ASEAN Banks (QABs) plays an essential role in achieving the proposed 
objectives regarding the banking sector integration. The ASEAN member 
countries have optimistic expectations about the financial integration process. 
The ASEAN Banking Integration Framework (ABIF) has the maturity of the 
implementation limit in 2020, ie a relatively tight deadline.
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A General Approach to the Concept of Cybercrime

In the literature there is no universally accepted definition of cybercrime. 
Online criminal activity has multiple negative implications in terms of banking 
system activity. Understanding cybercrime is a major challenge, especially in 
the context of the global economy. The concept of cyber crime has diversified 
consequences by reaching global dimensions. Moreover, cybercrime is also 
known as computer-oriented crime or computer crime. Cybercrime is a very 
lucrative activity considering the high amounts of money obtained through 
bank fraud or money laundering. Moreover, a phishing scam represents an 
illegal activity that follows the user’s deception in order to obtain quick and 
easy financial gains. However, these cybercrime activities are very hard to 
follow by law enforcement.

The Internet World Stats classify the main regions of the world based on 
Internet Usage and World Population Statistics updated as of June 30, 2018, 
and revealed that the number of Internet users is the following: Africa – 
464.923.169, Asia – 2.062.197.366, Europe – 705.064.923, Latin America 
/ Caribbean – 438.248.446, Middle East – 164.037.259, North America – 
345.660.847, Oceania / Australia – 28.439.277. In addition, the penetration 
rate (% Pop.) is the following: Africa - 36.1%, Asia - 49.0%, Europe - 85.2%, 
Latin America / Caribbean - 67.2%, Middle East - 64.5%, North America 
- 95.0%, and Oceania / Australia - 68.9%. The penetration rate (% Pop.) 
measured globally is 55.1% at June 30, 2018 (Internet World Stats, n.d).

The legal perspective is still fragile in terms of providing appropriate 
punishments for cybercrime. In other words, according to the international 
classification criteria, the founding countries of the ASEAN are the following: 
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand, i.e ASEAN 
- 5. Moreover, it is important to note that all the founding members of the 
ASEAN are developing countries.The generating causes of cybercrime in 
the banking sector generally have a purely financial explanation based on 
an attempt to achieve easy winnings. Generally, the fight against cybercrime 
is chaotic in the absence of solid cyber security strategy. Unfortunately, 
developing countries are very vulnerable due to the lack of an appropriate 
legal framework.

As a comparative analysis, the Internet World Stats classify the main regions 
of the world based on Internet Usage and World Population Statistics updated 
as of March 30, 2017, and revealed that the number of Internet users is the 
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following: Africa - 345.676.501, Asia - 1.873.856.654, Europe - 636.971.824, 
Latin America / Caribbean - 385.919.382, Middle East- 141.931.765, North 
America - 320.068.243, Oceania / Australia - 27.549.054. Moreover, the 
penetration rate (% Pop.) is the following: Africa - 27.7%, Asia – 45.2%, 
Europe – 77.4%, Latin America / Caribbean – 59.6%, Middle East- 56.7%, 
North America - 88.1%, Oceania / Australia - 68.1% (Internet World Stats, n.d).

Broadly speaking, Antonescu and Birau (2014) suggested that cybercrime 
activity includes a wide range of illegal activities such as: cyber bullying, cyber 
terrorism, identity theft, cyber stalking, virtual pornography (via the Internet), 
cyber espionage (illegally obtaining confidential data), computer hacking, 
computer fraud, online harassment, phishing, online piracy, blackmailing 
proceeding, cyber extortion, spam attacks, copyright infringement, computer 
virus programs (installing malicious software programs such as Trojan 
horse viruses). Social platforms are one of the most common and frequent 
manifestation of cyberspace impact on modern human lives but the effects 
of cybercrime on the banking sector imply severe consequences, especially 
in the context of globalization.

The extremely rapid technological evolution leads to the intensification of 
cyber attacks. It is very important to emphasize that the transmission channels 
of cyber crimes include certain components of the Internet, ie: e-mails, 
websites (in particular e-commerce sites), chat rooms, discussion groups, 
instant messaging (IM), open forums, social networks, messenger or other 
online services. On the other hand, Antonescu and Birau (2014) have also 
highlighted the non-financial implications of cybercrimes which include a 
number of extremely important issues such as: loss of customer confidence, 
negative publicity (image scandals, reputational damage), diminishing 
productivity, business discontinuity, loss of confidential customer or company 
data (informations), unauthorized access to certain product innovations, loss 
of intellectual property and many others.

The internet banking or e-banking is a significant advance in the 
implementation of innovative technologies in order to provide more efficient 
banking services. However, a socio-psychological approach can provide an 
intrinsic, very interesting insight into the personality of these cybercriminals. 
Birau (2016 a) has conducted a research study on the influence of sociopathic 
behavior in the case of corporate management and has suggested that a sociopath 
is manipulative, devious, arrogant, defiant, offensive, unpredictable, impulsive, 
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insincerity, and unreliable, but can also conceal his real intentions in order 
to obtain an advantage. It is rather a common activity for cyber criminals to 
carry out illegal activities on hacking bank systems.

The web banking application can not always provide maximum security 
against cyber attacks. Birau (2016 b) has investigated the influence of 
psychiatric disorders and internet addiction on human behavior and has 
revealed that the reality can be very deformed in cyberspace but the frequently 
accessed informations have significantly increase the users vulnerability 
regarding potential virtual dangers. Moreover, Birau (2017) has also analyzed 
the implications of free internet access on the sociopathic and psychopathic 
personality based on childhood trauma and suggested that Internet has a 
very dark side in terms of criminality considering the fact that free internet 
access provides significant opportunities in committing serious offenses 
such as child pornography, trafficking in human beings, sexual exploitation 
of children and women, enforced prostitution, the exploitation of children in 
begging, organ trafficking and many others.

Analyzing the Vulnerabilities of the Banking System

The banking system is an essential component of economic growth and 
macroeconomic stability, especially in the context of globalization. The 
evolution of the banking sector in each country is affected by various changes 
in the international banking and financial environment. A well - functioning 
financial system allows an economy to fully exploit its growth potential by 
providing the necessary financing sources for investment opportunities at 
minimal cost. Thus, a robust and dynamic economy needs a financial system 
capable of channeling financial sources to business entrepreneurs who have 
the capacity to make productive investments. Online banking is a relatively 
new component of the banking system, very attractive but very vulnerable 
to cyber attacks.

The World Bank provides a classification of world’s countries or economies 
based on four main groups according to the income criterion, ie low, lower-
middle, upper-middle, and high based on gross national income (GNI) per 
capita, value calculated in the the currency of United States (dollars) by using 
the World Bank Atlas method. By considering this selection criterion, can 
be highlighted the following classification of countries for the current 2019 
fiscal year by using as a criterion the GNI per capita level for 2017 fiscal 
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year: low-income economies ($ 995 or less), lower middle-income economies 
(greater than or equal to $ 996 but but less than or equal to $ 3,895), upper 
middle-income economies (greater than or equal to $ 3,896 but less than or 
equal to $ 12,055) and high-income economies ($ 12,056 or more). However, 
Romania is included in the category of upper-middle-income economies ($ 
3,896 to $ 12,055).

The official classification of the world economies for 2017 fiscal year 
provides a relevant perspective for understanding the level of development 
of the knowledge-based society concept in terms of income levels. The 
category of low - income economies ($ 995 or less) includes the following 
countries: Afghanistan, Guinea – Bissau, Sierra Leone, Benin, Haiti, Somalia, 
Burkina Faso, Korea Dem. People’s Republic, South Sudan, Burundi, Liberia, 
Syrian Arab Republic, Central African Republic, Madagascar, Tajikistan, 
Chad, Malawi, Tanzania, Comoros, Mali, Togo, Congo, Dem. Republic, 
Mozambique, Uganda, Eritrea, Nepal, Yemen Republic, Ethiopia, Niger, 
Zimbabwe, Gambia, The Rwanda, Guinea, and Senegal.

The category of lower – middle - income economies ($ 996 to $ 3,895) 
includes the following countries: Angola, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, 
Bangladesh, Kenya, Philippines, Bhutan, Kiribati, São Tomé and Principe, 
Bolivia, Kosovo, Solomon Islands, Cabo Verde, Kyrgyz Republic, Sri 
Lanka, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Sudan, Cameroon, Lesotho, Swaziland, Congo, 
Republic, Mauritania, Timor – Leste, Côte d’Ivoire, Micronesia, Fed. Sts., 
Tunisia, Djibouti, Moldova, Ukraine, Egypt, Arab Republic, Mongolia, 
Uzbekistan, El Salvador, Morocco, Vanuatu, Georgia, Myanmar, Vietnam, 
Ghana, Nicaragua, West Bank and Gaza, Honduras, Nigeria, Zambia, India, 
and Pakistan.

The category of upper – middle – income economies ($ 3,896 to $ 12,055) 
includes the following countries: Albania, Fiji, Namibia, Algeria, Gabon, 
Nauru, American Samoa, Grenada, Paraguay, Armenia, Guatemala, Peru, 
Azerbaijan, Guyana, Romania, Belarus, Iran, Islamic Republic, Russian 
Federation, Belize, Iraq, Samoa, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Jamaica, Serbia, 
Botswana, Jordan, South Africa, Brazil, Kazakhstan, St. Lucia, Bulgaria, 
Lebanon, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, China, Libya, Suriname, Colombia, 
Macedonia, FYR, Thailand, Costa Rica, Malaysia, Tonga, Cuba, Maldives, 
Turkey, Dominica, Marshall Islands, Turkmenistan, Dominican Republic, 
Mauritius, Tuvalu, Equatorial Guinea, Mexico, Venezuela, RB, Ecuador, 
and Montenegro.
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The category of high - income economies ($ 12,056 or more) includes 
the following countries: Andorra, Germany, Oman, Antigua and Barbuda, 
Gibraltar, Palau, Argentina, Greece, Panama, Aruba, Greenland, Poland, 
Australia, Guam, Portugal, Austria, Hong Kong SAR China, Puerto Rico, 
Bahamas, Hungary, Qatar, Bahrain, Iceland, San Marino, Barbados, Ireland, 
Saudi Arabia, Belgium, Isle of Man, Seychelles, Bermuda, Israel, Singapore, 
British Virgin Islands, Italy, Sint Maarten (Dutch part), Brunei Darussalam, 
Japan, Slovak Republic, Canada, Korea, Republic, Slovenia, Cayman 
Islands, Kuwait, Spain, Channel Islands, Latvia, St. Kitts and Nevis, Chile, 
Liechtenstein, St. Martin (French part), Croatia, Lithuania, Sweden, Curaçao, 
Luxembourg, Switzerland, Cyprus, Macao SAR, China, Taiwan, China Czech 
Republic, Malta, Trinidad and Tobago, Denmark, Monaco, Turks and Caicos 
Islands, Estonia, Netherlands, United Arab Emirates, Faroe Islands, New 
Caledonia, United Kingdom, Finland, New Zealand, United States, France, 
Northern Mariana Islands, Uruguay, French Polynesia, Norway, and Virgin 
Islands (U.S.).

The most recent FTSE Annual Country Classification Review which was 
released on September 2018, provides the following classification categories, 
ie: developed, advanced emerging, secondary emerging and frontier. The 
developed countries category includes the following: Australia, Austria, 
Belgium/Luxembourg, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hong 
Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, 
Poland, Portugal, Singapore, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK 
and USA. The advanced emerging countries category includes the following: 
Brazil, Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, Malaysia, Mexico, South Africa, 
Taiwan, Thailand and Turkey. Moreover, the secondary emerging countries 
category includes the following: Chile, China (to be reclassified as Secondary 
Emerging, commencing from June 2019), Colombia, Egypt, India, Indonesia, 
Kuwait (reclassified as Secondary Emerging, effective in two tranches: 50% 
on 24 September 2018 and 50% on 24 December 2018), Pakistan, Peru, 
Philippines, Qatar, Russia, Saudi Arabia (to be reclassified as Secondary 
Emerging, commencing from March 2019) and UAE. The last category, 
namely the frontier countries category includes the following: Argentina, 
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Botswana, Bulgaria, Côte d’Ivoire, Croatia, Cyprus, 
Estonia, Ghana, Iceland (to be reclassified as Frontier, effective with the annual 
review of the FTSE Frontier Index in September 2019), Jordan, Kazakhstan, 
Kenya, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Malta, Mauritius, Morocco, Nigeria, 
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Oman, Palestine, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sri Lanka, Tunisia 
and Vietnam.

Numerous research studies have been conducted in the literature regarding 
the banking system and its various implications on the economy. Spulbar and 
Nițoi (2012) have provided a very interesting comparative analysis of banking 
systems. The analysis of each banking system is divided in a balanced and 
uniform manner, around three main criteria, i.e: the historical criterion, the 
descriptive criterion, and the performance criterion. Although the activity of 
banking institutions with regard to banking products and services is universal, 
in the organization and functioning activity of various institutions of the 
banking system, such as commercial banks, savings banks, credit co-operatives, 
mortgage banks, credit unions banks, there are numerous differences.

Understanding the way in which financial structures work is essential 
when it comes to reforming them. Restricting access to the financial market 
is one of the reasons why financial systems differ, and removing them will 
implicitly lead to accelerating financial convergence. Spulbar and Nitoi (2015) 
have conducted an empirical research study on cost efficiency of commercial 
banks in Central and Eastern Europe and have concluded that a high level of 
macroeconomic stability has a direct impact on the efficiency of commercial 
banks. In addition, Spulbar and Nitoi (2016) have investigated the relationship 
between bank efficiency and risk and productivity patterns in Romanian 
banking system and suggested the fact that there is a direct interdependence 
between a reduced risk of failure, a higher level of liquidity, a higher rate of 
financial intermediation, a higher ROE, and efficiency.

The financial structure is traditionally measured by the relative size of the 
different components of the financial market. A larger financial market is 
actually a channel for financial assets. In other words, the basic function of 
the banking system is based on collecting savings and after that channeling 
financial assets to profitable investments considering bank loans or other 
banking services. It is not yet known which systems are performing better, 
financial systems based on banks or financial systems based on financial 
markets. The structures and functions of financial systems are very complex 
and in a continuous change, especially in terms of globalization. These 
banking systems are made up of very heterogeneous financial institutions, ie: 
commercial banks, insurance companies, investment funds, capital markets 
and many others.
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The vulnerability of the banking systems to cyber attacks is mostly generated 
by structural and functional fragility. Financial stability is the context in which 
the financial system works effectively and is able to withstand relatively 
large economic and financial shocks. Consequently, financial stability is a 
prerequisite for sustainable economic growth on a non-inflationary basis. 
Therefore, maintaining financial stability is an important concern of central 
banks and financial sector supervisors worldwide. Financial stability is also 
a permanent challenge, largely due to the rapid pace of innovations and the 
continuous structural evolution of financial systems. Relatively recent changes 
have included the development of a whole range of financial instruments and 
an increase in the number of new cross -sectoral participants in the financial 
markets. These developments have generated an increased number of possible 
channels through which economic and financial shocks can be generated and 
propagated with significant consequences.

The globalization process involves certain challenges and risks. Global 
integration and increased mobility of capital have conducted to a high degree 
of exposure of the financial system regarding the dynamic changes in financial 
investor perceptions. In addition, international trade and financial linkages have 
intensified the cross-border transmission of financial shocks. Globalization 
also influences the activity of central banks in the case of their main two 
functions, ie: establishing monetary policy and ensuring financial stability.

CONCLUSION

The concept of cybercrime is characterized by various meanings, given the 
explosive evolution of this criminal activity worldwide. The rapid expansion 
of Internet banking services in ASEAN represents significant progress in 
achieving effective management. ASEAN cyber security is an area of great 
interest taking into account both its financial and non-financial implications. 
However, the accelerated growth of the cybercrime phenomenon influences 
the normal functioning of the banking system in ASEAN.

Banking network communication are characterized by certain vulnerabilities 
that can be exploited by cyber criminals. Online banking fraud and money 
laundering are very profitable cybercrime activities that can provide very 
high and easy financial profits. Consequently, cyber criminals may engage in 
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illegal activities from a very long distance in order to perform online banking 
frauds. Cyber risk management is very important in combating online criminal 
attacks. Generally, detection and prevention are a sustainable alternative for 
improving bank risk management. Anti - phishing measures aim to protect 
the client of the bank system from the unauthorized access of cyber criminals.

Communication technologies are a very useful advancement in the context 
of the globalized economy, but are also a major vulnerability in terms of 
banking system security. The cyberspace is a very attractive domain for 
busy business people or simple citizens who are conducting their online 
banking transactions. The topic of cybercrime also includes the so called 
phishing which is a certain category of cybercrime related with the bank 
fraud phenomenon. The activity of phishing includes criminal activity that 
affects sensitive personally identifying information, passwords logins, online 
banking details and credit card information.
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ABSTRACT

Financial inclusion is a term that is used to describe easy access of financial 
products and services for everyone. G20 countries, including Indonesia, show 
high commitment to accelerate financial inclusion. Financial inclusion also 
facilitates the achievement of 17 Sustainable Development Goals. Fintech or 
digital financial technology is one of the most recent innovations in financial 
industry. It has grown at a rapid speed in the recent years. Fintech provides 
products and services with low costs, better quality, and stable financial 
landscape. With its flexibility and simplicity, Fintech may facilitate the offering 
of financial services to people who are “unbanked,” or to small business at 
low cost and low risk. Hence, this chapter thoroughly discusses FinTech’s 
role in supporting financial inclusion in Indonesia. Indonesia is one of the 
G20 countries that is committed to conduct financial inclusion. Specifically, 
this chapter elaborates financial inclusion, Fintech in Indonesia, and role of 
Fintech in supporting financial inclusion in Indonesia.
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INTRODUCTION

Financial inclusion is a term that used to describe easy access of financial 
products and services for everyone. It means that both individual and business 
have access to financial products and services, such as saving, payment, 
credit, and insurance. Everyone may choose financial products and services 
based on their needs.

Financial inclusion seeks to minimize the number of people who do not have 
financial access, especially banking. Therefore, it is expected that everyone 
has access to financial services in the future. Those financial services should 
be good quality, safe, and affordable to everyone in order to increase the 
community welfare. Financial services must be suitable with people’s needs 
and have some easy requirements for them. Moreover, safe financial services 
are intended to protect people’s rights and obligations from the possible risks 
posed by the services.

Financial inclusion is one of the most important parts of social and economy 
inclusion processes to drive economic growth. An inclusive financial system 
can be achieved through public access to financial services to improve 
economy capacity, which in turn can reduce economic inequality. Broader 
access to financial services is important to increase public participation in 
economics. With the ease in financial access, people can accept help in in 
preparing their daily lives, planning their long-term goals, and preventing 
any emergency situations.

Financial inclusion is one of the programs of G-20 countries. This program 
is a joint program of economic growth among G-20 countries. Therefore, G-20 
countries, including Indonesia, are highly committed to accelerate financial 
inclusion to achieve economic growth. Financial inclusion also facilitates the 
achievement of 17 Sustainable Development Goals. The goals were formulated 
on July 19th 2014 and agreed on August 2015. It was also published in United 
Nations‘s (UN) resolution on October 21st 2015 and agreed by 193-member 
countries to use financial inclusion as a tool to achieve sustainable development. 
Meanwhile, those 17 Sustainable Development Goals include: 1) No Poverty; 
2) Zero Hunger; 3) Good Health and Well-Being; 4) Quality Education; 5) 
Gender Equality; 6) Clean Water and Sanitation; 7) Affordable and Clean 
Energy; 8) Decent Work and Economic Growth; 9) Industry, Innovation, 
and Infrastructure; 10) Reduced Inequalities; 11) Sustainable Cities and 
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Communities; 12) Responsible Production and Consumption; 13) Climate 
Action; 14) Life Below Water; 15) Life On Land; 16) Peace, Justice, and 
Strong Institutions; and 17) Partnerships for the Goals.

FINTECH AS AN INNOVATION IN FINANCIAL INDUSTRY

Fintech or digital financial technology is one of innovations in financial 
industry. Fintech is a combination between financial service and technology 
that changes business model from conventional model to technology-based 
model. In conventional model, customer needs to go to the bank and deposit 
their money directly, while in technology-based model, long distance and 
real-time transactions can be done.

Fintech emphasizes the ease and economics of costs in capturing, sending, 
storing and analyzing data in digital form. Fintech utilizes technological 
innovations such as the internet, mobile phone, and data processing. Fintech has 
changed the availability of information and has reduced physical transactions 
and costs in producing and distributing financial products and services.

Fintech emerged when people need information technology in every aspect 
of their life. Fintech has grown rapidly in recent years because it provides low 
cost products and services, better quality, and a stable financial landscape. 
Fintech helps selling transactions and payment systems become more effective, 
efficient, and economical. Fintech also has better infrastructure, big data, 
data analytics, and mobile devices.

Fintech benefits its players in simplifying transaction chain, reducing 
operational cost and capital cost, as well as forming transaction information 
flows. Fintech startup companies offer more attractive services with more 
choices than traditional financial companies. With its flexibility and simplicity, 
fintech facilitates the offering of financial services to people who are not 
reachable and to small businesses at small costs and risks. In this case, Fintech 
is able to change the financial system while being able to replace and support 
the role of formal financial institutions.

During the Annual Meetings of International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
and the World Bank Group (WBG) on October 8-14, 2018, The Bali 
Fintech Agenda was launched. It is a framework to support the Sustainable 
Development Goals, especially for low-income country in which access to 
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financial services is still low. It consists of 12 policy elements, such as: 1) 
Embrace the Promise of Fintech; 2) Enable New Technologies to Enhance 
Financial Service Provision; 3) Reinforce Competition and Commitment to 
Open, Free, and Contestable Markets; 4) Foster Fintech to Promote Financial 
Inclusion and Develop Financial Markets; 5) Monitor Developments Closely 
to Deepen Understanding of Evolving Financial Systems; 6) Adapt Regulatory 
Framework and Supervisory Practices for Orderly Development and Stability 
of the Financial System; 7) Safeguard the Integrity of Financial Systems; 
8) Modernize Legal Frameworks to Provide an Enabling Legal Landscape; 
9) Ensure the Stability of Domestic Monetary and Financial Systems; 10) 
Develop Robust Financial and Data Infrastructure to Sustain Fintech Benefits; 
11) Encourage International Cooperation and Information-Sharing; and 12) 
Enhance Collective Surveillance of the International Monetary and Financial 
System. These elements are launched to help member countries to utilize 
the benefits and opportunities of financial technology that transforms the 
provision of banking services as well as to manage the inherent risks. It also 
helps member countries in developing their own domestic policy related to 
financial technology.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF FINTECH IN INDONESIA

Similar to other countries in the world, Fintech is also one of the fastest growing 
sectors in Indonesia. Arner, Barberis, and Buckley (2015) divided Fintech 
evolution into three different stages. The first stage is Fintech 1.0 in the year 
of 1866-1987. It was characterized by interconnected analogue activities and 
pioneered by telecommunications firms. The second stage is Fintech 2.0 in 
the year of 1987-2008. It was characterized by the digitalization of existing 
analogue Fintech development such as internet banking and spearheaded by 
financial institutions. The third stage is Fintech 3.0 in advanced countries and 
Fintech 3.5 in developing countries in the year of 2008-present. It is dominated 
by start-ups firms. In Indonesia, Fintech development started with Fintech 
2.0 which was pioneered by the financial services industry then it followed 
by Fintech 3.5 which has been spearheaded by start-ups.

The number of Fintech companies in Indonesia have multiplied since 2015 
and forced regulators to formulate a legal framework in order to permit Fintech 
to operate in formal financial sector and provide protection for the consumers 
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and the state. The Indonesia Fintech Association was established in Jakarta 
on September 17th, 2015 during Invest Day 2015. It further strengthens 
the existence of Fintech in Indonesia, particularly with the formulation of 
regulations which govern Fintech. In 2016, The Indonesia Fintech Association 
recorded that there were 135 Fintech firms. It was a three-fold increase from 
51 Fintech firms in 2015.

Considering that financial sector holds an important role in Indonesia’s 
economic growth, Indonesian government takes some necessary steps 
to regulate Fintech industry. Such intention was stated by Indonesian 
president, Joko Widodo, during Indonesia e-Commerce Summit & Expo 
2016. Government affirmed that it would pay more attention and support to 
develop Fintech in Indonesia. Furthermore, it was also predicted that Fintech 
in Indonesia would grow significantly in 2016 (Febriana, 2016).

Year of 2016 was the starting point when Fintech obtained an official 
attention from the government. Several legal regulations which were published 
in 2016 affirmed Fintech’s legal position in Indonesia, namely Regulation of 
Financial Service Authority No.77/POJK.01/2016 on Information Technology-
based Services of Lending and Borrowing; Regulation of Bank of Indonesia 
No. 18/40/PBI/2016 on Implementation of Payment Transaction Process; Bank 
of Indonesia’s Circular Letter No. 18/22/DKSP on digital financial service; 
and Regulation of Bank of Indonesia No. 18/17/PBI/2016 on electronic money.

On June 16th, 2017, Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (OJK) or Financial Service 
Authority officially formed the Fintech Advisory Forum. It is a forum to orient 
Fintech industry development. It also facilitates and ensures smooth, consistent, 
and constructive coordination between institutions, government ministries and 
other relevant parties with Fintech start-ups. The Fintech Advisory Forum is 
expected to create a fair, healthy, competitive and sustainable business climate 
in the financial services industry in Indonesia. Based on OJK Annual Report 
(2017), there were 29 Fintech listed in Financial Service Authority in 2017 
and it increased to 64 per June 2018. The list will keep growing as there are 
a lot of unlisted Fintech institutions.

Business Insider (2016) categorized 6 (six) areas of Fintech activities, 
which are then classified again to at least 20 categories. From all categories, 
the most important sectors are related to payment and loan (Citi Report, 
2016). In Indonesia, the main Fintech activities related to payment are under 
the regulations of Bank of Indonesia; while those related to loan are under 
the regulations of Financial Service Authority.
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In addition, according to EY ASEAN Fintech Census (2018), in South 
East Asia region, Indonesia is the second country with the highest number of 
Fintech after Singapore. Totally, Indonesia has 262 Fintechs while Singapore 
has 490 Fintechs. Indonesia can be called “booming digital payments market” 
while Singapore is “Asia’s Fintech hotspot”. For the incubators, accelerators 
and innovation labs, Indonesia is in the third rank with estimated number of 
20 labs while the first rank is Singapore with the number of 54 labs and the 
second rank is Vietnam with the number of 24 labs. In terms of hiring the 
right talent for Fintech, Indonesia is facing more difficulties than Singapore, 
especially in hiring foreign talent.

INDONESIA’S FINANCIAL INCLUSION 
HAS WORLDWIDE RECOGNITION

Financial inclusion strategy in Indonesia is outlined under Strategi Nasional 
Keuangan Inklusif (SNKI) or Financial Inclusion National Strategy. The 
national strategy includes vision, mission, target, and inclusion policy. The 
strategy is directed to support three objectives, namely economic development, 
acceleration of poverty alleviation, and reduction of individual and regions 
inequality. Those objectives aim to achieve Indonesian communities’ welfare.

Strategi Nasional Literasi Keuangan Indonesia or SNLKI (Indonesian 
National Financial Literacy Strategy) was launched in 2013. This policy 
was issued by government under Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (OJK) or Financial 
Service Authority as a guidance to increase knowledge, understanding, and 
utilization of financial products and services. The launch of this program 
was supported under OJK Regulation No. 1/POJK.07/2013 on Consumer 
Protection in Financial Services Sector. Three years later, government issued 
Presidential Regulation No. 82/2016 on the National Strategy of Financial 
Inclusion (SNKI) as a law foundation on national financial inclusion. The 
regulation is supported under OJK Regulation No. 76/POJK.07/2016 on 
Raising Financial Literacy and Inclusion in the Financial Services Sector 
among Consumers and/or the Public.

The efforts to achieve financial inclusion in Indonesia has been recognized 
worldwide. Indonesia, represented by OJK, received Global Inclusion Awards 
2017, which was organized by Child and Youth Finance International (CYFI) 
for the Asia-Pacific Region in Berlin on May 3rd 2017. Indonesia was deemed 
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successful in developing strategies of literacy and financial inclusion using 
various approaches. Indonesia is also committed to raise financial inclusion 
target to 75% by 2019 and financial literacy by 2% per year. Positive synergy 
is the key success which was assessed in the award. The implementation of 
SNKI and SNLKI with relevant ministries, institutions, and parties, namely 
Coordinating Ministry of Economic Affairs; Ministry of Finance; Ministry of 
Education; Ministry of Research, Technology, and Higher Education; Ministry 
of Religious Affairs; Ministry of Manpower; Ministry of Communication and 
Information; Bank of Indonesia; OJK; academicians; and non-governmental 
organizations.

Several products and services have been developed by OJK to improve 
financial inclusion in Indonesia, such as savings accounts for school student, 
savings accounts for university students and young people, microfinance 
services, branchless banking, and financial inclusion month.

Savings Accounts for School Student (SimPel/SimPel iB)

SimPel/SimPel iB is a part of the national financial inclusion programs which 
intends to create saving culture from early age. The target of this program 
is primary and secondary school students. In 2017, 279 banks participated 
in this program, with the number of accounts of 8,045,225 and a volume of 
IDR 1.63 trillion. There are also cooperation agreements between banks and 
schools, which reached 199,819 signed agreements.

Savings Accounts for University Students 
and Young People (SiMuda)

SiMuda is a financial inclusion program which targets university students and 
young people, ranging from 18 to 30 years old. This age group is a potential 
group since it is accounted for 24.8% of the total population in Indonesia. In 
2017, OJK developed a model for this program together with representatives 
from banking industry and other industries.

Microfinance Services (Laku Mikro)

This program is set to broaden public financial access to microfinance 
products and services. It is a joint marketing program from banking industry, 
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non-bank financial industry, and capital market. The products and services 
of this program are deposit, finance, investment funds, gold, and insurance. 
It is also accompanied by education and consultation services.

Branchless Banking (Laku Pandai)

In 2017, total 27 banks, which encompass 25 conventional commercial 
banks and two Sharia banks, offer branchless banking services. The number 
of branchless banking agents is 740,121 (722,239 individuals and 17,792 
outlets) in 34 provinces and 512 cities/regencies in Indonesia. By far, about 
13 million customers have opened a basic savings account (BSA) through the 
branchless banking with a total value of IDR1.03 trillion. Most branchless 
banking agents are located in Java Island (66.68%), followed by Sumatra 
(18.96%), Sulawesi (5.17%), Bali-East Nusa Tenggara-West Nusa Tenggara 
(3.90%), Kalimantan (3.93%), and the remaining 1.35% in Maluku and Papua.

Figure 1. Distribution of branchless banking agents in 2017
Source: OJK Annual Report 2017

 *For a more accurate representation see the electronic version.
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The Financial Inclusion Month

October 2017 was declared as as financial inclusion month, under a theme called 
“Accelerating Financial Inclusion through Digital Financial Inclusion (DFI)”. 
The activities within the month consisted of: 1) selling financial products 
and services with various discounts, bonuses, and rewards; 2) educational 
activities and financial inclusion campaign which were hosted at regional OJK 
offices and head office together and attended by financial services industry 
in the form of an exhibition, financial education, socialization, and national 
seminar. The statistics of financial inclusion month are shown in Table 1.

Based on evaluation and monitoring, those programs show effective results. 
Based on the survey results of National Financial Literacy in 2013 when this 
program was launched, literacy index was recorded at 21.8% and inclusion 
index was at 59.7%. The survey results in 2016 showed that the literacy 
index was 29.7% and inclusion index was 67.8%. Based on those results, it 
can be concluded that financial inclusion program has broad, measurable, 
and continuous positive impacts on Indonesian people. In 2019, OJK sets a 
target of literacy index to reach 35% and inclusion index to reach 75%.

FINTECH ROLE IN SUPPORTING FINANCIAL 
INCLUSION IN INDONESIA

Finance is undoubtedly the main component in each business activity of a 
corporate. A study from World Economic Forum (2015) revealed that limited 
access to finance is the most frequent occurrence in business world, particularly 

Table 1. Financial inclusion month 2017

No. Description
Achievement

Increase
2016 2017

1. Participating Financial Services Institutions 83 340 309.6%

2. Programs 196 399 103.6%

3. Activities 633 1,113 75.8%

4. Participating Cites 111 171 54%

5. Number of New Accounts Opened 3,545,812 5,489,145 54.8%

Source: OJK Annual Report 2017
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in developing country like Indonesia. As we have known, Indonesian market 
is dominated by micro, small, and medium enterprises (hereafter, UMKM). It 
is also recorded that at least 90% UMKM in Indonesia have limited access to 
finance. Shinozaki (2012) found that collateral requirement and high interest 
rate for loans are the main obstacles for UMKM to obtain financial access. 
This requires innovation both in formal and informal safe financial channels 
in order to provide financial assistance to UMKM.

Growth of financial sector in Indonesia today has not been followed 
by adequate access to financial services for the society members. Based 
on Global Findex 2014, it turned out that only 36% of adult population in 
Indonesia has access to formal financial institution. Widening financial 
access and deepening financial dimensions, as well as stabilizing domestic 
financial system are essentially needed to achieve target of economic growth. 
In National Mid-Term Development Plan (RPJMN) 2015-2019, Indonesian 
government set the target of economic growth to be 8% in 2019. An attempt 
of widening public access to financial service in RPJMN 2015-2019 is a part 
of description in Nawa Cita, which aimed to achieve economic independence 
by driving some strategic sectors in domestic economy. The target of the 
program is by increasing public’s and UMKM’s access to financial services.

Citizens of Indonesia have a great need in financial service, particularly 
the basic service. Such service encompasses non-cash payment, saving, 
credit or funding, remittance, and insurance. Current financial service in 
Indonesia is mostly dominated by banking sector as the provider of banking 
and payment services. An attempt to improve financial inclusion is challenged 
not only from low financial literacy, but also from supply and demand sides 
of financial services.

Pre-Fintech

Generally, in 2014, approximately 36.1% of adult population in Indonesia 
owned bank account, both account in financial institution (35.9%) and 
electronic account which is accessible by mobile phone (mobile money) 
(0.4%). The percentage has improved compared to the number in 2011, where 
only 20% Indonesian citizens had bank accounts. An increase in the number 
of citizens owning bank accounts in 2014 indicated that financial inclusion 
is widening in Indonesia. However, there is still a gap in terms of owning 
bank accounts with large deposit in them. It is proven as among 40% of adult 
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population with low income, only 22.2% of them have bank accounts; while 
the rest of them have not been reached by financial service. Moreover, a 
gap between male-female proportion with bank account also provides more 
challenges. From the total of adult female population in Indonesia, there is 
only 37.5% of them who have bank accounts.

According to a survey by World Bank (2014), comparing Indonesia and 
other countries, access to save money and obtain loans from financial institution 
remained at moderate level. However, in terms of bank account ownership, 
Indonesia belonged to low category at approximately 36%. This number 
was lower than the average in East Asia and Pacific which were recorded 
at 69% and also lower than low- and mid-income countries’ average which 
were recorded at 42%. In Southeast Asia, Indonesia is left behind Thailand 
whose 78% of population have bank accounts. It signals that Indonesia is a 
country with low penetration level of banking sector.

According to data from Global Findex 2014, approximately 69.3% of 
Indonesia adult population in Indonesia obtained saving service and owned 
several forms of saving accounts. However, based on the data, there was only 
26.6% population who owned saving account in formal financial institution. 
The rest of them owned saving account in informal settings, namely informal 
saving among saving group or entrusting the money to nuclear family. 
Furthermore, from 69.3% of those having formal saving accounts, 33.3% 
of them saved money for education fund or school tuition; and 27.1% of 
them admitted that they are saving for old age; and 22.6% saved money for 
agribusiness or other business. There are only 13% of adult population who 
make use of loan fund from financial institution. Moreover, 42% of citizens 
prefer to borrow money from family or friends to financial institutions. This 
fact indicates how big is the potential funding.

This number has a huge gap with the number of mobile phone’s penetration. 
Based on Digital in 2016 Report by We Are Social, 88% of Indonesian citizens 
own mobile phone and 43% of them own smartphones. The number of mobile 
phone users are even higher than Indonesia population, which are 326.3 
million users or 126% of the total population. The large number of mobile 
phone users can be taken advantage of reaching financial system through 
digital financial service. It means that tens of million people, especially 
smartphone users with internet access, can be reachable by financial system 
through smartphone’s technology.
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Financial inclusion in Indonesia was supported by government policy, 
namely SNLKI 2013. This policy is a guidance to increase knowledge, 
understanding, and utilization of financial products and services. When this 
program was launched in 2013, literacy index was recorded at 21.8% and 
inclusion index was at 59.7%. These numbers increased in 2016 become 
29.7% for the literacy index and 67.8% for the inclusion index. However, 
in the press release of OJK (2017), Mrs. Soetiono, Member of the Board of 
Commissioners for Consumer Education and Protection, stated that based on 
the evaluation from 2013-2016 and information technology advancements, 
financial education activities still need improvement. She added that even 
though the literacy index and inclusion index have increased, it is necessary 
to accelerate the achievement of the financial literacy and inclusion index. 
The acceleration aims to achieve the 75% financial inclusion index target in 
2019 as stated in Presidential Regulation No. 82 of 2016 concerning National 
Strategy for Inclusive Finance (SNKI).

Post-Fintech

In 2017, OJK launched the revision version of SNLKI 2013, which called 
revisit SNLKI 2017. This version has some adjustments from the previous 
one. One of the adjustments is digital financial services. Digital financial 
services include in revisit SNLKI 2017 core actions for Strategic Program 
1: Competent Finance and Strategic Program 3: Financial Access. For the 
first strategic program, the core action is conducting financial education 
regarding the usage of digital financial services for financial transactions. 
For the third strategic program, there are two core actions related with digital 
financial service. The first action is encouraging financial service industry 
to expand service network both traditionally and digitally and the second 
action is encouraging financial service institutions to develop products and 
services with digital based.

Digital financial service will improve access to financial service and 
provide benefits for national economy. Based on a study by the World Bank, 
an increase in inclusive financial system by 1% can boost Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) per capita by 0.03%. Economic growth will lead to growth in 
job opportunities. An increase in financial inclusion by 20% through digital 
service creates 1.7 million new jobs. Moreover, along with the increase of 
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banking access, business enterprises, particularly UMKM, will also grow. New 
entrepreneurs shall be born as the ease to obtain financial services upgraded.

Technology advancement and progressive digital development bring 
about some changes in business. Two decades ago, innovation in financial 
technology is still centered in internal banking institution. Afterwards, digital 
era brings about some ease, so that customers can access financial service 
in their palm. Customers can easily conduct various transactions through 
smartphones, namely through SMS banking and internet banking. Currently 
innovation of technology has reached more potential consumers. This shift 
has made technology-based financial institutions (Fintech) flourished.

Based on some occurring facts, Fintech will mainly be attractive, 
because the existing financial institutions in Indonesia have not successfully 
solved financial problems. Fintech also offers more advantages compared 
to conventional bank. Contrary to the prejudice that Fintech can threaten 
conventional bank, both institutions can actually collaborate to find common 
solution. By collaborating, banking institution can take advantage of Fintech’s 
technology to reach potential customers in secluded areas without having to 
establish a physical branch. Fintech can also offer affordable loan service to 
enhance bank activities.

Fintech serves the needs of the unbanked and those unwilling to use 
conventional financial industry services. The large potential market of the 
unbanked because of prudent lending and more strict lending standards 
required by banks and other financial institutions. Meanwhile, communities 
are unwilling to use conventional financial industry services because of the 
view that Fintech could change the financial industry’s model into a more 
democratic, transparent and inexpensive industry that could serve many 
consumers.

Furthermore, according to OJK (2017), Fintech is expected to reduce 
the cost of financial inclusion programs with greater efficiency so that can 
reach more consumers in remote areas. Fintech also includes in OJK Strategy 
Map 2018. The financial inclusion performance targets will be measured 
based on credible consumer protection, expanding microfinance products 
and optimizing the use of Fintech. To optimize the role of Fintech through 
adequate regulation, licensing and supervision, OJK has two programs. 
First, strengthen the regulation and supervision of Fintech development in 
Indonesia; and second, establish the National Financial Technology Centre.
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According to a research conducted by Phan, Narayan, Rahman, and 
Hutabarat (2018), the existing Fintech institutions in Indonesia have influenced 
the performance of conventional banks. The research stated that banks with 
highly valuable market value, long-standing banks, and banks owned by State-
Owned Enterprises (BUMN) are the most-affected institutions. Generally, 
the performances of those three kinds of conventional banks are corrected 
as negative. Fintech’s impacts are tremendously strong and swift so that 
the existing financial institutions are forced to create some innovations to 
compensate their negatively-corrected performance. In addition, a research 
conducted by Mahardhika and Inggis (2017) found that Fintech Peer-to-Peer 
Lending platform may become the solution for short-term loan for UMKM 
which in turn increase UMKM’s capital. With the increase of UMKM’s 
capital from the loan, the owner is willing to expand their business. The 
benefit for Fintech firms is that their profitability is increasing as well as 
their business is expanding.

CONCLUSION

Financial inclusion is one of important parts in achieving sustainable 
development. Indonesia financial inclusion has been recognized worldwide 
and it is a proof that Indonesia is committed to support financial inclusion. 
Fintech as a new technology in financial industry has grown and reached 
people who are not familiar with financial products and services. Fintech in 
Indonesia has expanded rapidly and has been supported by formal regulation 
from government. In the end, financial inclusion and fintech contribution 
are determined by government. The support from government not only by 
formal regulation but also followed by a synergy from all stakeholders so as 
to create an ecosystem that supports financial inclusion.

Furthermore, for the Fintech firms, Indonesia is one of the big markets 
to expand the business, especially with the support from the government to 
enhance the development of Fintech in Indonesia as stated in revisit SNLKI 
2017 as well as OJK Strategy Map 2018. The target to accelerate financial 
literacy and financial inclusion index in the coming years through digitalization 
helps Fintech industry to expand.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Financial Inclusion: A condition where individuals and business have 
access to useful and affordable financial products and services that meet 
their needs.

FinTech: A new technology that aims to improve and automate the delivery 
and use of financial services.

OJK: Indonesian Financial Service Authority. It is an independent 
institution free from external interference, mandated with regulating, 
supervising, inspecting and investigating the financial services sector.

Peer-to-Peer Lending: The practice of lending money to individuals or 
businesses through online services which match lenders with borrowers.

SNKI: Indonesia national strategy as stated in a document that contains 
the vision, mission, goals, and policies of inclusive finance in order to support 
economic growth, accelerate poverty reduction in order to realize the welfare 
of the Indonesian people.

SNLKI: A guidelines for OJK or financial institutions in Indonesia in 
conducting financial education activities to improve public financial literacy.

Unbanked: Individuals who do not use banks or banking institutions in 
any capacity.
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ABSTRACT

While fintech is relatively new in Indonesia, it is visibly emerging and setting 
for a new path. This chapter is attempting to shed a light on customer adoption 
and their perceptions toward fintech products and services in Indonesia. This 
study is descriptive and exploratory by nature. Data gathered from primary 
surveys as well as secondary sources. This study identifies several factors 
that significantly affect customer adoption and perception towards fintech 
products and services, namely relative advantages, trialability, and simplicity. 
Trust, responsiveness, and empathy are also served as important variables 
that should be considered as well. It is expected that this study will help 
researchers and academics who are interested in studying the phenomenon 
of fintech more broadly.
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INTRODUCTION

Fintech, a portmanteau of financial and technology, is growing rapidly in the 
last couple of years. More than USD 12 billion has been invested in fintech 
sector (Accenture, 2015). In the US, fintech transaction has amounted USD 7 
trillion while in China it has passed USD 4 trillion (PwC, 2016). The rise of 
fintech inevitably lead to change the role of technology, the consumer behavior, 
the ecosystems, as well as the industry and regulation itself (Puschmann, 
2017). Some recent studies even predicted that fintech provides opportunity 
to disrupt the market and fundamentally change the business landscape (e.g. 
Arner et al., 2017; Gomber et al., 2017; Iman, 2018; Lee and Shin, 2018, Ng 
and Kwok, 2017; among others).

Unfortunately, the study on customer perception and adoption of fintech 
is fairly limited, especially in the context of emerging countries such as 
Indonesia (Iman, 2018). In particular, a gap between user experience and 
convenience perspective in conventional banking industry appeared to be 
widening (Arslanian, 2016). This niche, in turn, encourages fintech industry 
to jump in and capture this opportunity. Since financial related services like 
fintech require high level of risk control and motivation due to its direct link 
to personal wealth and well-being, thus, it is important to examine the market 
dynamics toward this emerging technology.

Indonesia is particularly interesting in a sense that only around 36 percent 
of adult population there has conventional banking accounts (Global Findex, 
2014). As many as 170 million Indonesian use mobile phones, where 130 
millions of them use mobile phones to access the internet but 80 millions 
of them do not have access to conventional banking and financial services 
(Euromonitor, 2017). At the same time, however, the government of the 
Republic of Indonesia launched the vision of “Indonesia Digital Economy 
2020” and “National Movement of 1000 Digital Startups” (Iman, 2018).

This study aims to map the dynamic of fintech in Indonesia by focusing 
on factors that encourage or inhibit customer adoption. Primarily guided by 
diffusion of innovations theory (Rogers, 1995) and SERVQUAL framework 
(Parasuraman et al., 1988), this study attempted to capture the dynamics of 
user adoption and perception toward fintech products and services provision. 
It is expected that the findings will contribute toward stimulating academic 
discussion on fintech, assisting policy makers and regulatory bodies, as well 
as promoting development of the sector in the country.
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For this reason, this article is divided into 5 (five sections). The first 
section is the introduction and background of the study. The second section 
is the discussion on theoretical basis and conceptual framework to support 
this research. The third section briefly reviews the methodology used. The 
fourth section is the findings and analysis of this study, while the last section, 
section five, becomes conclusions and limitations.

WHAT IS FINTECH AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

Unarguably, there are various concepts and diverse definitions regarding 
fintech. For example, Puschmann (2017) defines fintech as “[…] incremental 
or disruptive innovations in or in the context of the financial services industry 
induced by IT developments resulting in new intra- or inter-organizational 
business models, products and services, organizations, processes and systems” 
(p74). Meanwhile, Gomber et al. (2017) considered fintech as initiatives in 
the financial sector that are challenging established roles, business models 
and service offerings by introducing technology-based innovations.

Moreover, Ng and Kwok (2017) classified fintech organization into four 
different categories: efficient payment process, robo-advisor, peer-to-peer 
load and deposit platform, as well as crowdfunding. In stark contrast to their 
study, Iman (2018) categorized fintech according to the type of interaction and 
their business processes (see Table 1). Equally, if not more interesting, Lee 
and Shin (2018) identified fintech ecosystems into five different elements: 
fintech startups, technology developers, government, financial customers, 
and traditional financial institutions.

Table 1. Business process of fintech

Type of interaction Business process Some examples

Customer-to-customer 
(C2C)

Payment Digital wallet, peer-to-peer (P2P) payment

Investment Peer-to-peer (P2P) lending, equity crowdfunding

Business-to-customer 
(B2C)

Lending Crowdfunding, micro loan, credit facilities

Insurance Risk management

Business-to-business (B2B)
Infrastructure Security, data management

Multi-processes Big data analytics, predictive modeling

Source: Iman (2018)
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As this brief overview has shown, there have been quite a number of studies 
in the literature that do take fintech rather seriously. However, it appears that 
we do not have a unified definition of fintech just yet. Some are focusing on 
the roles and structures (e.g. Arner et al., 2017; Lee and Shin, 2018), while 
some others are emphasizing on the attributes and (product and service) 
provision (e.g. Iman, 2018; Ng and Kwok, 2017). This article distinguishes 
itself by focusing on the customer adoption and perceptions toward fintech 
product and services. If we are to minimize this gap, it is particularly important 
to know not only why and how fintech works in Indonesia, but also how 
customers adopt the technology and how they perceive the quality of fintech 
products and services.

Diffusion of innovation theory (Rogers, 1995) provides a useful framework 
to analyze the adoption process.

According to him, perceived attributes of an innovation consist of relative 
advantage—whether an innovation is perceived as better than the idea it 
supersedes, compatibility—whether an innovation is perceived as consistent 
with the existing values and experiences, complexity—whether an innovation 
is perceived as relatively easy (difficult) to use, observability—whether the 
results of an innovation are visible, trialability—whether an innovation may 
be experimented with.

Meanwhile, SERVQUAL instrument (Parasuraman et al., 1988) is perhaps 
the most widely-used instrument to analyze customer satisfaction, especially 
in service sectors such as fintech. SERVQUAL incorporates 22 statements 
to examine customers’ general expectation and 22 matching statements to 
examine customers’ assessment of a particular service. These instrument being 
categorized into five dimensions: tangibles—physical facilities, equipment, 
staff appearance, etc., reliability—ability to perform service independently 
and accurately, responsiveness—willingness to respond to customers’ need, 
assurance—ability to inspire confidence and trust, and empathy—the extent 
to which caring individual service is given.

METHODOLOGY

This study aims to examine customer adoption as well as their perceptions 
towards fintech products and services in Indonesia. Thus, survey is probably 
the most suitable method for that purpose (Bryman and Bell, 2007). It included 
sections comprising questions about fintech product and service attributes, 
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adoption factors, customer experiences and expectations. The overall study 
uses diffusion of innovation (Rogers, 1995) and SERVQUAL (Parasuraman 
et al., 1988) framework. Response to those questions was measured on five-
point Likert-type scales. The items for this scale were derived from previous 
adoption and quality research.

Data were collected in the second semester of 2018. Survey respondent 
were chosen using convenience sampling in Jakarta and Yogyakarta who had 
actually using fintech products and services. This study distributed email and 
mobile message invitations to fill the online questionnaire. As an attempt 
to reach non-respondents, researcher contacted non-respondents to request 
that they fill in the survey. When necessary, an additional enumerator was 
available to help respondents in completing the survey. The premise behind 
this is to increase survey response rates (Dillman, 2000).

In total, 129 responses were collected, but four of them were incomplete, 
resulted in 125 valid responses to be analyzed further. The sample demographics 
of this study were illustrated in Table 2 as follows.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics

Gender
Male 60 48.0%

Female 65 52.0%

Marital Status

Single 108 86.4%

Married 15 12.0%

Others 2 1.6%

Age

15 or under - -

16-20 years old 22 17.6%

21-25 years old 79 63.2%

26-30 years old 15 12.0%

31-35 years old 7 5.6%

36-40 years old 1 0.8%

41-45 years old 1 0.8%

46-60 years old - -

60 or more - -

Occupation

Private employee 18 14.4%

Public sector employee 7 5.6%

Civil servant 13 10.4%

Entrepreneur/business owner 4 3.2%

Student 75 60.0%

Unemployed 8 6.4%

continued on following page
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Educational background

Elementary School - -

Junior High School - -

Senior High School 57 45.6%

Diploma 14 11.2%

University/Undergraduate 47 37.6%

Postgraduate 7 5.6%

Doctorate (PhD) - -

Annual income

IDR 50 million (USD 34,263) or less 93 74.4%

IDR 50-100 million (USD 6,852) 17 13.6%

IDR 100-150 million (USD 10,279) 8 6.4%

IDR 150-200 million (USD 13,705) 3 2.4%

IDR 200-250 million (USD 17,132) 1 0.8%

IDR 250-300 million (USD 20,558) - -

IDR 300 million or more 3 2.4%

Fintech provider being used (may 
choose more than one)

Amartha 3 2.4%

Ayopop 3 2.4%

Bareksa 10 8.0%

Blockchain Indonesia 2 1.6%

BluePay Wallet 2 1.6%

Bukadompet (Bukalapak) 23 18.4%

Cekaja.com 1 0.8%

Cermati 1 0.8%

Cicil 2 1.6%

Crowde 3 2.4%

Dimo 1 0.8%

Doku 15 12.0%

Finaccel (Kredivo) 2 1.6%

Finansialku 3 2.4%

Finpay 2 1.6%

Flip 8 6.4%

Gandeng Tangan 1 0.8%

Gift Card 4 3.2%

Go Cash 8 6.4%

GoPay (Gojek) 115 92.0%

Grab Pay (Grab) 40 32.0%

Gudang Voucher 2 1.6%

HaloMoney 1 0.8%

Table 2. Continued

continued on following page
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Igrow 3 2.4%

Indves 1 0.8%

Investree 2 1.6%

Julo 1 0.8%

Kartuku 3 2.4%

Kitabisa 16 12.8%

Koinworks 2 1.6%

Kudo 3 2.4%

Midtrans 2 1.6%

Mol (Money Online) 2 1.6%

NicePay 1 0.8%

Ovo 42 33.6%

Pefindo Biro Kredit 1 0.8%

Pundi X 1 0.8%

PT. Rintis Sejahtera (Jaringan Prima) 1 0.8%

Rupiah Plus 1 0.8%

Stockbit 1 0.8%

Tanihub 1 0.8%

Tokopedia 38 30.4%

TunaiKita 1 0.8%

Uangku 4 3.2%

Uang Teman 1 0.8%

Others (currently not being listed under Indonesian Fintech 
Association)

18 14.4%

Type of service used (may choose more 
than one)

Asset management 8 6.4%

Crowdfunding 16 12.8%

Insurance 8 6.4%

Investment 35 28.0%

P2P lending 10 8.0%

Payments 115 92.0%

Point of sales 20 16.0%

Others 1 0.8%

How did they know about the service?

Advertisement 12 9.6%

Friends/family 17 13.6%

Internet 52 41.6%

Social media 44 35.2%

Newspaper/magazine - -

Others - -

Table 2. Continued

continued on following page
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Data showed that the majority of the respondents was female, single, 
aged between 21 to 25 years old, which can be classified as millennials. 
As predicted, most of them were student and employees with the education 
level of at least high school. The majority of the respondents earned IDR 
50 million (or about US$ 34,000) annually. Meanwhile, the most popular 
fintech applications being used are GoPay (Gojek) followed by Ovo, Grab 
Pay (Grab), and Tokopedia. The respondents were mostly using fintech for 
payment services (92%). They were mostly conducted financial transactions 
through fintech several times a week (44.8%) with less than IDR 100,000 (or 
about US$ 6.85) per transaction. Interestingly, most of them (95.2%) said 
that they were already satisfied with the service.

TALES FROM THE FIELD: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Indonesia is the world’s largest island country with more than 17,000 islands 
(The Jakarta Post, 2017). It is the 7th largest country (see Figure 1) with over 
261 million people, the majority of which are under 35 years old (Seeking 
Alpha, 2017). As we already know, Indonesia is also the largest economy in 
Southeast Asia. It is also a member of G20 and becomes one of the emerging 
market economies. PwC (2017) predicted that Indonesia could be the 4th 
largest economies in the world by 2050. Even though fintech in Indonesia is 

How many times usually use the 
service?

Daily 17 13.6%

Several times a week 56 44.8%

Once a week 2 1.6%

A couple times in a month 35 28.0%

Once in a month 5 4.0%

Once in a couple months 10 8.0%

Approximate value per transaction

Less than IDR 100,000 (USD 6.85) 83 66.4%

IDR 100,000 to IDR 500,000 (USD 34.27) 30 24.0%

IDR 500,000 to IDR 1,000,000 (USD 68.53) 9 7.2%

IDR 1,000,000 to IDR 5,000,000 (USD 342.63) 3 2.4%

More than IDR 5,000,000 (USD 342.63) - -

Satisfied with the service?
Yes 119 95.2%

No 6 4.8%

Table 2. Continued
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growing rapidly, with growing mobile phone and Internet penetration, it still 
a treasure trove of untapped fintech opportunities (Fintechnews Singapore, 
2018).

Indonesian fintech market has also indicated a significant amount growth 
of 16.3% annually with the total disclosed investment into fintech initiatives 
standing at USD 176.75 million in 2017 (Fintechnews Singapore, 2018). Most 
of fintech operating in Indonesia are engaged in the payment sector, followed 
by investment and lending (Iman, 2018). Those fintech companies are joined 
together to form an association, namely Indonesian Fintech Association 
(Asosiasi Fintech Indonesia). As of December 2018, there are 154 startup 
companies, 24 financial institutions, as well as 9 associate partner within the 
association.1 There are also many government policies in relation to fintech. 
For instance, the Central Bank (Bank Indonesia) Regulation No. 16/8/PBI/2014 
concerning Electronic Money, the Financial Services Authority (Otoritas Jasa 
Keuangan/OJK) Regulation No. 77/POJK.01/2016 concerning Information 
Technology-Based Lending and Borrowing Services, as well as No. 13/
POJK.02/2018 on Digital Financial Innovation in Financial Services Sector.

As of October 2018, there are 73 fintech companies currently registered 
and licensed by OJK. Those fintech companies are Danamas, Koinworks, 
Amartha, Investree, Modalku, Danacepat, AwanTunai, KlikACC, CROWDO, 

Figure 1. Digital infrastructure map of Indonesia
Source: APJII (2015)

 *For a more accurate representation see the electronic version.
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Akseleran, UangTeman, Dompet Kilat, Taralite, FINTAG, Involla, KIMO, 
TunaiKita, Igrow, Qreditt, Cicil, Dana Merdeka, Cash Wagon, Esta Kapital, 
Ammana, Gradana, Dana Mapan, Aktivaku, Danakini, Finmas, Rupiah Plus, 
Tokomodal, Indodana, Kredivo, Mekar.id, PinjamanGo, iternak.id, Kredit 
Pintar, Kredito, Crowde, PinjamGampang, TaniFund, Danain, Indofund.
id, SGPIndonesia, KreditPro, Avantee, Do-It, RupiahCepat, Danarupiah, 
Danabijak, Cashcepat, Danalaut, Danasyariah, Telefin, Modalrakyat, 
Kawancicil, Sanders One Stop Solution, Kreditcepat, Uangme, Pinjam Duit, 
Pinjam Yuk, Pinjam Modal, Julo, Easy Cash, Maucash, RupiahOne, Pohon 
Dana, Dana Cita, DANAdidik, TrustIQ, Danai, Pinduit, and Pinjam.2

In analyzing customer adoption, inter-item correlations, means and standard 
deviations were calculated. The perceived attributes items were factor analyzed 
to examine whether the clustered items are align with diffusion of innovation 
theory (Rogers, 1995), thereby assessing factorial validity. Two types of 
rotations were used: varimax rotation and promax rotation to confirm the 
previous findings. In examining the perceived attributes, Pearson correlation 
coefficient is calculated to examine the association between perceptions and 
customer adoptions. The stronger the correlation implies that the construct 
validity of the scale is better.

From the correlation matrix (Table 3), all items presented were of positive 
values, ranging from 0.052 to 0.686. The highest correlation were found 
for items PB 18/17 on complexity/simplicity, while the lowest correlation 
were found in PB 15/9 on complexity/simplicity and relative advantage/
comparability. The highest mean appears in PB 14 (4.30), while the lowest 
mean score was found in PB 1 (3.42). all correlations were indeed in predicted 
direction and were significant at the P < .05 level.

Table 4 shows the rotated component matrix while Table 5 displays the 
correlation matrix among five different attributes. From here, it can be 
interpreted that the strongest relationship with adoption of fintech products 
and services was with relative advantage/compatibility (r=0.869), followed 
by trialability (r=791) and then complexity/simplicity (r=774). Again, all 
correlations aforementioned above were in the expected direction and were 
significant at the P < .01 level.

Moving on to the quality perceptions and expectations of fintech customers, 
the mean score of such attributes were shown in Table 6. Almost all attributes 
showed a gap except for Tangible 2 (the physical facilities at fintech companies 
will be visually appealing) and Tangible 3 (employees at fintech companies 
will be neat in their appearance) attributes. This result is not surprising since 
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Table 3. Correlations matrix of adoption attributes
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we already suspected that SERVQUAL framework is perhaps more suitable 
for tangible services rather than intangible services such as fintech.

As shown in the Table 7 below, all five SERVQUAL dimensions were 
proved to be positive. The quality gap of the fintech services was calculated 
and Wilcoxon test demonstrated that the difference between the expectation 

Table 4. Rotated COMPONENT Matrixa

Factor 1: Relative 
Advantage/ Compatibility

Factor 2: Complexity/ 
Simplicity

Factor 3: 
Trialability

Factor 4: 
Observability

PB1 0.698 0.153 0.137 -0.171

PB2 0.565 0.015 0.312 0.292

PB3 0.797 0.052 -0.035 0.257

PB4 0.710 0.089 0.135 0.166

PB5 0.607 0.101 0.446 0.148

PB6 0.669 0.082 0.278 0.129

PB7 0.701 0.265 0.195 -0.136

PB8 0.445 0.255 0.407 0.271

PB9 0.698 0.041 -0.066 0.409

PB10 0.680 0.241 0.138 0.193

PB11 0.264 0.732 0.125 -0.018

PB12 0.155 0.762 0.216 0.016

PB13 0.019 0.644 -0.040 0.463

PB14 0.172 0.673 0.225 0.338

PB15 0.038 0.691 0.377 0.060

PB17 0.153 0.730 0.268 0.116

PB18 0.069 0.807 0.204 0.098

PB19 0.229 0.386 0.693 0.065

PB20 0.163 0.426 0.611 0.156

PB22 0.193 0.217 0.566 0.114

PB23 0.154 0.267 0.755 0.242

PB24 0.194 0.065 0.312 0.628

PB26 0.105 0.407 0.133 0.560

PB29 0.361 0.138 0.219 0.606

Mean 3.61 4.19 3.99 3.78

Standard deviation 0.93 0.79 0.82 0.83

Cronbach alpha 0.895 0.887 0.805 0.652
aExtraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. Rotation 

converged in 6 iterations.
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Table 5. Correlations matrix of adoption attributes

Relative 
Advantage/ 

Compatibility

Complexity/ 
Simplicity Trialability Observability Perceived Benefits 

of Adopting Fintech

Relative 
Advantage/ 
Compatibility

1 .420** .536** .545** .869**

Complexity/ 
Simplicity 1 .642** .495** .774**

Trialability 1 .521** .791**

Observability 1 .719**

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table 6. Mean score, customers’ expectation and perception of quality attributes

SERVQUAL attributes Expectation STDev Perception STDev Gap STDev

Tangible 1 4.296 0.783 4.152 0.741 0.144 0.715

Tangible 2 3.952 0.878 4.056 0.796 -0.104 0.840

Tangible 3 3.608 0.982 3.680 0.885 -0.072 0.943

Tangible 4 4.192 0.779 4.152 0.783 0.040 0.700

Reliability 1 4.120 0.713 4.064 0.839 0.056 0.909

Reliability 2 4.160 0.892 4.016 0.842 0.144 0.981

Reliability 3 4.352 0.743 4.088 0.740 0.264 0.742

Reliability 4 4.312 0.827 4.080 0.848 0.232 0.804

Reliability 5 4.216 0.768 3.984 0.897 0.232 0.814

Responsiveness 1 4.240 0.766 3.920 0.838 0.320 0.866

Responsiveness 2 4.320 0.768 4.024 0.807 0.296 0.842

Responsiveness 3 4.408 0.708 4.056 0.765 0.352 0.775

Responsiveness 4 4.112 0.863 3.920 0.819 0.192 0.895

Assurance 1 4.312 0.723 4.008 0.767 0.304 0.753

Assurance 2 4.472 0.690 4.184 0.744 0.288 0.669

Assurance 3 4.344 0.794 4.056 0.806 0.288 0.749

Assurance 4 4.464 0.666 3.984 0.761 0.480 0.747

Empathy 1 4.176 0.833 3.824 0.871 0.352 0.882

Empathy 2 4.280 0.725 4.008 0.837 0.272 0.722

Empathy 3 4.120 0.828 3.872 0.924 0.248 0.912

Empathy 4 4.312 0.711 4.056 0.806 0.256 0.739

Empathy 5 4.192 0.829 3.984 0.803 0.208 0.785
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and perception of the patients was statistically significant in all of dimensions. 
Among those dimensions, the highest gap score was related to assurance 
(0.340), followed by responsiveness (0.290) and empathy (0.267). On the other 
hand, the lowest gap score was associated with tangibility (0.002), followed 
by reliability (0.186). All items were significant at the P < .001 level.

This study suggest that, in general, fintech adoption had several desirable 
important properties: (1) the advantages of fintech products and services must 
be superior compared to traditional banking and financial products and services, 
(2) fintech products and services must be easy to try by prospected customers, 
and (3) fintech products and services should be as simple as possible. These 
properties were also supported by the SERVQUAL measurement which 
displayed similar theme.

On the other hand, SERVQUAL measurement indicated that fintech 
companies must pay attention to assurance factor. Even though there are 
many regulations concerning fintech in Indonesia, fintech companies should 
not take consumer trust and confidence for granted (Arner et al., 2017). In 
conjunction with this factor, responsiveness and empathy should be the priority 
of any fintech providers (Lee and Shin, 2018). This study also perhaps implies 
some of the predominant explanations, namely cultural idiosyncrasies, on 
the one extreme, and the universal imperatives of a latecomer notion or of 
technological innovation, on the other.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The present study reveals the way customers adopt fintech products and 
services in Indonesia and analyzes their perceptions toward the quality of 

Table 7. SERVQUAL dimensions and quality gap of Fintech services

SERVQUAL dimensions Expectation STDev Perception STDev Gap STDev P value

Tangibility 4.012 0.856 4.010 0.801 0.002 0.799 <0.001

Reliability 4.232 0.789 4.046 0.834 0.186 0.850 <0.001

Responsiveness 4.270 0.776 3.980 0.808 0.290 0.845 <0.001

Assurance 4.398 0.718 4.058 0.770 0.340 0.730 <0.001

Empathy 4.216 0.786 3.949 0.848 0.267 0.808 <0.001

Total Quality 4.225 0.785 4.007 0.815 0.218 0.807 <0.001
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fintech products and services. Unlike traditional banking/financial products and 
services, fintech customers are expecting not only superior advantages, but also 
trialability and simplicity of fintech products and services. Moreover, fintech 
companies should also take into account trust, empathy, and responsiveness 
as their focus priorities.

Indonesia is also not a financial center like Hong Kong or Singapore, 
thus probably there will be no significant consequences on direct job losses 
as a result of fintech innovation. However, the government should carefully 
examine job shift in fintech-related industries such as law firms, accounting 
firms, technology vendors, among others. While the number is perhaps 
substantially smaller, there will be a very different skill sets and regulations 
required for today’s bankers and financiers compared to decades ago.

Indeed, this study suffers from several limitations. First, even though this 
study was carefully chosen its sample, the data obtained were still considered 
to be small. Theoretically speaking, diffusion theory (Rogers, 1995) and 
SERVQUAL (1988) have been widely criticized. Thus, examining similar 
phenomenon using more recent framework would complement the study. Last 
but not least, while examining customer behavior and preferences seemed 
like a natural fit for anyone interested in technological innovation such as 
fintech, but that potential has somewhat surprisingly only been realized to 
a very limited extent.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter aims to address the current FinTech situation in Brunei as well 
as the possibility of encouraging the growth opportunities and adoption of 
FinTech into the nation’s daily life. Although the development of FinTech 
has been prevalent across the globe, Brunei has only begun to creep up to 
its Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) counterparts in the 
race of FinTech growth. Although existing research on FinTech adoption is 
prevalent, there is little evidence to indicate a substantive research has been 
conducted on ASEAN FinTech, particularly in Brunei.

The Growing Opportunities of 
Financial Technology in Brunei
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INTRODUCTION

In 2016, the Bruneian government identified its financial sector to be a key 
driver in ameliorating the national economy. In an effort to diversify and develop 
the economy further, Brunei has moved its focus away from its dependence 
of oil and gas, to venturing into other areas of economic development. In an 
attempt to accommodate the fast changing nature of ICT in the financial sector 
and the potential adoption of new technologies and trends, the Autoriti Monetari 
Brunei Darussalam (AMBD) established its Financial Technology (FinTech) 
Unit in 2016. This unit acts as a regulatory board for FinTech developments 
and innovation in the nation. While traditional banking is still popular, there 
is a slow adoption of FinTech with the emergence of applications such as 
ProgresifPay, BruPay and Bank Islam Brunei Darussalam (BIBD) NEXGEN.

The rise of Industry 4.0 has transformed the traditional financial platform 
with many organizations and financial institutions rapidly adopting its digital 
counterpart. While FinTech is becoming an increasingly popular trend, its 
adoption and growth in Brunei is slower in comparison to its Association 
of South East Asian Nation (ASEAN) neighbors. According to the report 
by United Overseas Bank Group and Ernest & Young Corporation in 2016, 
Brunei was ranked amongst the lowest in the region with an estimated number 
of 2 FinTech accelerators, incubators and innovation labs in comparison to 
Singapore which houses approximately 50 FinTech related companies. The 
numbers indicate a growing opportunity for companies and startups to tap 
into the FinTech and accelerate the growth of such industry.

In an effort to identify the underlying opportunities of FinTech in Brunei, 
there is a need to understand the existing FinTech industry in Brunei and its 
potential. More specifically, the paper will attempt to address the following 
questions:

1.  What are the main drivers of FinTech industry in Brunei?
2.  What are the main challenges of adopting and encouraging FinTech 

growth in Brunei?

This paper aims to provide an insight to the potential opportunities that 
exists in Brunei by evaluating the financial environment in Brunei. The main 
objective of this study is to fill in the gap of a non-existent literature review 
on ASEAN FinTech, particularly in Brunei. Furthermore, the paper aims to 
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provide evidence of the current financial movement of FinTech in Brunei. The 
outcome of this study will provide an overview/insight to the development 
of FinTech industry in Brunei.

BACKGROUND

FinTech has become one of today’s popular buzzword, not only among 
academics but also amongst professionals and the public alike. Despite 
its recent popularity, the integration of technology in the area of financial 
services dates as early as the 1950s with the introduction of credit cards and 
later in 1960’s, the Automated Teller Machine (ATM) (Desai, 2015; Ma & 
Liu, 2017). Developed with convenience in mind, the introduction of the 
ATM presented an easier alternative for bank customers and bankers alike in 
conducting financial transactions (Ogunsemor, 1991; Hone, Graham, Maguire, 
Baber & Johnson, 1998; Fasan, 2014; Mahmud, Islam & Naher, 2015). The 
rise of the Internet in the 1990’s saw the development of an Internet based 
business model such as e-commerce and e-banking which further resulted in 
the introduction of a digitized trading platform (Arner, Berberis & Buckley, 
2015; Desai, 2015).

The emergence of Industry 4.0 further facilitated the growth of FinTech 
subsequently altering the existing financial service industry. Numerous 
literature have attempted to define FinTech with some describing it to be the 
use of traditional financial activities with that of modern technology such as 
cloud computing, big data etc. FinTech is a technological revolution of the 
financial industry as it uses innovative technology to provide new products, 
solutions and services (Puschmann, 2012; Koffi, 2016; Wonglimpiyarat, 
2017). Kim et al. (2015, pp.136-140) defines FinTech to be “an industry 
which uses mobile-centered IT technology to enhance the efficiency of the 
financial system”. Gomber et al., (2017) and Vives (2017) identified FinTech 
as disruptive innovators of financial institutions that takes advantage of the 
interconnectivity of today’s devices through the use of the Internet. Ozili 
(2018) further define FinTech as the emergence of a digital financial and 
banking service with the use of today’s technological advancement.

The broad and complex nature of FinTech development, there is yet to 
be a generally accepted classification of FinTech innovation. Numerous 
literature (Arner et al., 2015; Zalan & Toufaily, 2017; Martínez-Climent, 
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Zorio-Grima & Robeiro-Soriano, 2018) defined FinTech to include a variety 
of financing technologies such as crowdfunding, peer-to-peer lending as 
well as technology based financial services. This chapter will highlight the 
different FinTech elements as categorized by Dorfleitner et al. (2017). In their 
research, Dorfleitner et al. (2017) identified four main categorizes in which 
FinTech innovation can be classified, namely: Financing, Asset Management, 
Payments and Other FinTechs.

CROWDFUNDING

Originally coined in 2006 by Michael Sullivan, the rapid development of the 
Internet has facilitated the advent of crowdfunding and has since become 
one of today’s popular financing methods (Guan, 2016). Its advent has been 
described as the public’s attempt to balance out the need for the supply and 
demand of capital brought about by the economic disruption in the early 2000’s 
(Bruton et al., 2015). Numerous scholars (Kappel, 2008; Belleflame, Lambert 
& Schwienbacher, 2010, 2014) defined crowdfunding as an informal way of 

Figure 1. Segments and elements of FinTech
Source: Dorfleitner et al, 2017.
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gathering finances by engaging the public (easily identified as crowd) in order 
to raise the required funds instead of relying on traditional sources of funds 
such as loans or investments. Couffinhal (2014) described crowdfunding as 
a lateral funding model, which enables the easy transfer of funds between 
two parties via an Internet based platform.

Over the years, scholars have further noted the four models of crowdfunding 
based on the successful outcome of the funding. Such crowdfunding models have 
been identified as donation-based crowdfunding, reward-based crowdfunding, 
crowdinvesting and crowdlending. Donation-based crowdfunding is one such 
model that relies on the public or crowd’s philanthropic nature in contributing 
funds to the project.

Reward-based crowdfunding, on the other hand, is one of more known 
crowdfunding model. These models have been emulated by many online 
platforms such as Indiegogo and Kickstarter; and social networking sites 
such as Facebook and Twitter. This model remains popular as supporters are 
rewarded with incentives or physical rewards as a token of appreciation for 
their contribution to a successful project (Agrawal, Catalini & Goldfarb, 2015).

Crowdinvesting, more commonly known as equity-based crowdfunding, is 
similar to that of the model discussed above. However, instead of providing 
supporters with tangible rewards, supporters are given the avenue to invest 
in start-ups and business ventures with the aim of gaining a share of such 
ventures (Guan, 2016).

Crowdlending, also known as peer-to-peer (P2P) lending, allows supporters 
to provide a certain amount of money in exchange for a certain amount of 
financial gain such as return of interest rates (Guan, 2016). Crowdlending 
can also be seen as a form of loan due to the nature of its transactions that 
occurs between borrowers and lenders. While similar to traditional loans, 
crowdlending allows projects or businesses to be financed by the crowd.

Despite its perceived benefits, Guan (2016) raised his concerns in particular 
regards to crowdinvesting and crowdlending as he identifies them to be a 
“special financial tools” which in turn requires a specific regulatory framework 
that can help address issues relating to crowdinvesting and crowdlending.

ASSET MANAGEMENT

The development of technological innovations has since altered the 
financial environment. As a result, traditional financial services such as 
asset management has faced much disruption from the development of such 
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innovation. Today, the introduction of such innovation has facilitated the 
growth of innovative asset management solutions and services such as Social 
Trading, Robo-Advisors, Personal Finance Management as well as Investment 
and Banking (Haddad & Hornuf, 2018).

SOCIAL TRADING

Social trading is a novel way of trading as it allows investors to observe and 
emulate trading patterns and strategies of their peers on the social platform 
(Pelster & Hofmann, 2018). Wohlgemuth et al., (2016) further described social 
trading as a type of online community that allows its investors to analyze 
and imitate investments that are made by trusted investors. Additionally, 
social trading further enables traders and investors to participate in the field 
of supply and demand with a low entry barrier (Pelster & Hofmann, 2018). 
While authors argued the disruption it can cause towards traditional trading 
and for investors, it does provide benefit to novice trading as it increases 
their likelihood for a successful trade (Pan, Altschuler & Pentland, 2012).

ROBO-ADVISORS

Also known as digital advisors, these solutions makes use of the innovative 
technological advancements to demonstrate a novel way of providing clients 
financial advice and services. With the use of models and algorithms, 
companies are able to provide its clients with a specialized financial advice 
as well as portfolio management services that caters to their clients’ needs 
(Kaya, 2017). While its introduction has been slow, the recent technological 
advancements allowed robo-advisors to offer a wide range of services that 
takes into account the preference of individual potential investors (Phoon & 
Koh, 2018). Due to its simplicity and inexpensive nature, an increasing amount 
of investors are engaging with robo-advisors as opposed to its traditional 
counterparts. While robo-advisors has disrupted the existing financial advice 
service, Phoon & Koh (2018) indicated that traditional asset managers are 
still the main choice for highly sophisticated clients and investors due to the 
complex nature of their requests.
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PAYMENTS

The development of digital technologies has tremendously disrupted the field 
of financial services, particularly in the payment methods. Digital payment 
has its roots in online or internet-based payments such as PayPal. Leveraging 
on existing platforms, traditional financial institutions and company began to 
integrate mobile-based applications to provide payment services via mobile.

ALTERNATIVE PAYMENT METHODS

The increasingly rapid development of FinTech technologies and innovation 
has facilitated the growth of an alternative payment method, better known 
as e-Wallets. Mobile applications such as Apple Pay and ProgresifPay 
provide users the platform to conduct in financial transactions at the tip 
of their fingertips via the Internet (Ryabova, 2015; Lu, 2018a, 2018b). As 
technological advancements progress, so has the development of alternative 
payments with many providers incorporating Quick Response (QR) code as 
part of their mobile app functionality (Lu, 2018a, 2018b).

BLOCKCHAIN AND CRYPTO-PRODUCTS

In the recent years, a new form of digital currency, Bitcoin, has been developed 
as an attempt to provide an alternative form of payment that is independent 
from a central authority (Swan, 2015). Swan (2015) describes Bitcoin as a form 
of digital money that can be exchanged over the Internet using ‘decentralized 
cryptocurrency technology’ (Shrier, Canale & Pentland, 2016). Though Bitcoin 
payments are decentralized, Bitcoin transactions are recorded in a dispersed 
public ledger known as Blockchain (Swan, 2015; Iansiti & Lakhani, 2017). 
Lee & Shin (2018) further highlighted the impact Blockchain technology 
has on numerous traditional financial services as such technology boasts 
better services with secured transactions both locally and globally. Despite its 
traceability, its unique ability to maintain users’ security makes it a popular 
form of payment amongst its users (Olleros & Zhegu, 2016).
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Although Bitcoin is the more notable example of Blockchain, Crosby et 
al. (2016) highlighted its versatility due to its successful application in both 
the financial and non-financial sectors. Such versatility can be attributed to 
its characteristics – distributed consensus and anonymity, further encouraging 
the use of Blockchain technology in non-financial sectors. The advent of 
Blockchain has given rise to the development of crypto-product or Blockchain 
technologies that disrupts existing financial sector.

OTHER FINTECH

The rapid innovative development of FinTech has also transformed traditional 
financial services such as insurance and banking institutions.

INSURTECH

Based on the prevailing growth of FinTech, there is an increasing growth to 
incorporate technology on existing financial products. In 2017, the World 
Bank reported a $2.3 billion has been spent on InsureTech funding in countries 
such as the US and the UK (Wrede, 2018). With an increasing startups and 
investments in the area, many experts are anticipating the boom of InsureTech 
in the financial industry. Despite receiving global investments, the power 
and future of InsureTech has been shrouded with doubt and uncertainty as 
Deda (2017) highlighted the lack of awareness of such innovation in the 
insurance industry.

Similar to FinTech, InsureTech is the integration of technology to alter 
and disrupt the existing insurance industry. Shai (2018) describes InsureTech 
as the incorporation of technology with companies or products to add value 
in the traditional insurance value chain. Braun & Schreiber (2017) further 
defined InsureTech as ‘the application of modern technologies in the risk 
transfer sector’. The emergence of such disruptive technology is expected 
to change consumers’ perception on the current insurance industry (Passler, 
2018). Despite its potential disruptive in the insurance sector, Braun & 
Schreiber (2017) discovered that many InsureTech startups and technologies 
is merely a digitization of the existing process and products.
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DIGITAL BANKS

Since the emergence of the Internet, traditional financial institutions and 
banks have extended their offerings to provide services over the Internet. 
With the accessibility and availability of smartphones and Industry 4.0, banks 
and financial institutions began to offer the services over mobile. Digital-
only banks is the complete digitization of banks, removing the need for a 
physical store in favor of internet-based and mobile-based applications to 
provide traditional banking services (Money Super Market, 2018). Leveraging 
on technologies of Industry 4.0, digital banks rely on consumers’ data to 
craft a personalized offerings ranging from financing and payments to asset 
management (Lipton, Shrier & Pentland, 2016).

ASEAN FINTECH INDUSTRY

Despite the ASEAN region still at its developing stage, its FinTech industry 
shows promising signs of continuous growth. In a report published by 
Deloitte, FinTech growth in the ASEAN region have reached over US$5 
billion worth of investment in 2017 alone and is expected to escalade up to 
at least US$70 billion in the near future (Cassiopeia Services, 2019). While 
Singapore continues to pilot the ASEAN FinTech industry, other nations are 
slowly making a name for themselves in various fields of FinTech.

FINTECH INDUSTRY IN BRUNEI DARUSSALAM

One of the smallest nations in the ASEAN region with a population of 
approximately 400,000 people, Brunei is ranked as the world’s 4th country with 
the highest social media penetration (Rajak, 2018) and number 1 in the ASEAN 
region with a penetration rate of 94.6% (Internet World Stats, 2018). Despite 
such rankings, Brunei has been slow to adopt and encourage the growth of its 
FinTech industry. In an effort to encourage the development of such FinTech 
innovations, a regulatory sandbox was established under the direction of the 
nation’s Autoriti Monetari Brunei Darussalam (AMBD) (Biz Brunei, 2017). 
The establishment of the regulatory sandbox is the nation’s first step towards 
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encouraging the development of its FinTech industry. Additionally, Hj Md 
Khairul Zaki Hj Mohidin – the Head of AMBD’s FinTech unit, elaborated 
the role of the regulatory sandbox in acting as a hub of information as well 
as a networking platform for keen investing groups (Biz Brunei, 2017).

Although Brunei’s FinTech industry is still at its infancy, FinTech startups 
and financial institutions are progressively developing FinTech innovations as 
an attempt to introduce and illustrate the potential of FinTech innovations. In 
2011, Bank Islam Brunei Darussalam (BIBD) launched its BIBD Debit Card 
and mobile banking as their first step towards achieving a cashless society (Kon, 
2018). Today, Brunei’s FinTech industry has evolved from mobile banking 
to the development of numerous FinTech innovations such as alternative 
payment methods such as QR code payments and e-Wallet payment platform 
with the introduction of the BIBD NEXGEN. Brunei’s FinTech startup such 
as BruPay and WasapPay attempts to provide an alternative payment solution, 
while Jana Model Ethis (JME) is an Islamic crowdfunding platform where 
as Chynge is a digital remittance service (Wong, 2018).

THE GROWING OPPORTUNITIES OF FINTECH IN BRUNEI

Despite boasting a high penetration rate of 94.3%, the research discovered a 
relatively low level of FinTech awareness among majority of the Bruneian 
public, which explains the relatively slow growth of FinTech adoption. 
Additionally, the reported concerns expressed by respondents could signify 
additional factors limiting Brunei’s FinTech adoption rate. In order to overcome 
such slow growth, an increased level of awareness and knowledge sharing 
should be encouraged banks, financial institutions as well as FinTech startups.

ENVIRONMENT

The findings of the research suggest there are several factors driving Brunei’s 
FinTech industry. Amongst the factors are the rapid technological advancements 
that provide online sellers with a digital platform to offer products and 
services to members of the public with ease. Such convenience has propelled 
the development of financial technology in the nation. Additionally, the fast 
growth of youth and its digitally ready and connected young population 
is conducive in encouraging FinTech growth in the nation. However, such 
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readiness and sophistication should be supported with a level of awareness 
and education from stakeholders to increase the level of awareness necessary 
to boost FinTech adoption and development.

OPPORTUNITIES

The research revealed that while the opportunities of FinTech growth and 
adoption is vast, it is important for key FinTech player to emulate characteristics 
of its traditional counterparts, i.e., simplicity and security. Offering consumers 
‘peace of mind’ can alter consumers’ views on FinTech services to adopt 
such practices. With the increasing growth of e-payments in Brunei, it is 
crucial for such services to be perceived as simple and secure so to gain the 
population’s trust.

The introduction of a diverse FinTech service in Brunei can help provide 
the nation with more opportunities to push the boundaries of its economic 
diversity. By recognizing the population’s level of sophistication in the digital 
platform, Brunei has an opportunity to become a hub for both established as 
well as emerging FinTech companies and startups to experiment the viability 
and usability of their FinTech products. Furthermore, its strong Islamic brand 
and identity can help build the foundation for Brunei to towards developing 
Islamic FinTech services and establishing themselves as an Abode of Islamic 
FinTech.

Although blockchain technologies such as crypto-currencies and crypto-
products have been popular around the globe, it has yet to gain its footing in the 
nation with the public opting for services such as e-Trading. The introduction 
of currency trading application has removed the need for intermediaries, as 
the public is able to become traders themselves. With easy access for foreign 
exchange (Forex) trading, many of the nation’s population have delved into 
Forex trading as a means of income. Acknowledging the nation’s increasing 
Forex activity, there is potential opportunity for Brunei to adopt a fully-
fledged, digitally run stock market as well as a stock market system and 
ancillary services to be developed.

In realizing the nation’s potential to become a hub for FinTech 
experimentation as well as an Abode for Islamic FinTech, the government can 
build on such opportunity to develop FinTech based education. Such move 
would contribute to the nation’s efforts to diversify its economy and propel 
them into a nation that encourages innovative development.
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CHALLENGES

Although FinTech services has numerous opportunities to expand further 
beyond e-payments, there presents numerous challenges in adopting FinTech 
related services. One such challenge is the consumers’ perception towards 
FinTech services. Although existing FinTech services has managed to 
successfully offer FinTech services such as e-payment platforms, concerns 
such as security and protection of personal data remains a challenge.

With the rise and adoption of FinTech services in the nation, it is crucial 
for relevant parties to look into the rise of potential threats of fraud and illicit 
activities. While crowdfunding is a novel concept, it is often scrutinized and 
adopted with caution due to the risk associated with it. As crowdfunding 
involves other people’s money, a certain degree of trust and transparency 
should be practiced in order to fully adopt such services.

One particular challenge that exists in the adoption of FinTech services in 
Brunei is the existing business model that is adopted in the nation. While the 
nation’s regulatory bodies and the government is proactive in encouraging 
the development and adoption of FinTech services, many businesses are 
often slow and some are reluctant to engage with FinTech adoption. The long 
established businesses of today are built on the mums-and-dads business 
model that relies heavily on cash. With their business as their main source 
of income, several, if not, majority of businesses are reluctant to incorporate 
FinTech services into their business due to concerns mentioned previously.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to ameliorate the nation’s economy and leverage FinTech innovations 
as a way of economic diversification, the research provides various alternatives 
for Brunei and its financial institutions to venture into. In order to develop 
a strong economic development and generate a stronghold on FinTech, it 
is recommended for the stakeholders to look into the challenges relating to 
FinTech adoption.

Furthermore, it is necessary for the Brunei government to invest in adequate 
financial and network infrastructure to encourage the public toward adopting 
FinTech services in the nation. Similarly, it is suggested that the government 
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invest in providing support and guidance for local businesses to fully integrate 
and accept FinTech services without implementing a minimum spending fee 
on its customers. In doing so, the government needs to take an even more 
proactive approach in not only encouraging the development of FinTech 
services but also the acceptance of FinTech services in local businesses.

Additionally, financial institutions and FinTech companies should look 
into the strong Islamic identity to offer more shari’ah compliant FinTech 
services. Doing so will enable Brunei to work towards establishing Brunei 
as a hub for Islamic FinTech and realizing Brunei as not only an ‘Abode 
of Peace’ but also an ‘Abode of Islamic FinTech’. Additionally, its young 
and digitally abled population act as a breeding ground for testing potential 
FinTech developments and innovation giving AMBD a strong position to act 
as a strong RegTech in the region.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

With the limited literature in the field, it is recommended future research 
to be conducted to not only extend the potential of such research but also 
to further investigate the feasibility of adopting FinTech towards achieving 
a cashless society. Furthermore, future research is encouraged to further 
assess the viability of FinTech services as the nation’s attempt to diversify 
and ameliorate the national economy.

Although adopting a variety of FinTech services in the nation could 
diversify the economy and encourage economic growth, the full incorporation 
of FinTech services, as a mode of transaction should be assessed.

CONCLUSION

The rise of Industry 4.0 and rapid technological advancements in a digitally 
ready population, FinTech startups such as Jana Modal Ethis and financial 
institutions such as Bank Islam Brunei Darussalam are at the edge of providing 
Financial technological advancements that have the potential to alter and 
disrupt the existing financial industry in Brunei.

In an attempt to provide literature in the field, the research looks into 
existing Brunei environment to investigate circumstances behind the slow 
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adoption rate of FinTech in the nation. The author discovered that while there 
are numerous opportunities that could be adopted, the potential risk that comes 
with such opportunities should be taken into consideration. By taking such 
challenges into consideration, Brunei can be a potential powerhouse in the 
FinTech industry, particularly in the emergence of Industry 4.0.
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ABSTRACT

This exploratory research study looked into the younger population of Brunei 
Darussalam in terms of the feasibility of eWallets. By utilizing the unified 
theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) model established by 
Venkatesh et al., this research hoped to assess the country’s technological 
readiness and the level of acceptance of eWallet adoption in a future of an 
e-Payment economy for the purpose of to improve the efficiency of financial 
institutions as well as for the provision of new services for the convenience 
of the customers. The study found that none of the main four constructs of 
the UTAUT model to be predictors of behavioral intention but rather, attitude 
towards using technology and anxiety. This may be as a result of the younger 
populace being in constant interaction with various types of technology, 
paired with the rising internet connectivity which led to the minimal impact 
of a new technology, in this case, eWallets.
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INTRODUCTION

In light of understanding the potential market for FinTech in Brunei, the increase 
in internet and smartphone usage and infrastructure poses as a pressing stimulus 
for the change in local consumers’ buying behavior which increases online 
payments via smartphone, which then lead to a rise in e-commerce activities 
amongst the populace, especially the millennials (AITI, 2018). According to 
the statistics provided in the Brunei Darussalam Statistical Yearbook of 2016, 
the country is inhabited by a total of 422,678 individuals with a population 
growth rate of 1.5 percent (Economic Planning and Development Board, 
2017). It was then highlighted in a news article published by Borneo Bulletin 
that the mobile phone penetration rate in Brunei is at 125.5 percent which is a 
14.1 percent increase from 2015 (AITI, 2016). This shows that the population 
growth rate and the smartphone penetration is progressing parallely, resulting 
in a technologically savvy community. This aforementioned trends driven 
by the current trend advances has created FinTech opportunities for SMEs, 
startups, FinTech companies and individuals.

Hence, this study is done to investigate the familiarity with the service 
to ensure that the implementation of eWallets is feasible within the country 
with the implementation of local eWallets have already been done within the 
Sultanate. Since the idea for this technology is relatively new in the Brunei 
market, the key objectives of this study are to examine the population’s level 
of familiarity and awareness towards eWallets by utilizing Unified Theory of 
Acceptance and Use of Technology model (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al., 2003).

LITERATURE REVIEW

The FinTech 3.5 and Its Impact to 
Mobile Financial Services

In addition to continuous technological advancement and the widespread 
Internet usage, The Global Financial Crisis of 2008 was a climacteric for 
the emergence of the FinTech 3.0 era (Arner, Barberis and Buckley, 2015). 
However Arner et al. (2015) clarified that the unfolding of the FinTech 3.5 
era was deeply motivated by the emerging countries’ efforts in progressing 
economically. They also highlighted that the younger communities are typically 
equipped with smart devices earlier on and are technologically shrewd in this 
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era (Arner et al., 2015). The Internet and mobile communications payments 
is noted to be a predominant focal point for FinTech 3.5 which provides 
opportunities to fintech companies. Furthermore, the continual and exponential 
rise in technological advancements may encourage merchants to provide 
alternatives to physical cash and cheque payments and opt for contactless 
payments to customers as this may help to reduce operating costs whilst 
simultaneously increase revenues. Hence, eWallet service is introduced as 
an alternative where it can store user details such as multiple credit and debit 
card account numbers, bank account information, passwords, loyalty cards 
and vouchers, whilst also allowing the user to make a transaction allowing 
for a more efficient payments between the customers and merchants.

Brunei Darussalam: Moving Towards a Cashless Economy

Brunei Darussalam is a small country with a high income per capita of $72,914 
with a small population of less than 430 thousand individuals (Economic 
Planning and Development Board, 2017). It was recorded that 99% of the 
country’s total population owned a smartphone, and 350,000 of the population 
were mobile internet users where mobile penetration in Brunei Darussalam was 
at 125.5% in 2016 (AITI, 2016) - surpassing Brunei’s population undoubtedly 
increasing the digital activity within the country.

As a result, there was in an increase in e-commerce activities in Brunei 
Darussalam, mainly driven by the millennials (AITI, 2018) where there 
was a rise in online shopping activities occurring within the country where 
respondents found this mode of shopping to be most convenient. From these 
statistical facts alone, it has become evident that the smartphone adoption, 
internet usage and e-commerce activity are considerably increasing in the 
country. However, the adoption of e-Wallets are not yet prominent, where 
instead they prefer to utilize mobile banking channels (AMDB, 2017). This 
was apparent in a study by AITI (2018) where while many still prefer payments 
via online credit and debit cards and bank transfers instead.

Autoriti Monetari Brunei Darussalam (AMBD) (2017) aspires for the 
provision of eWallets will aid in enhancing innovation, cost reduction, as 
well as improve the efficiency and effectiveness of mobile payments by 
streamlining both conventional face-to-face payments with online transactions 
between the consumer and businesses. Adding to this, the revitalization of 
the entrepreneurism growth within the country could be made possible, 
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boosting the economy as well as creating opportunities for private sectors 
i.e. SMEs and establish a greater competitive advantage as means to achieve 
Brunei’s national vision, Wawasan 2035 (HAB, 2018). This spurred the 
introduction of local eWallets: ProgresifPay - an eWallet introduced by a 
local telecommunication company Progresif Cellular Sdn Bhd (PCSB) and 
BIBD’s QuickPay - an upgrade from their mobile internet payment service 
platform, eTunai that was previously introduced in 2013. Following this, the 
proliferation of effective implementation and adoption of e-Wallets would be 
a step in achieving AMBD’s goal in making Brunei Darussalam a cashless 
society (AMBD, 2017).

Technology Adoption in the Younger Generations

It is apparent in the studies by Venkatesh & Morris (2000) and Wilkowska & 
Ziefle (2012) indicated that age differences influences the decision to adopt 
to new technology where findings of the study concluded that the younger 
generation find it easier to adopt a new technology compared to the older 
generation, hence the attitudes towards using a new technology was found 
to be more salient in the younger generation.

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

The framework for this study is adapted from the Unified Theory of Acceptance 
and Use of Technology (UTAUT) developed by Venkatesh et al. (2003). This 
model is utilized for studies relating individual intentions to adopt or accept a 
particular information technology (IT) (Venkatesh et al. (2003). Some studies 
have made extensive research with regards to eWallets (Shin, 2009; Yahid & 
Nobakht, 2013; Tang et al., 2014) or in relation to them (Truman, Sandoe & 
Rifkin, 2003; Helander & Khalid, 2000; Hobololo & Malewa, 2017).

The willingness of a user to utilize a technology or continue using the 
said technology is noted to be behavioural intention (Venkatesh et al., 2012; 
Thomas et al., 2010). This, along with a user’s particular beliefs set by the 
probabilities of the outcome if the technology is utilized as well as attitude 
will provide a basis of understanding on a user’s perception of the said 
technology (Lin & Lu, 2000). This is important as to ensure that investments 
made to create the particular technology is not left to waste due to limited 
acceptance (Park, 2009; Liu, Liao & Pratt, 2009).
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In the UTAUT framework, there are four main constructs in which these 
directly measure the usage intention and behaviour (Tan & Ouyang, 2004): 
Performance Expectancy (PE), Effort Expectancy (EE), Social Influence 
(SI) and Facilitating Conditions (FC). Moran et al. (2010) identified PE, EE, 
SI, FC and Attitude Towards Using Technology (ATT) to have significant 
roles in influencing an individual’s behavioural intention. Therefore, in this 
study, attitude towards using technology (ATT) will also be used to measure 
Behavioural Intention (BI). In addition to attitude towards using technology 
(ATT), Venkatesh et al. (2003) also identified Anxiety (ANX) to also have 
some influence to behavioural intention which will also be assessed in this 
research study.

METHODOLOGY

This study was a cross-sectional study conducted in 2018 in Brunei Darussalam. 
The collection of data was done using a quantitative method where it was 
done in the form of electronic questionnaires and the link was distributed 
through social network platforms such as WhatsApp, Facebook and Twitter. 

Figure 1. Conceptual framework of the research study
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The target population for this study was the younger population where a 
sample size of 100 (n = 100) was obtained.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study examined the population’s familiarity and awareness of eWallet 
in Brunei Darussalam as well as to investigate whether this may influence 
users’ adoption rate and consumer acceptance by using the Unified Theory of 
Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT). It was found that there were 
almost a 1:1 ratio in all three demographic information collected namely 
gender, age group and current level of education. As aforementioned, the 
participants were comprised of 49 males and 51 females. In terms of their 
age groups, 55 participants were Generation Y i.e. millennials and 45 were 
Generation Z i.e. digital natives (Chaney, Touzani & Slimane, 2017). It was 
also found that 44 participants are currently in their pre-university level while 
56 participants are university students.

Prior to the provision of a definition, 67 of the respondents claimed to 
understand what an eWallet is while 21 of them said ‘no’ and 12 answered 
‘maybe’. The subsequent question then provided a definition of what eWallets 
are; distinguishing it from the traditional online payment methods; in which 
63 of them affirmed to have used an ewallet. However, it was also found 
that some of the respondents are still unclear with the concept of an eWallet 
as 13 of them listed applications not classified as eWallets like Netteler and 
PointzMatter. The study then found Paypal as the most ubiquitous eWallet 
amongst the respondents (52). In terms of frequency of use, only 3 of the 
respondents professed to always using the service while a majority uses it 
rarely. The most common use for eWallets found (35) were for online shopping 
while only eight of the respondents use eWallets for making physical purchase.

The study then tried to fathom the respondent’s awareness on local eWallet 
providers in which 63 of them knew of such service whilst 37 of them does 
not. It was also found that only 17 of the respondents utilize these local 
eWallets and 83 of them did not. Lastly, the study was able to observe that 
Quickpay is the most used local eWallet (6), followed by ProgresifPay (5).

Looking into the analysis for the relationship between the behavioural 
intention and the other constructs, it was found that attitude towards using 
technology and anxiety are the main predictors of behavioral intention rather 
than the main constructs of the UTAUT model where effort expectancy (EE), 
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social influence (SI), facilitating conditions (FC) and attitude towards using 
technology (ATT) have positive relationships with behavioural intention 
(BI) on the adoption of eWallets while performance expectancy (PE) and 
anxiety (ANX) have negative relationships with behavioural intention (BI) on 
the adoption of eWallets. Attitude towards using technology (ATT) has the 
strongest impact on BI on the adoption of eWallets as per the model below:

Y = 6.743 - 0.148 (PE) + 0.017 (EE) + 0.013 (SI) + 0.047 (FC) + 0.523** 
(ATT) - 0.118** (ANX) 

As per above model, it was noted that effort expectancy (EE), social 
influence (SI), facilitating conditions (FC) and attitude towards using 
technology (ATT) have positive relationships with behavioural intention 
(BI) on the adoption of eWallets while performance expectancy (PE) and 
anxiety (ANX) have negative relationships with behavioural intention (BI) 
on the adoption of eWallets. Attitude towards using technology (ATT) has 
the strongest impact on BI on the adoption of eWallets. This is not inline with 
previous studies where these four constructs were found to be determinants 
for behavioural intention: performance expectancy (PE) (Kijsanayotian et al., 
2009; AlAwadhi & Morris, 2008); effort expectancy (EE) (Ha & Stoel, 2009; 
Liao,Tsou & Huang, 2007; Chong, 2013); social influence (SI) (Chong, 2013; 
Venkatesh et al., 2012); facilitating conditions (FC) (Venkatesh et al., 2012).

Technology is seen as a functional and serviceable but it does not help 
to improve their performance and hence, the negative relationship between 
performance expectancy (PE) and behavioural intention (BI) (Marchewaka & 
Kostiwa, 2007). Additionally, Zhou et al. (2010) constructed two conditions 
for adoption: (1) the task that is supposed to be completed using the said 
technology requires the user to be swift and quick whilst completing the 
task; (2) the said technology will help to improve and give the user a more 
convenient method for completing the task. Only when the technology fulfills 
both of these conditions, will a pro relationship be made. Thereby, the reason 
for such finding could be because the respondents of this study uses eWallets 
sparingly - as found in the findings where only three respondents out of 100 
claim to always use eWallets - and that they do not find eWallets useful in 
aiding them to complete a transaction swiftly.
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Youths are perceived to be aware of new innovations and may have more 
experience on using different technologies, thus, may already be equipped with 
a solid foundation on the technology know-how which will not influence their 
decision to use the said technology (Tsui Wei et al, 2009; Cho et al., 2007). 
This is also mentioned by researchers where the young generation grew up 
with technology which makes them pervasive to various technologies in their 
daily lives (Wang et al.,2014; Prensky, 2001) which could explain why effort 
expectancy (EE) had not significant impact on the behavioural intention (BI). 
Correspondingly, youths are also not influenced by social norms as they are 
using the said technology because of their community identification, thus, 
allowing them to gain a sense of belonging (Hsu & Lin, 2008; Venkatesh & 
Davis, 2000). To further add, SI was only found to influence BI in the later 
stages of technological adoption in older generations which may explain why 
this particular relationship was not evident in the research study (Venkatesh 
et al, 2012).

Facilitating conditions (FC) is noted to not be a determining factor for 
behavioural intention as it is an antecedent of effort expectancy, thus, capturing 
its effects (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Furthermore, facilitating conditions were 
also seen to have more effects on older generations (Venkatesh et al, 2012) 
especially when linked to anxiety where the learning and participating in 
said technology may be difficult for them (Hobololo & Mawela, 2017). In 
addition to this, a well established infrastructure will help to reduce anxiety 
towards the adoption of eWallets (Hourahine & Howard, 2004). Anxiousness 
could also be conjured from the lack of exposure to the technology (Achuonye 
& Ezekoka, 2011) where they may have concerns in security and privacy 
especially for tasks involving monetary transactions (Hourahine & Howard, 
2004). Considering the fact that a majority of the respondents for this study 
constitute of the younger generation who are still studying and are not earning 
a monthly income, it can be inferred that they lack exposure to eWallets as 
they might not find a significant use for it just yet. This can be further backed 
by the data collected from the survey where it was found that albeit they are 
familiar with eWallets, a significant fraction (n=39) of them does not use it and 
also a fraction of those who claim to use eWallets are not able to distinguish 
between eWallets and traditional online payments. Nonetheless, it could be 
inferred that the respondents of this study well perceives eWallets as useful 
where, they are more inclined to use it. This could be due to the respondents’ 
level of awareness of the advantage that the technology brings, ergo instilling 
a positive attitude towards it (Tan, 2013; Kim & Kankanhalli, 2009).
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CONCLUSION

In this study, we found ATT and ANX to be predictors of BI rather than 
the four main constructs of the UTAUT model established by Venkatesh et 
al. (2003). This may be attributed to the small sample size of only a 100 as 
well as the target population being only the younger generation who was 
born in 1981 and onwards. Nevertheless, our findings were still aligned 
with other similar technology acceptance studies across various type of IT 
whereby younger people, in this case, millennials and the digital natives were 
indifferent towards the perceived beliefs (PE, EE, SI, FC) on the behavioural 
intention which may be due to the embeddedness of the internet paired 
with the advancements of technology where these two are already highly 
integrated into their daily lives. Millennials, and especially digital natives 
are in constant interaction with these two daily, which could explain that the 
impact for the adoption or acceptance of eWallets was less pronounce. In a 
sense, they have already perceived eWallet to be an existing technology that 
they can simply adopt in their everyday lives but with perceived risks where 
technologies that involve monetary transactions may be a deciding factor on 
whether or not they would adopt eWallets.
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ABSTRACT

Financial technology (FinTech) has been developing at a tremendous rate all 
around the globe. This chapter will show how banking and financial system 
has evolved by financial technology which affected the way of how society 
is living now. There is a rapid change of FinTech for the past few years in 
Indonesia. These changes have made an impact to the people in Indonesia. 
As for the exploration to the rise of FinTech in Indonesia, it is important 
to understand the development and challenges of FinTech in Indonesia by 
looking changing Indonesian people’s behavior in terms of FinTech’s adoption 
include payment channel system, digital banking, peer-to-peer (P2P) lending, 
and crowdfunding.
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INTRODUCTION

The fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0) will definitely contribute to 
an extensive and profound impact on almost all business sectors. FinTech is 
one of the cutting edge technology in Industry 4.0 realms. The integration 
of key stakeholders such as customers, machines, including information and 
communication technologies (ICT) are kept connected through Industry 4.0 
in order to achieve ever-changing management of complex business processes 
(Bauer et al., 2015). In relation to the flexibility it offers, Kiel et al. (2018) stated 
that Industry 4.0 intends to tackle the contemporary challenges by enhancing 
business competition globally, managing volatile markets and demands which 
will be needed in dealing with dynamic, challenging requirements.

FinTech is one of the emerging sectors in Industry 4.0. The scope of 
FinTech is very broad, it covers almost every aspect of the financial system. 
There are new capabilities and modes in insurance, money transaction, digital 
security, investment, data analysis, crowdfunding and etc. It offers various 
user-friendly products that provide a positive customer experience and at 
the same time reduce transaction costs. FinTech has existed for many years 
and there is an enormous gap from when our society started establishing the 
system. Sandel (2016) stated that the existing financial services organizations 
are making a considerable investment in FinTech, while also investing in and 
collaborating with promising strategies that can deliver additional value. 
Globally and Indonesia in particular has seen the growing usage in online 
trading and online banking that resulted in the expansion of e-commerce. It 
has changed many aspects of the way society is living now.

Indonesia has become one fastest growing financial system in the world. 
The financial landscape in Indonesia can be categorized based on funding, 
lending and performance trends, and drivers. FinTech has created alternative 
financial ecosystems available both for customers and businesses. It exists to 
compete with the traditional and established financial sectors in the form of 
services, products, and deliveries. In the next five years, it is expected that 
US$500 billion will be invested to develop the necessary infrastructure for 
FinTech in Indonesia. Since 2015, FinTech’s startups in Indonesia have grown 
up to 78% with their increasing markets for lending, cards, and payments 
(Cekindo, 2018). Amartha, GoPay from Go-Jek, Finansialku, Midtrans, 
T-Cash, and Doku are among visible FinTech companies in Indonesia that 
offers financial services.
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The established banking and the financial sector in Indonesia is dominated 
by the Big Four Banks, three are state-owned banks - Bank Mandiri, Bank 
Rakyat Indonesia (BRI), and Bank Negara Indonesia (BNI), and one private 
bank – Bank Central Asia (BCA). Indonesia Banking statistic stated that 
the big four take up 41% of national leading (Cekindo, 2018). Next, larger 
commercial banks are CIMB Niaga, Danamon, Permata, Maybank Indonesia, 
Bank Tabungan Negara (BTN), and Panin Bank with 16% retail and corporate 
lending in Indonesia. While other smaller commercial banks are 33% of national 
lending are 9 branches of foreign-owned banks, 12 joint-venture banks, 27 
regional development banks, 13 Shariah Banks, and 44 conventional banks 
(Cekindo, 2018). In addition, there are 1,630 Rural Banks (BPRs) and Micro 
Finance Institution (MFIs) those are 2% of the national lending in Indonesia. 
Finally, Multi-finance Companies – 8% of their national lending are built up 
to more than 200 multi-finance companies in Indonesia. These companies 
are licensed to offer leasing, consumer financing, credit card financing and 
other lending services these companies are Adira Dinamika Finance, Clipan 
Finance, BFI Finance and Astra Sedaya Finance (Cekindo, 2018).

FinTech comes to challenge conventional financial services from 
crowdfunding, peer-to-peer lending and another alternative up and coming 
FinTech lenders are growing over the years (Anshari et.al, 2019). In the near 
future, most platforms are being tested and are set to achieve this stage of 
lending. Significant investments from foreign investors are increasing rapidly 
with customers. Indonesia is one of the countries that adopt unfold technology 
as its important opportunities. One of Indonesia large unbanked population 
have rapidly spiked innovation. Mobile banking and Fintech have changed 
the financial landscape of Indonesia.

FinTech in Indonesia

Financially under-served population, those who have no account in any 
financial institution and millenniums are currently adopting FinTech and 
start participating in e-commerce. FinTech in Indonesia have included money 
transfer and payments, investments, accounting, point of sale, comparison, 
financial planning, crowdfunding, and cryptocurrency. Currently, money 
transfer and digital payments are two FinTech services highly adopted by 
people (Riyanto, Primiana, & Azis, 2018), however, other services such as 
digital lending and crowdfunding are growing in their visibility. Even though 
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China is the leader of the emerging market of Fintech in Asia (Bloomberg, 
2019), FinTech in Indonesia is growing at a faster pace and just a next place 
to China. This is expected to grow further in the near future. Having 17,504 
islands, Indonesia is the biggest archipelago country on the planet, however, 
this gives Indonesia financial inclusion challenges as credit information 
and infrastructures are limited. With a very large young population and the 
growing Internet penetration, and low access to the conventional finance, 
and the growing adoption of e-commerce, there is ample room for FinTech 
to grow. Some of the growing factors of FinTech in Indonesia are customer 
behavior, moving into cashless society, and financial inclusion. The following 
are some factors that push for FinTech to grow in Indonesia.

Firstly, FinTech is driven by customer behavior. It is very convenient 
to customers as FinTech can be easily access anytime and anywhere and 
registering an account is easy. The mode of services in FinTech is very 
different from conventional banks such as their lower fee and less restrictions. 
The government encourage financial services to expand so they can reach the 
under-served segments and give customers lower transaction fees. Bank loans 
are hard to get so this can affect small and medium businesses of making use 
particular banking services.

Secondly, FinTech will transform society from cash-based to cashless 
society. Before FinTech, almost every transactions in Indonesia were by cash. 
Nowadays, with the emergence of FinTech startups, people favored more to 
cashless transactions. Payment gateway providers such as GoPay, GrabPay, 
DOKU, Midtrans and Xendit with other hundreds of FinTech innovation are 
on the rise.

Thirdly, Indonesia is said to be the highest unbanked populations in the 
world. Over 50 million of small and medium businesses Indonesia, only 12% 
have access to credit because of the deficiency of credit history, statements or 
collateral. Interestingly these SMEs give more than half of the percentage of 
the total GDP in Indonesia. Indonesia’s government supported for financial 
inclusion and this has opens up opportunities for both the institution with 
traditional finance model as well as FinTech new entrants.

Finally, The Financial Services Authority (OJK) of Indonesia and relevant 
agencies constantly held and organise FinTech festivals to increase customers’ 
awareness and access to new applications (Cekindo, 2018). Investors, founders, 
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entrepreneurs, students, and startups were invited to join an event to develop 
Fintech and discuss the future of FinTech and this shows the purpose of 
sharing knowledge and ideas on financial service ecosystem.

Development

FinTech has transformed smartphones into portable ATMs, which makes it 
convenient for people to use their finance through the comfort of their own 
home. The introduction of electronic money has also patch up the issues for the 
“unbanked” people because online payments/finance are not necessarily tied 
to the money you have in your bank account or credit card. QR code payments 
are also common today especially in street vendors as introduction of FinTech 
made electronic payments possible at low costs. (Iwasaki, 2018). FinTech 
has also allowed financial service provider to acquire customer information 
quicker through the use of technology such as biometrics. FinTech pledges 
to give more towards profitable business models, highly efficient services 
with quality assurance and upgrading the conditions of certain workplace 
apart from being exposed to the escalating competitions in the business world 
as well as the challenges of change management (Kagermann et al., 2013).

In 2016, Southeast Asia’s e-commerce has overtaken their number of 
investment by the amount of US$421M (Freischlad, 2016). Similar to its other 
South East Asian counterparts, like Singapore and Malaysia, payments and 
lending are the large part of the FinTech ecosystem in Indonesia. Indonesia 
have broken that record in 2017 and to be expected high results in 2018. 
Digital payments hit a total transactions of US $18M in 2017. The market 
has shown and proved us a great amount of growth. The annual growth rate is 
16.3% with the total investment standing at USD 176.75 million into FinTech 
companies in 2017 alone (Fintechnews, 2018). Indonesia’s government has 
called for Fintech integration for better use of payment infrastructure as a key 
for e-commerce. With over 260 million and growing smartphone and Internet 
market penetration, this has makes Indonesia to become one of the highest 
countries for FinTech adoption amongst ASEAN countries. With FinTech 
companies looking forward to expand their services in other South East Asia 
countries, it will be helpful for the government to give further encouragement 
and support FinTech development in Indonesia. For example, the financial 
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regulator would need to carefully craft regulations to encourage innovations 
while protecting consumers from frauds and security issues. This will positively 
encourage further growth and undertake financial inclusion issues.

Bank Indonesia’s decision to ban on cryptocurrency payments late last year 
has not discourage Coinhako, a Singapore establish startup that operates a 
trading platform and e-wallet services for bitcoin and other Cryptocurrencies. 
As the future of FinTech in Indonesia has so much potential, Coinhako started 
to make some changes to his platform in Jakarta back in August 2018. The 
Indonesian FinTech Association said that there are more than 200 FinTech 
companies in the country, including the 31 e-payment providers that have 
obtained licenses from Bank Indonesia. Also, more than 60 peer-to-peer 
(P2P) lending companies registered with the Financial Services Authority 
(Maulia, 2018).

There are many wealthy investors from outside Indonesia whom has 
invested in the Indonesian market, turning four of the country’s startups into 
unicorns (Nikkei, 2018). In April 2016 it launching of mobile wallet Go-Pay 
and Go-Jek, Indonesia’s first unicorn has raised more than $2 billion through 
three funding rounds. In August 2016, it raised $550 million from KKR, 
Warburg Pincus, Sequoia and other private equity funds. In February it closed 
a $1.5 billion funding round from investors including Tencent Holdings, 
JD.com, Google, Temasek, and local conglomerate Astra International. In 
April, German insurance company Allianz Group announced a $35 million 
investment in Go-Jek.

Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba Group Holding led an investment of 
$1.1 billion in online marketplace Tokopedia, another local unicorn that has 
created its own e-payment service, TokoCash. In March, Alibaba launched 
mobile wallet Dana with local media company Elang Mahkota Teknologi. 
Despite still seeing FinTech companies as potential threats, Indonesia’s major 
banks are also investing in local startups. Bank Mandiri has invested in peer-
to-peer (P2p) lending startups Amartha and KoinWorks through its venture 
capital arm Mandiri Capital Indonesia.

Nevertheless not everything that has been planned might went smoothly due 
to worries on the potential systemic risks to the economy. Bank Indonesia has 
enacted policies that some see as restricting market access. In May, the central 
bank issued a regulation capping foreign ownership in e-money providers at 
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49% which may explain the suspension of some e-wallets like TokoCash and 
GrabPay, a mobile wallet originally used by Singapore based Grab.

Challenges

Some of the notified challenges for FinTech startups is on FinTech payment. In 
Indonesia, payment are made through both in person and online transactions 
of which are not widely available for customers. If they are offered to choose 
an option, customers have to pay an extra percentage for transactions. Thus, 
to develop a cashless society will definitely take up some time.

Other issue that need to be address is on the legal aspect of the Fintech 
companies. For example, some companies run e-wallets without business 
licenses. This might be due to the slow development and enactment of 
rules and regulations by the regulators. This will negatively affect Fintech 
lending startups that will face competitions with their foreign counterparts. 
Thus, the government needs to take positive steps to ensure the regulatory 
requirements bring better environment for FinTech Startups in Indonesia. 
This will definitely help to boost the confidence of Fintech startup founders 
and investors in Indonesia.

CONCLUSION

The chapter mainly focuses on the development of FinTech in Indonesia, which 
definitely has a high impact on the society to switch from the traditional cash-
based to cashless society. It focuses on how FinTech can be further develop. 
Most transactions in the past use cash and some shifted to a credit card. With 
FinTech cashless transactions using e-wallet or simply using a smartphone can 
easily and cost-effectively done. The growing internet penetration in Indonesia 
was the main cause of the development of FinTech in the country. FinTech 
offers alternative solutions for many financial-related problems. It will help 
address the financial inclusion of the large unbanked population and help 
in financial literacy. The future of FinTech in Indonesia is definitely bright, 
and the traditional financial system to adapt accordingly. The government 
needs to carefully craft rules and regulations to encourage innovation but at 
the same time to protect the society from frauds and uncertainties.
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ABSTRACT

The institution of Waqf always played a pivotal role of sustainable economic 
development in a Muslim society throughout the history of Islam. However, 
recently, even with the introduction of the modern Islamic finance a few 
decades ago, the institution has been struggling to rejuvenate its past glory. 
The key issues are lack of availability of data and historical records, weak 
transparency and public disclosure, improper audit and compliance practices. 
The advent of the blockchain has offered a ray of hope for the revival of 
the Waqf institution. The blockchain has already proved itself as a game 
changing breakthrough. Similarly, the Waqf institution could be invigorated 
with the innovative and efficient use of the blockchain. Moreover, the use of 
smart contracts on blockchain could further enhance the performance and 
efficacy of the Waqf institution. It is strongly believed that with the firm Islamic 
jurisprudential foundations of the Waqf, blockchain, and smart contracts will 
ensure that the Waqf institution could partake in the economic development 
of the whole Muslim world.
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INTRODUCTION

Waqf is a voluntary charitable endowment characterized by perpetuity. Giving 
sadaqah (voluntary charity) is one of the noblest acts in Islam, for which 
the reward is immensely huge. The Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) is reported to 
have said:

When a man dies, his deeds come to an end except for three things: ceaseless 
charity (sadaqah jariyah); a knowledge which is beneficial, or a virtuous 
descendant who prays for him (for the deceased). (Muslim, 2000, Book 14, 
Hadith 1631)

The importance of charity is emphasized strongly as it is one of the five 
pillars of Islam. The essentials of giving alms is advocated in many verses 
of the Qur’an and quoted in many traditions of the Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) 
(hadith). In fact, sadaqah and zakah are mentioned in Qur’an on a total of 
32 occasions separately; and on 82 occasions in combination with the other 
pillars of Islam (Al-Qaradawi, 1999). That is why, according to the Islamic 
believe, if utilization of wealth is according to the manner guided by Islam, 
it will be a way of receiving reward in the hereafter.

Additionally, the concept of sadqah is designed to re-circulate surplus 
wealth from the rich to the poor so as to advocate social justice. According 
to Bremer (2004): “Islamic societies have a rich heritage to philanthropic 
institutions, a heritage that reflects the central place of philanthropy within 
Islam”. Islamic approach to reduce poverty and wealth disparity is unique 
through using plethora of instruments (Mohieldin et al., 2012). They are 
intended for just and fair distribution of wealth, creation, circulation and 
re-circulation of resources.

That is why, Islam encourages people to get involved in charity and altruistic 
acts, no matter big or small. And Sharī‘ah provides a complete eco-system for 
Islamic philanthropy to ensure that wealth does not revolve among only the 
rich of a society. One of the major pillars of that eco-system is Waqf. Waqf 
is a charitable unchangeable devotion of a share of one’s wealth to Allah’s 
sake. Once given, a Waqf corpus is not subject to receive as gift, inheritance, 
or sale, as it should always remain intact, because it belongs to Allah. In this 
way, Waqf has been institutionalized by Sharī‘ah, and became very popular 
from the early stage.
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The institution of Waqf always played a pivotal role of sustainable economic 
development in a Muslim society throughout the history of Islam. It was an 
integral element of the financial empowerment program of the people which 
actively contributed in the financial inclusion, poverty alleviation and fruitful 
mutual community initiatives. However, recently, this important institution 
has been generally neglected by the Muslim community for various reasons. 
There is an array of issues and challenges facing Waqf in the contemporary 
world. This chapter discusses those issue and presents their solutions based 
on blockchain and smart contracts.

The organization of the outline of the chapter is as follows. It is divided 
into 5 sections. Section 1 is the introduction to this research, followed by a 
section on the definition of Waqf, its types and characteristic features. Section 
3 discusses the authority of Waqf that has been derived from the primary 
sources of Sharī‘ah. While the origin and historical development of Waqf 
is highlighted in section 4 followed by the discussion on socio-economic 
contributions of Waqf in section 5. Section 6 concentrates on the challenges 
facing Waqf and the way forward in section 7 followed by the concluding 
section.

WAQF: DEFINITION, TYPES AND 
CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES

Meaning and Origins of Waqf

The Arabic term ‘Waqf’ is taken from the root verb ‘waqafa”, which 
literally means cause to halt, immobilise and ‘come to a standstill’ (Oxford 
Dictionaries). In Islamic Law, Waqf refers to a charitable and perpetual devotion 
of a person’s wealth or a share of it, in cash or kind, and its distribution for 
Sharī‘ah compliant ventures. The classical Muslim jurists defined the term 
Waqf according to their own understandings. However, all four madhahib 
(schools of Islamic law) hold the same idea in their definitions of Waqf; i.e., 
the corpus of the Waqf or its value must remain intact, becomes restricted 
on a perpetual basis, and be used for general charitable purposes in which 
the recipients are the public or the underprivileged.
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Some contemporary scholars defined waqf as “holding certain property and 
preserving it for the confined benefit of certain philanthropy and prohibiting 
any use or disposition of it outside its specific objective” (Kahf, 2007). The 
Wakf Act 1954 of India describes Waqf as, “Wakf means the permanent 
dedication by a person professing the Islam, of any movable or immovable 
property for any purpose recognized by Muslim Law as religious, pious, or 
charitable” (LII of India). The legal devices establishing a Waqf links three 
parties: a benefactor, an administrator and recipients. The benefactor passes 
resources to Waqf, and it becomes the responsibility of Waqf manager to look 
after the assets and direct the benefits of those assets to poor and needy as 
per the direction of the donor.

Waqf is similar to zakah in the sense that it is a type of sadaqah. However, at 
least four significant differences exist between these two charitable instruments 
of Islam. First, while zakah is considered as obligatory and contemporary 
charity, Waqf is optional and perpetual charity (Mahmood, 2006). Second, 
Waqf involves using one’s wealth for religious purpose over and above the 
minimum and obligated threshold of zakah (Mobin & Ahmad, 2017). Third, 
Waqf falls under a specific form of sadaqah termed as sadqah jarriyah 
(unceasing charity) (Ali, 2009). Last but not the least, Waqf extends the role 
of zakah, which ensures the flow of cash fund to those in need.

Cizacka (2000) and Mahamood (2006) state: “the origin of Waqf remains 
contentious and cannot be traced to any single source”. Abu Zahrah (2007), 
Cizacka (2000), Abdel-Mohsin (2009), and Singer (2008) claim that the 
notion of Waqf originated from ancient human civilization like Mesopotamia, 
Greece and Macedonia. As per their claim, similar structures had existed 
earlier civilizations such as Persia, Egyptian, Turkish, Byzantine and Roman 
Empires. Koehler (2010) claims Waqf to be originated in the era of Prophet 
Muhammad (صلى الله عليه وسلم) rather than a later stage of the history of Islam, and provides 
evidence that Europeans were unprotected to Waqf in Jerusalem. The following 
narrative of events by Ibn Sa`ad provides evidence of waqf practised by the 
Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم):

Umar Ibn al Khattab earned some lands in Khyber and came to the Messenger 
of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) and asked him what to do with it. He said, “I got land in Khyber 
and I did not get any property dearer to me than it. What do you command me 
to do with it?” The Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) advised him to make it as Waqf 
and said, “If you wish, you should lock to its original and use the revenue 
for charity.” Umar gave it as charity…. the first charity given in Islam were 
the fruits of the charity of Umar Ibn al Khattab. (Ibn Sa’d, 2013)
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The Types of Waqf

According to Abdel-Mohsin (2009), Waqf, according to the recipients, 
is classified into three key types: Waqf Khayri (public or philanthropic 
Waqf), Waqf Ahli or Dhurri (posterity or family Waqf) and Waqf Mushtarak 
(combination of public and family Waqf).

Waqf Khairi (Public Waqf)

The Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) himself practiced and encouraged his noble 
companions to establish public Waqf. This type of Waqf is designed to sponsor 
ventures that benefits the public; and has a humanitarian side to benefit the 
poor and needy segment of the community. Examples include masjid, water 
wells, and public universities.

Waqf Ahli (Family Waqf)

This type of Waqf is formed when it is specified that the recipients of the 
property made as Waqf are the members of Waqif or donor’s family. The profit 
accrued from the family Waqf is divided in accordance with the proportions 
stated in the Waqfiyyah (Islamic Trust agreement). Only surplus profit is 
passed on to the poor and needy as charity. This type of Waqf is preferably 
administered by the relatives of donor (Waqif). The Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) 
permitted many of his companions to generate Waqf for their close families 
and relatives (Abdel-Mohsin, 2009).

Waqf Mushtarak (The Combination of Public and Family Waqf)

The joint public and family Waqf is formed when the Waqif donates a part of 
his own property to his kith and kin, while another share to the community.

Characteristics of Waqf

Waqf has three features, which differentiate Waqf from other Islamic Trust 
deeds. First, the perpetuity or permanency of Waqf averts appropriation of 
the Waqf property by the management or entities (including the Waqif). This 
safeguards continuity of the delivery of social services to Waqf recipients. 
Second, irrevocability of Waqf safeguards that once the Waqif promises to 
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donate his property as Waqf, it is unalterable and as such his successors cannot 
make any alteration in the status of the Waqf. This is to avoid the Waqif or 
his successors’ execution of rights to withdraw the endowed assets, once it 
has been avowed as a Waqf. Finally, Inalienability of Waqf guarantees that 
no one can own a Waqf’s assets once they are endowed. Besides, sooner the 
ownership of the Waqf assets is transferred to Allah, its real owner, and the 
Waqf assets become frozen. By law, the Waqf assets, once donated, cannot 
be vended, transferred, pledged, gifted, inherited or subjected to any form 
of alienation (Abdel-Mohsin, 2009).

All these features of Waqf are intended to confirm the perpetuity of Waqf 
assets in order to protect the incessant stream of profits accrued from the 
Waqf assets which can be used for public or family well-being. Although Kahf 
(1998) and Kuran (2004) have argued that the sole features of permanency 
of Waqf has hindered the growth, Lev (2005) has stated that the perpetual 
nature of Waqf together with non-perishable feature as well as uninterrupted 
benefits make Waqf a much superior form of charity.

AUTHORITY OF WAQF IN PRIMARY 
SOURCES OF SHARĪ‘AH

No direct reference of the word ‘Waqf’ is found in the Qur’an. So, one may 
ask “what are the motivational factors for Muslims to give away his/her 
property to Waqf”? The motivation to contribute to Waqf institution is due 
to religious encouragement. Islamic scholars trace its conformity to the law 
from the Qur’an, and the Sunnah.

Evidence From the Qur’an

The Qur’an gives a spiritual background for acquiring wealth and practical 
guidelines for its circulation. Using the analogy that Allah is the owner of 
everything in this universe and mankind is just His trustee on this earth, it 
is appropriate for Muslims to spend everything they have beyond what is 
necessary for the sake of Allah. This is stated in the Qur’an:
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They ask you how much they should spend. Say, `The surplus (what you can 
spare after spending on your basic requirement). (Al-Qur’an, 2:219)

The worshippers who are neither extravagant nor niggardly; when they spend 
they do not play the prodigal nor do they act parsimoniously, but they use a 
mean. (Al-Qur’an, 25:67)

Both the above verses reveal that mankind needs to maintain a balance 
between extravagance and miserliness. As human beings, humans possess 
dual desire of compassion and an inherent love of wealth. Islam’s spiritual 
teachings urge selflessness and generosity.

Some Islamic scholars seek to argue that lending to Allah is in effect 
creating a Waqf. It is a common Muslims’ belief that Allah’s reward is the 
best to one who lends to his fellow human being:

You shall, however, observe Prayer (regularly five times a day in all events). 
And go on presenting Zakah and set apart a goodly portion (of your possessions 
to give for (the sake of) Allah. And whatever good you send on before for 
yourselves, you will find it with Allah as the best of things meriting the greatest 
reward. (Al-Qur’an, 73:20)

Muslims also believe that charity is a tool for attaining Allah’s utmost 
satisfaction and rewards in the hereafter, through righteousness. Islam motivates 
its followers to perform the acts of charity for fellow human beings as it is 
evidenced in the following two verses of the Qur’an:

It is not benignancy that you turn your faces around in the direction of East 
and West; but benignancy is (in him) who believes in Allah, and the Last 
Day, and the Angels, and the Book, and the Messengers of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم), and 
brings wealth in spite of his love for it (Or: offers out of love for Him) to 
near kinsmen, and the orphans, and the indigent, and the wayfarer, and the 
beggars, and (to ransom) necks, (i.e. captives “slaves”) and keeps up the 
prayer, and bring the Zakat, (i.e. pay the poor-dues). (Al-Qur’an, 2:177)

You can never have extended virtue and righteousness unless you spend part 
of what you dearly love for the cause of Allah. Allah knows very well whatever 
you spend for His cause. (Al-Qur’an, 3:92)
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Evidence From the Sunnah

The creation of Waqf has been encouraged by the Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) in 
many ahadith. An imperative enthusiasm for bequeathing to Waqf is repeated 
or permanent charity as stated in a hadith as mentioned above at the outset.

In one case, Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) arrived at Madinah where there was 
insufficient drinking water aside from what was available in the well of Rumah. 
He motivated his companions to purchase the well so as to have a continuous 
stream of unrestricted drinking water for the dwellers of Madinah. Uthman 
Ibn Affan (may Allah be pleased with him) purchased the well of Rumah 
from its landlord and donated it to the inhabitant of Madinah as Waqf. In 
return for his donation or charity, he was assured by the Messenger of Allah 
.of a better well in the hereafter (Raissouni, 2001) (صلى الله عليه وسلم)

The following ahadith provide crystal clear evidence on how to establish 
and manage a Waqf:

Narrated by Ibn ‘Umar: During the time of Allah’s Messenger (صلى الله عليه وسلم) ‘Umar 
Ibn Al Khattab (may Allah be pleased with him) donated as charity some 
of his belongings, a garden of date-palms called Thamgh. ‘Umar said: “O 
Allah’s Messenger! I have some property which I prize highly, and I want to 
give it in charity?” The Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) said: “Give it in charity (i.e. 
endowment) with its land and trees on the condition that the land and trees 
will neither be sold nor given as a present, nor bequeathed, but the fruits are 
to be spent in charity”. So, ‘Umar donated it as an endowment, and it was in 
the cause of Allah, in freeing slaves, for the poor and needy, for guests, for 
wayfarers and for kinsmen. The person assigned to act as its administrator 
was allowed to consume it sensibly and justly. His friends were also permitted 
to consume it without having any intention of becoming well-off by using 
these resources. (Bukhari, 2000, hadith # 2532)

THE ORIGIN AND HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF WAQF

The Origin of Waqf

Scholars on Waqf have mixed versions on the first Waqf which was recognized 
in the Islamic history. Kahf (1998) claims that the first Waqf on which the 
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legal Waqf contexts function as a base was the Waqf of Umar Ibn al- Khattab. 
Ahmed (2004) claims that the first Waqf was founded by the Messenger of 
Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) was the masjid in Madinah whereby the land was purchased on 
which the masjid was erected. Today, that masjid is widely known as al-Masjid 
al-Nabawi (the masjid of the Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم)) and is the second most 
sacred place for Muslims.

Cizakca (2000) proclaims that the first Waqf is the masjid in Quba, which 
was built personally by the Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) together with other Muslim 
migrants upon their arrival in Madinah in 622 AD. Gil (1998) published that 
the first Waqf is the property which was donated to the Messenger of Allah 
.by a wealthy Jewish Rabbi called Mukhayriq (صلى الله عليه وسلم)

Historical Development of Waqf

The concept of Waqf demonstrates a remarkable tradition of Islamic 
philanthropy. Although, the historical basis of charity is much older than the 
era the Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم), the Arabs before his time had knowledge 
regarding the legacies of charity and “it is most likely that Islam may have 
been influenced by earlier civilizations”, as Cizakca (2000) claims. The first 
Waqf from pre-Prophetic era was the Waqf established by Prophet Ibrahim 
in the form of Kaabah (Al-Humaidan, 2007).

The Waqf institutions continued to develop all over the Muslim world after 
the demise of the Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم). During the 9th century, Fatima al-
Fihri, used her bequest to bequeath a masjid and the al-Qarawiyyin University 
in Fes, Morocco, which is considered as the world’s oldest university. Fatima’s 
sister, Maryam al-Fihri also followed her by using her bequest to endow the 
Al-Andalus masjid (Andalusian Mosque) in Fes.

Agricultural industry was vibrant as it provided the largest basis of revenue 
collection from Waqf assets. As White (2006) mentions “Waqf agricultural 
land constituted half of the size of land in Algeria and one-third in Tunisia; and 
even in the mid-20th century, one-eighth in Egypt.” Moreover, a significant 
amount of cash (money) was donated as Waqf and the revenue generated 
from cash Waqf comprised 32% of all the yields generated from Waqf in 
the 18th century. It is also projected that in 1931, the percentage of human 
resource employed by Waqf institutions to those employed by Turkey was 
40% to 60% (Cizakca, 2000).
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The Ottoman era (1299–1453) is a remarkable illustration of Waqf 
foundations enchanting the main role of socio-economic development which 
set a precedent for the world. These Waqf foundations were the centrepiece 
of the Ottoman economy and were contributory to funding a sophisticated 
market welfare. The Ottoman economy was flexible and worthwhile enough 
to provide adequate economic set-up to the Waqf institutions (Shechter, 
2005). It has been projected that three-fourth of all the arable land during the 
Ottoman empire was under the domain of Waqf institutions. The total budget 
for health, education and welfare used to generate from its Waqf foundations 
and government expenditures on the social services towards fulfilling the 
needs of community was nominal or insignificant.

Waqf also provided employment during the Ottoman era. Well-reputed 
people played role in the Waqf institutions as trustees and they had significant 
responsibilities such as collection of revenues, intensifying the sources of 
income, supervising new erections, carrying out maintenances, and distributing 
incomes and resources. The task of supervising all the public Waqf was given 
to the Sharī‘ah court, while the individuals used to manage the family Waqf. 
The number of Waqf established at that time reached its highest owing to 
the sound supervision and transparency of Waqf institutions by the relevant 
authorities such as trustees and Sharī‘ah court.

The Waqf institution during the Ottoman era witnessed a tremendous 
success due to the fact that its administration was de-centralized. Besides, 
some other factors also worked behind this success such as open-handedness, 
insight, autonomy, good governance of the relevant authorities towards Waqf 
institution and vow to help the humanity, without the need to restore to 
administration (Abdel-Mohsin, 2009). Likewise, Bremer (2004) elucidates 
“Islamic philanthropy has been able to play these important and diverse roles 
in part because it was among the most transparent, formalized and rule-based 
segments of Islamic society”.

At the commencement of the 19th century, the Waqf institution started 
a downward descend, over a period of one and a half century, beginning 
from the declining of the Ottoman Empire over the ages of colonization 
period of the Middle East and South Asia and into the nationalization and 
sovereign state-governed direction (Bremer, 2004). The waning of Waqf 
institution attributed to the downfall of the Ottoman Empire, colonization 
and government’s involvement with the administration of Waqf institution.
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Governments took control of Waqf institution as Waqf was well-looked-after 
to distribute wealth and form an elite group capable of founding benevolent 
institutions. This put the government in danger and the governments found 
this as a unique opportunity to take the ownership of the Waqf assets and 
administer them. As soon as the government took over the Waqf assets it caused 
to lose transparency and people did not find it much attractive to contribute.

During the past couple of decades, there was an increasing demand and 
consciousness among the people and governments in Waqf institution and 
they found it as one of the significant tools for their economic developments. 
More importantly, during the recent years, governments in Muslim countries 
have witnessed the revival of Waqf in a significant manner. But sadly, many of 
them started interfering with the autonomy of Waqf institution and hindered 
the freedom of its administration. The situation became so complex that some 
countries nationalized Waqf institutions, while others vested powers to the 
relevant ministries to even regulate them.

Waqf institutions have also been introduced in countries where Muslims 
are minority. These include inter alia Australia, New Zealand, India and 
South Africa. In Muslim minority environments, Waqf is registered as a 
charitable trust.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTIONS OF WAQF

Waqf institutions were the indispensable components for economic distribution 
and re-distribution of excess of wealth whereby the circulation of wealth took 
place from the rich to the destitute and underprivileged in order to eliminate 
poverty. The profit accrued from Waqf funds were utilized to target identified 
areas which had constructive social effect and additional significance to the 
community.

Ahmed (1998) claims: “once people heard about the establishment of Waqf 
by `Umar there was not a single able (rich) companion who did not make 
Waqf”. The Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) used the profits from the endowment 
to help the warriors, the Muslims, for the Messenger of Allah’s (صلى الله عليه وسلم) family 
expenses and the fuqara (poor/needy) of migrants to Madinah (Gil,1998).

As highlighted in the above section, the Waqf of Rumah established by 
Uthman ibn Affan and the land in Khyber established as a Waqf by Umar Ibn 
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al- Khattab were both created under the advice and directions of the Messenger 
of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم). Both of these Waqf were designed with social purposes in mind 
and are examples showcasing the socio-economic contributions of Waqf to 
the public benefits and welfare of the community. Centuries have passed, but 
the Waqf of the well of Rumah has always been in service of mankind until 
today. Cultivation of date trees is extensively made dependent on the well of 
Rumah. The dates are sold in markets of Madinah and elsewhere all over the 
world. Fifty percent of the proceeds from the date cultivation investment are 
distributed to beneficiaries such as orphans. The other fifty percent of the 
profits are used for further investment. The returns on the date cultivation 
have been so profitable that the Waqf was able to purchase prime land near 
Al-Masjid al-Nabawi in Madinah on which hotels are being constructed. The 
investment in hotel business is estimated to generate revenue in the region 
of 50 million riyals per annum (AwqafSA, n.d.).

THE CHALLENGES FACING WAQF 
AND THE WAY FORWARD

Even with the inception of Islamic finance a few decades ago, Waqf has 
been struggling to rejuvenate its past glory. Many reasons are collectively 
responsible for this dilemma. For instance, there is lack of availability of 
comprehensive data and historical records. The key issues and challenges 
facing Waqf also include in some jurisdictions inter alia: (a) highly centralized 
Waqf administration, (b) inadequate manpower, (c) lack of organizational and 
administrative competency, (d) unregistered Waqf properties, (e) absence of 
provisions in pertinent laws and regulations, (f) lack of social awareness, (g) 
illegal occupation, (h) misappropriation of Waqf properties, (i) operational 
inefficiency, (j) integrity and qualification of trustees and (k) lack of Sharī‘ah 
supervision. These challenges lead among others to weak transparency and 
public disclosure of Waqf institutions. Subsequently, there is little scope for 
proper audit and compliance practices. Moreover, most of the time, good 
governance structures and well-planned development and business strategies 
are ignored in such institutions. In addition to that, legal and regulatory 
challenges in every jurisdiction are considered to be some of the major issues 
with the Waqf institutions in the contemporary world.
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What Is Blockchain?

Blockchain is a digital ledger of transactional data which is distributed on 
a decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) network (PwC FinTech, 2016). In other 
words, it is a decentralized database which records transactions that have 
been performed or events that have been occurred and shares them through a 
digital network among participating parties (Crosby, Nachiappan, Pattanayak, 
Verma, & Kalyanaraman, 2015).

Though the blockchain database is maintained by many people, it is not 
‘controlled’ by anyone (Grant Thornton, n.d.). Each transaction is entered 
on the blockchain based on the confirmation of certain number of people 
endorsing it. Furthermore, it is verified by consensus of the majority of 
participating parties on the blockchain network. The data of transactions 
once entered on blockchain cannot be deleted. Moreover, the data of even a 
single transaction remain verifiable by any participating party at any point 
in time (Crosby, Nachiappan, Pattanayak, Verma, & Kalyanaraman, 2015). 
Figure 01 below shows the work flow of a blockchain system.

Figure 1. Transaction work flow of blockchain system
Source: https://blockgeeks.com/guides/what-is-blockchain-technology/
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How Blockchain Can Help?

The advent of technological advancements, particularly the introduction of the 
blockchain, has offered a ray of hope for the revival of the waqf institutions in 
the modern world. Having transparency at the core of its system, it possesses 
various attractive features which are naturally required by waqf institutions. 
For example, data entry is done through a decentralized consensus system 
which can provide more reliability and trust among the parties involved. 
Once the data is entered it is immutable. Since the records at the blockchain 
are unalterable; it is very difficult to corrupt or manipulate those records or 
data entries.

The blockchain, though still at its infancy stage, has already proved 
itself as a game changing breakthrough for the global financial sphere. In 
fact, its utilization is not limited to only financial sector, but it also affords 
promising features and usage for non-financial sectors. Similarly, the Waqf 
institution could be invigorated with the innovative and efficient use of the 
blockchain. The block chain and Waqf is indeed naturally a perfect match, 
because interestingly, the blockchain addresses many, if not all, of the issues 
and problems currently facing the Waqf in the contemporary world.

Using Smart Contracts for Waqf

Szabo (2016) introduced the idea of ‘Smart Contracts’ establish contract 
law through electronic commerce protocols and to design business practices 
through computer programs on internet among strangers. He stated:

A smart contract is a set of promises, specified in digital form, including 
protocols within which the parties perform on these promises. (Szabo, 1996)

It is actually a computer program or algorithm that automatically executes 
when pre-defined conditions are met. In other words, it is a general-purpose 
computation or calculation typically occurs on a distributed ledger or 
blockchain. In this respect, it is more generic than a traditional contract, 
because it can be any kind of algorithm.
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The idea behind them is to convert terms and conditions of a transaction 
into codes; if the conditions are met, the contract is immediately concluded. 
Previously, the challenge was to automatically ensure that conditions are met, 
and that this event automatically triggers the conclusion of the contract, and 
perhaps its execution. With blockchain, conditions - being written into lines 
of code – could exist across a distributed, decentralized blockchain network 
in which it could be verified against the pre-set conditions by anonymous 
parties without the need for a central authority, legal system, or external 
enforcement mechanism. This renders transactions traceable, transparent, 
and irreversible (Investopedia, n.d).

A smart contract can easily satisfy common contractual conditions 
and minimize exceptions both malicious and accidental. It does not need 
intervention; hence, it minimizes the need for trusted intermediaries. 
Subsequently, its usage would reduce fraud loss; and lower arbitrations, 
enforcement and other transactional costs. Figure 02 below shows how a 
smart contract works.

Figure 2. How a smart contract works?
Source: https://www.thesecuritybuddy.com/blockchain/smart-contracts-and-blockchain/
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It can be effectively used in Waqf. For instance, a Waqf deed can be converted 
into an algorithm or code. The algorithm or code then can be inserted in the 
Blockchain platform in the form of a smart contract. The execution of the 
smart contract is automated. The smart contract can avoid the usage of Waqf 
property against the stipulations of the Waqf giver. In this way, the Waqf deed 
can be protected and adhered to. This is a simple example where Waqf can 
benefit from smart contract.

From macro perspective, the use of smart contracts could further enhance 
the performance and efficacy of the Waqf institution. Incorporating smart 
contracts could also reduce the cost, while further increase the security and 
adherence to the Waqf stipulations.

Use Case: Waqf Chain by Finterra

Finterra has developed a crowdfunding platform that uses blockchain to create 
smart contracts that would be tied to specific waqf projects. This can provide 
a more efficient way to raise money, manage and transfer ownership of waqf.

The Waqf Chain allows participants to create project proposals to develop 
and invigorate endowment properties. Others can fund these project proposals 
by contributing funds. If the project goals are met, the project proposal is 
accepted, and a certain number of endowment tokens are created and distributed 
to the participating funders. The tokens can be held to gain stakeholder rights 
and revenue sharing or transferred and exchanged in the wider Finterra 
ecosystem (and on other networks) through the Finterra Inter-Chain Protocol.

Among the key benefits that Finterra wants to achieve:

• Each project’s ‘real world’ documentation is stored immutably and 
publicly for all stakeholder to see and review, ensuring safety and 
transparency of the project as it moves forward.

• Contribution, stakeholder voting, and special terms cannot be tampered 
with because they are enforced by blockchain consensus via smart 
contract.

• Token distribution and project revenue are handled automatically in 
the smart contract logic guaranteeing fairness and accounting accuracy 
for token holders.
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• Specific project terms are encoded into (and enforced by) a smart 
contract in a tamper proof manner.

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND 
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

The blockchain, though still in its infancy stage, has already proved itself 
as a game changing breakthrough for the global financial sphere. In fact, 
its utilisation is not limited to only the financial sector, but it also affords 
promising features and usage for non-financial sectors.

Similarly, the waqf institutions could be invigorated with the innovative 
and efficient use of the blockchain and smart contracts. The blockchain 
technology and such institutions can indeed have a perfect natural match 
because, interestingly, the blockchain addresses many, if not all, of the issues 
and problems currently facing such institutions in the contemporary world.

However, there is an urgent need to focus on this technology for the 
betterment of waqf institutions. More research with interdisciplinary 
collaboration should be promoted with the focus on development of proofs 
of concepts and their implementation related to waqf. Most importantly, 
shariah scholars need to be well equipped with an in-depth understanding 
of the technological advancements to the minimum level which is sufficient 
to guide and advise those efforts in a shariah compliant manner.

Comprehensive shariah governance framework should be developed in order 
to harness the potential of blockchain and smart contracts phenomenon for 
invigorating waqf institutions, and other Islamic social financing institutions in 
general. Shariah standards and parameters need to be prepared for regulatory 
sand boxes, business incubators, accelerator programs, and technology parks 
at universities for this purpose.

It is strongly believed that with the firm fiqhi foundations of such institutions, 
an innovative approach consisting of technological advancements, like 
blockchain and smart contracts, towards their reinforcement will ensure that 
they could dynamically participate in the societal and economic development 
of the whole Muslim world. Such remarkable initiatives will also crystallise 
the ethical and social dimensions of Islamic finance in a robust manner.
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